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Opening address

Prof. Ir. W"A. de Jong
President of the Board of Management of the
Netherlands Organization for Applied Scientific Research TNO
The Hague
The Netherlands

Mr" Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen,

It is a great pleasure to welcome you to the 14th úrternational TNO Conference on behalf
of the Board of Management of the Netherlands Organization for Applied Scientific
Research TNO" I extend a special welcome to our guests who willipeak before this
conference, many of whom have come from very fãr to present a pàpe" and to take part
in our discussions. h particular we are indebted to you, Dr. van Trier, Minister oÌ
Science.Policy, foryour willingness to speak in this morning?s session, the more so
because you are familiar with our subject from the science ãs well as túe policy point of
view"

Lastyear, when we decided on the program of the 14th Conference, 'we had to make the
final choice between the present conference theme and a subject in the field ofenergz"
Technologically speaking, both fields are in rapid development" They are also key issues
of our time, causing rapid and profound changes in society that wiII affect us aII" As for
the energr problem, we had become so used to the availabitity of cheap and abundant
energy supplies, that the temporary shortage, the uncertain long-term outlook and the
sudden increases in energ)i prices came as a shock. However, iãdustry, government and
commerce are now taking steps to conserve energ/ and switch to other sources, science
and education are reorienting themselves, and the media are reporting almost daily on
some aspect of the problem.

Much less attention is being paid to the information issue, at least in this country,
although its significance is now rapidty increasing because of the relatively receni
developments which enable us to store, handle and apply vast amounts of data. The
extensive research and development in this field carried out during the past decade have
resulted in a technolo$/ that will probably affect our lives more piofoundly than we can
now foresee" This should not only be understood in terms of new technicai possibilities,
but also as far as the social, economic and scientific consequences are concerned.
Perhaps the word "informationil will soon acquire the same importance asrtenergrtt,
However, a difference between them is that our present energy problems are chirac-
terized by an impending shortage, whereas with information an oversupply is more
likely" We aII know that an oversupply of information may be dangerous: for instance,
the effects may be similar to those of an oversupply of certain aggressive sounds that is
called music by some. Irritation and, in severe cases, discontent may be the result.

one thing is, I think, to be expected: wide-spread application of modern information
technologz will lead to appreciable societal changes in a relatively short period, This is
nothirg new: there are many examples which indicate that such changes occur in rather
an abrupt, discontinuous manner. Atthough new technology is often the driving force for
these changes, social, economic and political factors are often of decisive importance
for the course of events.
In their book "The Future with Micro-electronicst!, Barron and Curnouw state:

trsocial and economic factors, rather than technological factors, will mainly
determine the future development of information technologz. This has two
important consequences :

firsuy, any attempt, to predict future developments exclusively on the basis
of technological considerations is doomed to failure, and



secondly, the formulation of proper social and economic policies in relatir
to computing is far more important than the formulation of a technical
PolicYrr"

There are many previous examples of this rule. For instance, the tlansmission of
information by radio, in the form of organized broadcasting, is little more than half a

century old. Many of us remember its influence as an information medium during Worlt
War Ii; today, portable radios and even TV sets can be found even in the homes of the

Ieastfortunátemembersof oursociet¡r, alsointhepoorestof nations. Formanythe
confrontation with these sophisticated products as weII as the information transmitted
will signify a culture shock of an intensity that is hard to measure, and its effects cannt
yet beÍoréseen with even some degree of clarity. Fortunately, manrs capacity for adap
tation to change is equally impressive.
Another examþle of similar consequences of technological progress is the discovery of
tlrre art of printing. Our history books tell us that Laurens Jansz. Koster of Haarlem
invented tiris impòrtant innovation in information transmission. It was one of the factors
which helped to bring about the transition from the Middle Ages, a process which was
undoubtedly accelerated by the social, economic and political conditions of that time,
This invenlion facilitated the access to written information; its effects were reinforced
by the tiberal and tolerant atmosphere of the emerging Dutch republic of the Seven
Provinces, where censure was a relatively unknown phenomenon. It is gratifying to
note that this condition has persisted almost uninterruptedly up to our time, and also
that the Dutch publishing world has still sufficient vitality to be one of the pioneering
forces in the present transformation to an information society. For although many thinl
that this new era has so far not started in the Netherlands, there are sure signs that thr

information society is on its way. These signs are not only visible in industry;what is
called the tertiary sector also participates. Examples are the automation of traffic and
transportation systems, innovations in commerce, banks and insurance companies, the
rapidly increasing use of electronic office equipment, the current trials with public datr
transmission networks, and many others. Employment in several of these sectors is
affected, but forhrnately the rapid growth of software production and other new business
activities is a compensating factor.
One of the papers of this conference will provide us with further information about the
employment issue; others witl deal with the new technologr itself.
However, I do not mean to imply that the rate and the extent of penetration of informati,
in our industry is sufficient: there are many branches of industry and commerce that
are lagging behind, which is all the more serious because of the present downward tren
of our economy. Itis only recently that a government official stated in the journal TNO
Project (and I quote):

t'Micro-electronics is advancing on us, but we are still asleept'.
This is true for some sectors;it certainly holds for the medium and small companies i
which a large proportion of new employment is expected to be generated. Therefore, th
government initiative to assist in setting up facilities intended to stimulate the applicati
of micro-electronics, is very welcome. In these facilities the Universities of Technolo
TNO, industly and others can co-operate in transferring new technologr to those branc.
of industry that themselves do not have sufficient expertise and,/or capital.
Another retarding factor is that our educational system did not react soon enough to the
trend towards the information societ¡r,
This applies not only to technical matters, but also, and particularly, to more general
education. I think that many, if not all, branches of secondary education should make
their students ar¡¡are of the changes and the chances of the coming information age"

As for TNO, we have been active in several institutes in introducing the new technologr
but a co-ordinated policy is of relatively recent date. This applies also ùo information
systems intended for use by TNOts management at various levels: institute, division an
central management" The size of our Organization, with its nearly 5,000 employees
working on very many large and small projects, requires that such a system should
become available. In the plans for reorganization that have recenUy been adopted, actit
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to improve internal communication and information as regards finance, marketing and
programming are included. The first phase is now in progress. It includes a definition
of the amount and the type of information needed at the various management levels to
arrive at a flexible and controlled operation of our institutes and research groups"

Ladies and GenUemen, the complex and rapid social, economic and political develop-
ments resulting from the large-scale introduction of the new information technology
cannot be predicted very accurately. We shall have much to learn before the potential
and the effects can be fully appreciated" I hope that some light will be shed on this
during this Conference" Even so, prediction remains difficult" Some people think that
this is particularly so for scientists. Let me illustrate this by a quotation taken from
a paper by Lewis Branscomb in the journal Science;the paper is entitled "Information,
the Ultimate Frontiert'.
Branscomb tells us about a meeting of top-level scientists organized by a government
office interested in possible discoveries and developments over the next twenty years
or so. When it became apparent that the discussion came to nothing, the physicist
Murra5,r Gell-Mann told the organizers that the wrong type of people had been invited
to attend the meeting. I'The people you need here", he said, I'are the science fiction
writers. They are skilted in telling you what will be discovered in the next twenty
years. We scientists are the experts in why these visionary ideas wonrt work".
Of course, I do not mean to imply that we invited the wrong kind of speakers to this
Conference, I am sure that their knowledge and experience in scientific matters will not
prevent them from providing us with some very challenging ideas. This will help us in
finding our way during the transition to an information society, This transition is not
merely a change: it also provides chances and challenges, as the Conference motto tells
us. But let us try not to drown in the vast amount of information that will become
available, a¡d remember the words of an old philosopher, spoken after he had read a
paper by a younger colleague with a very long list of references at the end. He said:
tïmpressive, how much they know these days. Would they have any time left to think
about it ?rt.

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen,
I open this 14th TNO Conference, wishing you a pleasant and fruitful meeting here in
Rotterdam.
Thank you for your attention"



The hformation Revolution

E,W. Ploman *)
Executive Director
Úrternational Institute of Communication
Londen
uk.

Since I first read it I have become very fond of an expression coined by a Swedish MP:
!'If KarI Marx were living now, he would not have written Das Kapital;he would have

written Die Information'r. It weII captures the importance which is now attributed to
issues of communications ând information and indicates their invasion of the social,
economic and political agenda, nationally and internationally.

I was pleasantly surprised to see in the letter of invitation to this Conference a statemen
to the effectthat human society has always been an I'information society't. If we agree ot

the point that communication is a precondition for social organization - whether among
animals or humans - that without communication there can be no community, then
obviously all human societies have been information societies. What we tend to forget
though is that this view of society and history is very recent. Clearly, all through his-
tory communications have retainted the attention of rulers and all societies have regulat
the flows of information. However, communications and information were largely taken
for granted, seen almost as natural constants, placed in the service of other social
activities which were seen as more fundamental, whether they were expressed in religic
economic or political terms . It is only in recent years that there has occurred a change
in perspective so that, for the first time, communications and information per se have
become issues in society.

This fundamental change in our attitude towards the entire communications/information
complex is recent and we still seem very unsure about what it means and how to deal wil
it. It has become a truism, a cliché to speak of the communications revolution, the
information explosion or the information society. But a cliché does not exclude confusiol
On the contrary,
We have not even been able to define what we are talking about - at least not in a mannel
which is generally acceptable or agreed. We have no agreed conceptual framework, no
agreed terminolory even. An American scholar started some years ago to count current
used definitions of the expression'rcommunication't. He very wisely gave up when he hac

reached a figure of around one hundred, The same would undoubtedly occur in the case
of rtinformationrt - should anybody bother to count,
I wiII definitely not make even an attempt at definitions " I will not even assume that we
all here are agreed on what we are supposed to talk about, What I will try, though, is
to discuss - in the light of different perspectives - some of the characteristics or
implications of what in the absence of a better expression we call the communications ar
information revolution: the processes and phenomena which we vaguely but definitely fee

are changing society, our relations to work and leisure, our relations to each other and
perhaps our relations to ourselves.

1" The first and most obvious perspective is the technological.
However, I wiII not once again repeat the list of technical devices that are being
introduced or are on the drawing board, It would be more constructive to focus on the
trends in technical developments and their implications. It seems to be an accepted
fact that one of the characteristics of the new communications technologz is a vast
increase in the capacity to generate, store, process, transmit and receive informatir

) The views expressed in this paper are the authorts own; they do not necessarily
represent the views of the Institute or its members.
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There seem to be other trends though which might be even more important:

- The flexibility and opportuníty of choice: We now have available a number of methods
where previously there was only one - or none.
Conversely, equipment like the television set which, traditionally was used for one
purpose only can now have multiple use value"

- The possibility of combining different, so far, separate, methods and systems which
results in new forms and modes of communication which were not foreseen in policy
or law. This trend is connected with a very definite trend towards convergence, even
integration, of techniques and services"

- A third trend one might see under the sign of contradictions, the emergence of trends
in opposite and not necessarily complementary directions: the trend towards overall
integrated configurations meets another trend in the opposite direction towards
decentralization, individualization in concept and use. This corresponds to the con-
tradictory fears expressed at the same time: on the one hand fears of the integrated
global village and on the other hand fears of the utter fragmentation implied in
e>{clusively individual of group use or technologies and media.

By not looking at trends but rather at individual gadgets and services, we have fallen
in a trap which now seems difficult to escape.
We try to fit new devices and services into traditional categories none of which has
a firm theoretical or practical basis and which are crumbling under the impact of new
technologies. In Germany there has been a raving discussion about videotex: is it
telecommunications, publishing, broadcasting, líbrary/archive service or what?
The copyright field is in a state oftension: concepts developed for one medium are
now pressed far beyond their inherent capacity to cover new situations" We have
attached or based organizational and legal structures to a particular technolog5r or
level of technologSz . In a period of rapidly changing technologr we are facing the con-
sequences through confusion or worse.

The second perspective I should like to mention is the economic"
There is a growing awareness of the debate and analysis which have been conducted
in terms of the economic importance of the aggregated information activities in a
given society. I only want to recall some basic figures in this connection" According
to one evaluation, the complex of industries that comprises telecommunications,
computer and other electronic information industries has already developed to a level
where it is the third largest in the world economy. I¡ another study, mainly concerned
with the situation in the USA, 46 per cent. of the GNP and more than 50 per cent. of
labour income derives from the collection of heterogeneous goods and services that
together form what is called the "information activityt'" Most of the studies based on
this approach have been concerned with the US economy, but similar studies under-
taken in other industrialized countries seem to confirm the general picture: the
arrival of the information economy, the information society, the technotronic society
or post-industrial society - according to chorce.

It seems to me that these economic analyses in general suffer from one serious defect:
they exclusively foliow a market-oriented approach. Not only are government activities
seen as no more than a burden on the private economy. Information is treated as a
commoditSr only and even public information activities are pressed into this market
mould. Thus, education which is one of the largest components of the primary infor-
mation sector'ris sold as a local public good by state and local governments, with
the voter purchasing services as if a market were operating"" Thus, economic issues
are seen in the light of bookkeeping or accountancy.
This approach to information as a commodity leads us to one of the basic issues in this
economic perspective: should information be seen as a commodity or as a resource,
or rather in which circumstances, should the emphasis be on one or the other of these
approaches which have very different implications for policy and regulation.



The concept of information as a commodity has obviously evolved in countries with a
market economy" Even though the concept was originally not formulated in the terms
we now use, it represents one of the fundaments on which copyright legislation has
been constructed. I¡ recent times, this approach to information has been strengthened
and is applied in numerous rilays.
A typical example are all those new professions which function as inforrnationbrokers
- consultancy firrrs, film sales agents, news agencies etc. - and whose activities
consist of the collection, sometimes also the production, and sale of information.
Major businesses indicate Ínformation, not goods nor money as their rnost precious
asset"
The collection and transfer of information has thus become an industry and a trade in
its own right.

The implications of increasingly treating infornation as a commodity to be sold and
bought as ¿ury other are not well understood, if at aII"
There are some aspects that, I think, would warrant more attention than they were
given so far" What are the consequences of valuable information not being available
as a public good but only at a price which is beyond the average citizen? Another asper
of the same phenomenon concerns the availability of new advanced communication
services and systems: many of them are in fact being made availahle - but only to
already strongly organized and economically powerful interests in society: goverîmen1
industry and business, universities and research centres. The general publìc is often
left with sometimes deteriorating public networks. Are we in fact - even without
wanting to - creating a new class division in socieff based on the distinction between
the information- rich and the info rmation-poo r ?

These questions take on ¿ut even greater importance when seen in the light of another
approach: the one according to which information is seen as a resource in societ5r,
even as the key resource. This attitude is supported by the argument that in-formation
and organized knowledge have several unique properties.
The first of these unique properties is that all other resources depend on infomation
and lctowledge: it is the perception and evaluation of resources which makes their use
possible. Youcannotusethatof whichyoulcrownothing. Thus, theavailabilityof
information determines the availability of other resources. Obviously, the infòrmatior
seen in this perspective will have a great economic value but even more important
will be its social value, since all activities in society are conditioned by availability
and exchange of inforrnation.
The second unique feature of information refers to the concept that, as a resource
itself, information is not reduced or lessened by wider use and sharing. on the con-
trary, its value tends to gain in the process, value seen here both as economic and
social r¡alue. The use of the conceptttvalue addedttthrough various transactions has
been applied as a crucial factor in the analysis of the rrinformation economyrr. Less
atüention has been paid to the idea of added value from a social point of view. And one
reason is perhaps that we still do not have at our disposal the intellectual toots for the
analysis of this aspect.

It has also been maintained that the use of communication and information resources,
particularly of the electronic kind, would reduce or replace the consumption of other
scarce resources. This aspect has not been sufficienfly explored and is still very
controversial. However, there is already an obvious trend towards the replacement
of paper by electronics both in public and private administration and in such informatic
enterprises as news agencies.
rtr a larger and more long-term perspective, the partial replacement of physical
transport by electronic communications has been discussed.
The interest in such issues has originated with the recognition that electronic
communications, both in production and use, are much less resource depletive than
traditional industrial processes, economical in enerry requirements and with a
relatively low impact on the physical environment.



Ïr comparison with the commodity concept, the resource view would lead to a vely
different approach with regard to the production and distribution of information. The
emphasis would tend to be on a wide and unhampered dissemination and ftow of infor-
mation which can be seen as essential for the economic, social, political and cultural
activÍties of a society.

3. The resource approach directly leads to the third dimension: the political.
One ofthe functions ofthe political system is the allocation ofresources in society.
When information is seen as a resource the organization and control of information
flows will inevitably entail political decisions"

It very often seems to be part of traditional mythologr in the West that communication
and information are somehow neutral and therefore should be outside the political
sphere. It seems to be very difficult to maintain that position at a time when national
governments fall over issues of broadcasting, when an international organization like
Unesco is almost torn apart over questions of inte¡national mass media regulation and
when data regulation engages the minds of governments and parliaments.

Seen in a larger perspective, this phenomenon forms part of a general trend towards
the politicization of issues. 'JVith the advances in science and technolory, phenomena
and processes which earlier were regarded as outside of mants power, thus as natural
constants, can now be manipulated and changed by intentional - and unintentional -
human intervention" We need only think about things like climate modification,
large-scale environmental destruction, genetic experiments or outer space activities.
What previously was ¿scribed to nature or to Acts of God is now seen as the result
of human decision-making or the lack of it.
Such issues therefore increasingly become subordinated to public, i.e. societal choice
rather than being left to private, i.e. individual choice" This trend towardsincluding
an increasing number of issues and activities within the area of conscious social choice
and public as opposed to private decision-making is a marked feature of the present
communications and information scene. This in principle seems to be true for all coun-
tries, even those professing a basic adherence to a ttliberaltt creed of leaving, as far
as possible, the communications sector to private initiative"

There are many reasons for this trend. Among the more obvious ones may be men-
tioned the increasing linkage between national and international policies, the need to
adjust competing domestic interests clustering around new communication services,
and the implications of the new technologr itself.
In terms of technolory this is also expressed in the reactions against tttechnological
determinismtt, To the consternation of engineers and technicians who bewail the in-
trusion of'rpoliticstt into their pure domain, technologz is no longer taken for granted,
but subject to social scrutiny and policy chorce.

The politicization of issues is obvious in the case of the mass media" Rapidly, though,
also other areas in communications are becoming politicized, as for example the
thorny issues related to the regulation of transborder data flows..,, Another typical
example is represented by the demands of developing countries for a ttnew world
information and communications ordertt which - as it appeared - took the West almost
totally by surprise"

Even though, we are not very good at analysing these problems, one conclusion can
be drawn from our current confusion ald awhvardness: we need to evolve an adequate
machinery for policy- and decision-making in this field.

4. The next dimension concerns the interests, the position and requirements of the
individual. All too often the individual is subsumed under such expression as the e
general public, or simply the mass as in mass communication. It is not much better
when the individual is categorized as an abstract t'newspaper readertt orrrtelevision



viewertr.

This neglect of the individual is very obvious in the approach to communication policie
which generally deal with structural arrangements, the balance between various
institutions and interest groups and often do no more than pay lip service to the in-
dividuatts requirements, needs and wishes" Most of the time, the individual is no mo:
than an object of market research, or sociological investigation or of pilot schemes o

various kinds"

There is, however, emerging - even though slowly - a new awareness of the individua
role and his participation in the communication and information processes. In one
perspective, the concern is with man as a receiver-transformer-generator of infor-
mation, man as an information processing organrsm.
This approach implies a focus on the biological aspects of communication: the struc-
ture and functioning of the central nervous system and the frequency of its malfunctiol
ing, the flow of information to the brain, and in general, on the capacity of the individ
to treal information.
Preliminary research in this area has already been able to draw attention to a numbe:
of aspects that are generally not taken into account in communications policy and
practice. This work in neurophysiolog¡r, applied psychologz and stress research is
now being linked to studies of how communications systems function and how people a:
able to use them"

It has been found that all our communications systems are designed for use by
individuals who, from a bio-psychological view, function at an optimum. However, it
is also known that, out of a given population at a given time, only some 50 per cent.
are able to function at this optimum - for permanent reasons in the case of the very
young, the very old, the handicapped, or for temporary reasons in the case of physict
or mental illness, stress etc.

These approaches are of great releva¡rce to the design and operation of communicatior
systems and at a more general level, to the general policies with regard to the in-
troduction of new technologies and services.
The highly differentiated and individualized services offered by new technologr will
affect people differently. In particular, it has been stated that they will favour those
already well educated: they are better equipped to make deliberate choices among
media and information flows than the poorly educated or otherwise disfavoured groups
who are ill-protected against an unselective flow as rvell as against biased and mis-
Ieading information.

This again points to a real risk in current development, that of creating two classes
in society: the information-rich, those who for physical, educational, social and
economic reasons have access to new information services and are able to deal with
them and the information; and the rest of the population, including the really
information-poor who, even if they had access to new services, would not know how
to deal with them.

It has proved extremely difficult to provide reliable information on the individualts
use of different media and services over a larger time frame. Pronouncements on
future patterns of use have often proven ridiculously wrong. One of the possible
reasons for this difficulty in evaluating and forecasting individual communication and
information use, could be an inadequate and faulty approach to the problem. It seems
necessary to change the perspective from looking at each medium or seruice in isolat
and start from the concept of aII the information flows between the individual and his
total environment, physical as well as social" The concept of the individualts total
information environment seems usefuI: whether this environment is rich or poor,
adequate or mediocre, the individual wiII not use any one medium in isolation but
within the context of all available means of communication.
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This is exemplified by the observation that, for a student in an industrialized society,
the existing, informal "university" includes the evening news on television, cheap
paperback books, underground press, pop music, student exchange programs,
demonstrations, teach-ins and sit-ins, cinema and video. He will use all information
media and communications channels available to him. I'Atthe same time, it seems to
be uncomfortably clear that such acknowledgement of these new modes of expression
as has occurred has been both casual and quixotic. The rigorous preparation assumed
as a prerequisite of the conventional literacy of reading ald writing has not yet been
widely applied to or accepted for the use of film, television, radio, holography, the
underground, or any other of the many evolving means of human expression. As a
result, we have suffered in employing these means from the misuse and under-use
characteristic of ÍIliteracy"" (Donald R" Gordon)

5" The last dimension will concern the overall cultural context.
It is always difficult to identify the most important features of oners own time as proven
by the many labels given to our age and to modern societ¡r. A strong case has been
made for the view that we are living in an era which may come to be known in history
more for the enormous expansion of communication facilities and information flows
than for any other development"
Some observers see the advent of electronic communications as a fourth communica-
tions revolution, alongside and of similar importance as the three earlier ones: the
invention of speech, the invention of writing and the invention of printing. In another
perspective, the movement towards the all-pervasive use of sophisticated communica-
tion devices is compared to the transition man has made from hunting to agriculture,
or more recently, from agriculture to industry.

The implications of the unprecedented expansion of the number of services available
through modern communications and the new perspective on communications are far-
reaching" All societies now find themselves in a new situation and all of them find it
difficult to sort out their own policies, to weigh the dema¡ds between different
services, to relate electronic communications to other systems used for the transport
of ideas and ofpeople, and to choose efficient social instruments for formulating
policy and for operating the various systems.

In overall cultural terms, the analysis concerns the emergence of a new kind of
communications and information environment or ecologr. The changes in modalities
of communication are seen as crucial in their impact on cultural forms and identities.
The fusion of technologies amplifies the capacities to deal with the social and physical
environment and, more importantly, reshapes the information content and perceptions
of society 

"
The larger impact is thus upon the symbol systems which sustain all cultures" Through
these new technologies rve are dealing with the signals and messages which change us
as weII as those through which we change the environment" These approaches share
one characteristic: they deal with all forms, processes and products which may be
included in such terms as information, knowledge, communications. They represent
a re-orientation of perspectives, a new way of perceiving not only communications
but society"

In our enthusiastic acceptance of this new perspective we must gu.ard against the risk
of oversimplification" We should not now replace "economic manil by rrcommunications

manrr. However, \¡¡e cân see thatwe have to ask fundamental questions. h a situation
which is characterized by a series of unprecedented crises and challenges - of energy
andpollution, of populationandresources, of growthanddevelopment, of international
relations, of social transformation and human adaptation - what kind of communications
systems and information flows do we need and desire ?
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The Governmentrs RoIe

Dr.Ir. A.A.Th.M" van Trier
Minister for Science Policy
The Hague
The Netherlands

There is a certain paradox in the fact that we are now attending the 14th hternational
TNO Conference. Whereas t'change" is almost invariably the theme of the conferences
- change in science and technologSr and in society - the conferences themselves are
becoming an established tradition. Indeed, whatever else may change, let us hope that
this tradition willcontinue for a long time to come.

Over the past years these conferences have clearly proven their usefuIness. lVe should
not underestimate the contribution which they make to discussions of matters which are
of great importance for our societies both now and in the future. One could say that by
facilitating a many-sided approach to matters at the interface between technologr and
societSr, they act as an exercise in technology assessment. Looking back at the programs
for the last few years, one notices two things: not only does the organization have a
sure touch in its choice of subjects but it also linds striking titles for them"
However, I would like to make one point about the sub-title of the present conference.
'rHow to Cope with the Electronic Revolutionlt sounds a little defensive to me, as if the
initiative did not rest with us. It might suggest that the electronic revolution is an
inevitable process beyond our control, so that the only possible response is to adjust to
it as best we carr.

I am sure this is not what it was intended to suggest. And yet it may turn out to be all
too true if we adopt an attitude of passivity or indifference towards the technologies at
issue here. We must therefore proceed on the assumption that we certainly can influence
forthcoming developments, and aII the more so because I believe they will be more in the
nature of a¡ evolution than a revoluton, however far-reactring the ultimate changes may
be.
This evolution will be a gradual transition to a society which depends far more than at
present upon the production, exchange and processing of information. I have been asked
to speak about the Governmentts role in this process. Since that role derives partly fron
overall government policy on science and technolory, I must first of aII say a few words
about that. I shall then go on to speak at greater length about the importance of infor-
mation-technolory in particular, both from the economic and from the social and cultural
points of view. Finally, I propose to take a brief look at the beginnings of a coherent
government policy on the evolution towards a society based upon information"

Interest in science and technolory has grown in recent years, as has government interes¡
in these matters. This has to do with the many urgent problems now facing societ5r. Whil
we realize that science and technologr cannot provide all the answers, we do increasingl¡
Iook to this quarter for assistance in finding solutions.
The economic recession which has been deepening for several years is just one of the
problems, but it underlies many of the others.
You are familiar with the background to all this: the far-reaching and in many cases
structural changes taking place in the world economy, such as shifts in the international
division of labour, the constantly rising price of eners/ and raw materials and the high
rate of inflation. Among the symptoms of recession are falling profits in many parts of
industry, rising long-term unemployment and the threat of social disintegration. All
this plus the scarcity of venture capital reduces both the willingness and the ability to
invest in hazardous innovations, and this in itself constitutes a further threat to long-
term development.

The Netherlands is not the only country confronted with such problems: they are being
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experienced to a greater or lesser extent everywhere in the industrialized world. Many
people have begun to realize that probably the only way of dealing with them is by means
ofproper technological innovation, ThÍs point ofview clearly underlies international
studies such as the report entitled I'Technical Change and Economic Policy" published
last year by the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development. The growing
importance of innovation for the economy is illustrated by an estimate from the Science
and Technologr Agency in Japan, which puts the contribution of technological irurovation
to the national economy betrveen 1975 and 7982 at6516, às compared wit}l.207o for 1955 to
1960.
Whereas at one time it was usual for innovation to occur as a spontaneous response to
the market, this is no longer true to the same extent. There is a vicious circle: while
innovation is needed in order to restore the economy, the economic recession itself puts
a brake on innovation. Under these circumstances national governments are now under
greater pressure to help restore a climate of innovation.

It is against this background that coherent policies on science and technology have been
formulated in the Netherlands, as in many other countries, in recent years. The govern-
ment has thus acquired a new and valuable instrument with which to make science and
technolog5r responsive to the needs of society, of which the promotion of a selective and
controlled economic growth is by no means the only one"

A policy of this kind calls first and foremost for a positive and active attitude towards
new technological developments. It is unrealistic to reject all such developments; neither
would it be a simple matter to rejectthem in specific cases, because of the international
nature of innovation processes and their own powerful dynamics. Besides, manrs
creativity is fed by the constant challenge of creating and exploiting new opportunities.
If that challenge were to be stifled from the outset by a society which closed itself off
from new developments, that could be the end of our creativity and hence of our
prosperitY.
This of course by no means frees us from the obligation to keep a critical eye on the
innovation process. Prosperity and welfare will not benefit from the uncontrolled and

ill-considered introduction of new technologies, which often have drawbacks offsetting
their advantages. Thus the role of the government goes beyond simply creating the
conditions which make innovation possible . It is not enough for it to provide subsidies ,
encourage sound educational standards and maintain a high-quality research potential:
in some cases it will also be obliged to establish norms and regulations.
It must pursue a flexible policy in order to establish the boundaries within which scien-
tific research and technologr are to operate.
As the interpreter of society?s needs, the government can also seek actively to direct
technological development, for example by encouraging research to overcome shortages
of raw mãtetirls and energ¡r resources and to deal with environmental problems, or by
hetping to develop social technologies for the provision of public services. Irr pluriform
socletieslikeours, assessmentof theneedsof thecommunityisoneof themostdifficult
tasks of government"

For a proper control over the introduction of new technologies it is also of great impor-
tance ti know what social and cultural effects they are likely to have. A policy which
aspires to anticipate developments in this respect must include technology assessment
or, to be exact, social assessment of technologies" One last principle underlying science
poiicy is that the application of new technical developments must meet with broad social
ä"""pt"n"". This mèans that education and information should keep the public informed
of both the positive and the negative aspects of new technologies and help the public to
cope with them.

The basic philosophy behind the governmentrs policy on science and technologr can be

neatly summed up in the words of the Rathenau Commitbee - or to give it its fuIl name,
the Advisory Group on the Social Consequences of Micro-electronics. In the report it
presented tò the government at the end of 1979 the committee stated that the government
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should help to ensure that trevery new technologr constitutes an enrichment of society an
not an undermining of its foundationsrr. If this is the case, what then are we to expect of
information technologr ?

I'The most remarkable technologr ever to confront mankindrr. Thatwas the opinionvoicr
by Sir leuan Maddock, formerly Chief Scientist to the British Government, at a conferer
on micro-electronics in Londen in 1978. If that was said about one of the building blocks
information technologz, how then should we describe that technology itself?
The term rlinformation technologrrr covers a complex of new developments in micro-
electronics, computers and telecommunications. The progress being achieved in each o.
these various fields is impressive in itself. Micro-electronics for instance have made
nonsense of the economic rule of thumb that what is better is necessarily also more
expensive, which is yet a further reason why this technologr cannot be pushed aside.
Computers are in the process of evolving from rapid but unintelligent calculators into
artificial brains"
New developments in telecommunications such as fibre optics promise to increase the
capacity for the transmission of information by a thousandfold. What really sets inform¿
technologr apart, however, is the ever closer integration of these separate development
And it is this which will endow our modern information society with entirely new dimens
To condense all of this into a few key words, it might be said that it involves a shift fror
processing material to processing data, from working with mechanical aids to manipular
intelligence, and from energr-intensive to information-intensive labour.

Let me try to pinpoint a few of the general characteristics of information technologr. It
sometimes termed a "horizontal" technologr in the sense that its uses, unlike those of
vertical technologies, are not restricted to one or two sectors which can be more or les
clearly defined, such as industry, health care or transport. On the conT,rary, its influen
is felt on a broad front, because virtually all fields of human activity involve some form
of information processing, which can be translated into formal processes and which is
therefore suitable for the application ofmicro-electronics. ConsequenUy it is a technolc
which is capable of penetrating very subtly into the very capillaries of society"
This development will be further reinforced by another characteristic, namely its extrer
flexibilit5z, \¡/hich permits awide vanety of uses for many purposes. Programmable chi¡
can be utilized for aII kinds of complicated control processes, and often rigid mechanica
constructions can be replaced by reliable electronic equipment which reacts swiftly and
over a wide range to changes in the environment. Suitabty adapted micro-electronic corr
ponents can be incorporated in numerous products and production processes. Connectin¡
intetligent terminals to larger information systems allows decentralized use without
prejudicing the way those systems function as a whole. And in so far as the flexibility ar
the penetrating character of this technology will in fact result in increasing individualiza
and wider opportunities for small-scale apptication, it is also highty compatible with a
number of developments in societ5r.

Also from the economic point of view the progressive penetration of information techno|
is widely acknowledged to be of the greatest importance. Various OECD studies have ter
it the most dynamic field for innovations, a vie\tr to which the European Commission for
instance also subscribes.
The information sector, though still relatively modest in size, has a definite spearhead
function; it boasts an annual growth averaging 15 per cent. and it is estimated ihat in
Europe alone the international traffic in information will increase t\¡/elvefold in the perio
of 1975 to 1985.
In addition - and in the final analysis this is probably even more important - we must co
sider the global economic effects which the introduction of information technologz will b:
in its wake" It will have a strong influence on the increase of productivity and the
improvement of quality in the industrial sector, but above aII in the service sector, whe
the level of productivity tags substantially behind that achieved in industry,
The development and application of micro-electronics and related technoiogies have foun
fertile soil in the Netherlands. They are consistent with the efforts of Dutch industry to
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make its mark in sophisticated products and production technologies and are an integral
part of the countryls highly developed information infrastructure" The level of scientific
and engineering education and the substa¡tial research potential provide a good basis for
the further development of know-how in the areas concerned and for the stimulation of
creative application.
In view of the flexible and small-scale character of the technolog¡r to which I alluded a
few moments ago, it would seem to offer special oppodunities for small a¡d medium-
siz,pd businesses, provided of course that they can obtain the required expertise. ¡r
order to meet this need and to supplement the existing facilities, the Dutch Government
recently decided to set up centres of gravity to provide advice on the utilization of micro-
electronics.

However, the creation of new opportunities for industry is not the only advantage of the
spread of information technologr. At the same time it brings us closer to the solution of
various social problems, not least because the information sector itself imposes
virtually no strain on the environment, uses only a small amount of energr and involves
no serious problems with regard to raw materials. It is an area of activity where, both
literally and figuratively, the limits to growth are by no means yet in sight"
Still more important, however, is the fact that the introduction of information technology
can reduce the consumption of eners/ and raw materials in many areas of production
and coneumption, For instance the new technologr enables the flow of eners/ in all kinds
of systems to be much more precisely controlled so that it is channelled only to where
it is needed;this means a reduction of the totat energy consumption in many buildings
and factories.

There is no doubt of the fact that information technology opens up attractive prospects.
But at the same time it also gives rise to various problems. One of the issues most often
refemed to is its effect on employment. This is a particularly complex problem on which
widely different views are held. Little however, can be said \¡/ith any certainty at this
stage. Any evaluation of it must in any case make a distinction between the consequences
at the macro-level and those for individual businesses and branches of industry.
Furthermore, the potential adverse effects at aII levels must be weighed against the
possibly more serious consequences of not making the most of the opportunities which
the technologr offers.
What is clear is that information technolory may result in considerable shifts within and
among the various sectors of economic activity. For middle- and lower-Ievel staff in the
service sector and other white-collar positions the prospects would appear to be less than
favourable, at least in the short term. Nevertheless I do not believe there is any
justification for saying at this stage that the introduction of information technolos/ will
necessarily lead to a lower level of overall employment" I have no doubt that it will
eventually creale, ne\M and additional jobs, both directly and indirectly. It should be
borne in mind here that where it results, as I was saying before, in increased productivity,
savings in the production process and improvements in the quality of goods and services,
this will in the long term have a favourable effect on the economy as a whole.
Be that as it may, the effects on employment of the spread of information technolog¡r are
rightly a cause for concern at this moment, not only for the government, but also in
consultåtions between management and workers. The potential favourable and adverse
effects will have to be analysed in detail, amongst other things with reference to their
distribution both in time and over the various branches of industry" The aim of govern-
ment policy is to move in time to cushion the effects of the expected shifts of emphasis
so as to ensure that changes on the labour market take place gradually. Besides the
volume of employment, its quality is also a factor to be considered here.

The effects of information technology on the quality of work is another subject on which
only very few systematic data are available to date. In the production industries in par-
ticular it can be expected to have humanizing effects, since workers will be less exposed
to noise, smells a¡d the emission of dangerous substances. On the other hand it may
make redundant the skills required for certain jobs and some work in the white-collar and
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service sectors may become more routine. But then again this must be weighed against
the expected increase in job satisfaction in other jobs , some of them new ones , such as

e"g" that of information editor.
AJfar as the organízation ofwork is concerned, the new technolory leaves various
options open. For instance, the large measure of flexibility it allows could be utilized
to give employees more responsibility by decentralizing production processes and
declision-maÈitrg po*ers; on the other hand increased uniformit5r, alienation and strictel
control of workèrs is equally conceivable. The government cannot take an indifferent
sta¡ce on matters such às these, but wiII have to try and influence the choices made "

Job improvement measures are required to compensate wherever possible for any drop
in job lèvels. Alongside this there is a need for policy-supporting research into the use
of micro-electroniõs for improving job quality and the working environment. And it
goes w'ithout saying that the promotion of opportunities for further training and retrainil
should receive close attention in this context, especially as regards the more vulnerabl
groups in the labour market.

It is evident from the conference program - and indeed also from what I myself have
been saying - how much the present debate on information technologr focuses on the
economic áspects. And there is every justification for this, given the red figures in the
national ledger. But that does not alter the fact that information technologr has interest
developmen[s in store, which will affect other aspects of society as well. Though still
partly in the dist¿nt future, the developments Imean may ultimately prove to be more
important than anything I have discussed so far and in any case require serious con-
sideration. Before I conclude I shall touch briefly on two of these aspects, which are
just as relevant to information policy as the other points I have been discussing.
First I would mention the significance of information technolory for the ftrnctioning of th
political system. Our democratic system stands or falls with the possibilities it offers
for freedom of speech and opÍnion. The first implication of this is that new information
systems must thus be as public as possible, that is accessible to everyone. Secondly, t
principle of free access to such systems will have to be applied in such a way as to affo
everyone the same opportunity to introduce or extract information to or from them. At
this point we rvill doubtless encounter practical difficulties" All the more reason there-
fore to consider whether, in the light of the new technologies, the right of freedom of th
press which is guaranteed by the Constitution should be dealt with in new administrative
and statutory regulations. It is essential to guard against monopolies and cartels, and
this includes monopolies held by the government.
The question of accessibility implies a second question: how information is to be protec
ted when that is necessary. Apart from the protection of personal privacy and business
interests this also has to do with national security" It is a subject which I am pleased to
be able to leave to the speaker after the coffee break, who is eminently qualified to disc
it"

No discussion of the social consequences of the use of i¡formation technologz would be
complete without reference to its implications for education. Its small-scale and
penetrating character means that virtually everyone will come into contact with it in
one way or another. So everyone will have to learn how to deal with it. This will also bt
necessaly in order to avoid the not inconceivable danger of the emergence of a new forr
of social inequality, namely between those who are familiar with the technologr and can
turn it to their own advantage and those who are not.
If is therefore up to schools and other educational establishments to provide people with
the basic knowledge and skills they need to find their way in the ttinformation societ¡r".
Indeed information technolory will itself become an increasingly important aid in such
education, not only in the schools and universities, butmore particularly outside them,
where it brings us a step closer to the ideal of |tpennanent educationrr.

A few comments on the social and cultural aspects are of relevance here. Occasionally
the fear is expressed that information channels wiII be choked by a profusion of data,
some of it irrelevant. It is reflected in such concepts as ttthe information explosionrt anl
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t'information pollution'r" In fact, however, the steadily growing demand for and supply of
information is not a recent phenomenon, as is evidenced by the fact that in the three
centuries between 1660 and 1960 the amount of scientific knowledge alone which was
committed to paper increased by a factor of one million" And that includes only a fraction
of the total supply of information -though it must be confessed that the quality of that
information sometimes leaves a lot to be desired.
It is no wonder then that many people are finding it increasingly difficult to form a clear
idea of what is available and to separate the corn from the chaff. I believe that the advan-
tages of the new data processing techniques lie above all in the scope they allow for
improving the channelling of the still expanding flow of information. Supply and demand
can be brought into greater harmony " The watchword should not be I'more of the same",
but rather a larger measure of diversit5r accompanied by the possibility of selecting
precisely what is needed from the wide variety of information on offer"

Now that the contours of the "information societ5ril are beginning to stand out more clearly,
it is also becoming more apparent that the changes it involves are not only of a quan-
titative. kind. To quote the Rathenau Committee: t'The social and cultural effects will
ultimately prove to be the most importantt'. I think we must acceptthe factthat infor-
mation technologr will radically affect the way we live and think and that consequenUy
we shall see far-reaching changes in the structure of society.
The precise nature of those changes is still largely an open question and will depend not
least on the choices which we ourselves make. There are promising prospects of im-
provements in the welfare of many members of societ¡r, but itwill take time and effort
to bring them about. The effects could include alienation from one another and from our
work just as easily as fuller participation in communal activities, and centralization
and control just as easily as individual freedom and responsibility. An evolutionary
process in which there is so much uncertainty and where so much is at stake, cannot
simply be left to the arbitrary play of social forces. The government has accordingly
been urged from many sides to help determine, in consultation with all concerned, the
direction in which societ¡r is to move as the use of information technologr becomes more
widespread.

The government has accepted this challenge and made a first move with the publication
of a policy document on information last autumn. It concluded that the wide scope and
diversity of government initiatives in this field call for a policy of increased co-ordination
and greater coherence" I have mentioned various points of departure for such a policy
in what I have been saying today. Since the policy document was published, an advisory
group on information, comprising representatives from aII the different ministries, has
set to work; it is to submit a series of policy suggestions to the government by the
end of this year. [r addition to the issues to which I have already referred, it will
investigate such matters as the consequences of information technologr for the functioning
of the machinery of government and the changing roles of the organizations which deal
with the supply, transmission and management of information. h the context of inter-
national activities in these areas , the group will consider the principle of the free flow
of Ínformation and the problems relating to the transborder flow of information. FinaIIy,
it will also look at research in this field, devoting special attention to social science
research.
The ultimate aim is to develop a balanced and coherent government policy on the role of
information technologr in societSz, a policy which will help to ensure that the benefits
promised by information technologr indeed materialise, while the problems are kept
under control and the social costs fairly distributed.

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen,
If constructive ideas for such a policy emerge from this conference we may consider that
an important achievement.
Thank you.
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Management of Lnformation - Freedom and Privacy

Dr. F. Kuitenbrouwer
Commentator NRC Handelsblad
Amsterdam
The Netherlands

The latter part of this title of course is a play on professor AIan Westinrs pioneering bo
rPrivacy and freedom' (196?) , Westin has shaped our thinking on this issue and the
implication of his tiUe is thatprivacy witl lead to freedom" And that surely has been the

thinking behind recent legislation, both in Europe and in other continents"
I propose to argue here that the order should be reversed, Only by considering a broad
scope of human freedoms we may hope to achieve a true protection of privacy.

Three aspects

In my analysis there are three levels of data protection, namely: securitSr, privacy and
autonomy.

Security can be described as the 'defence of information systems and their integrity aga
physical attacks, misuse or calamitiesr, It is a legitimate concern, as witness the risil
tide of computer crime. Mr. Donn B. Parker of the Stanford Research Institute (SRi) ha

documented over 800 cases. They were mostly from the USA. But that is no relief for u
in Europe, although there is a tendency in our part of the world to pretend that compute:
abuse is anothertcomputerhorror storytfrom America. Mr. Parker recently toldme
that when he was on a visit in this country, people told him: twe do not have computer c.

in Hollandt. At that very point in time, Mr" Parker said: rI had three Dutch cases in my
files,".,.r.
Still, security is basically a technical problem that should not be a subject of serious cc
troversy. Who wilt quarrel with fighting unauthorized use of information systems ? Data
controllers and data subjects have a common interest here. Often the real problem, the
real object of controversy, may be not the unauthorized use but authorized use of infor-
mation systems. In the case of personal data - to which I will restrict myself in this tal
this raises the issue of privacy,

According to Westinrs definition privacy is: rThe claim of individuals, groups or institul
to determine for themselves when, how a¡d to what extent information about them is cor
municated to othersr. Westin raises important questions here. Is the need for a particul
form of personal information really serious enough to warrant its collection ? Is there a
form of consent of the individuals concerned? But it should be noted that 'privacyr
inherently is a99@]g concept: ta buying time strategy'.
The French Commission Informatique et Libertés (1975) noted that there is more to
protection of personal integrity in the environment of modern information technologr.
'Maitriser et non paralyser Itinformatique', it said: we have to master informatics and
not paralyse them . This brings us to a third level of dat¿ protection : autonomy.

The grand old man of the privacy debate in the United States, former congressman Jack
Betts, put it very well when he described privacy as tnot simply an absence of informat:
about us in the mind of others: it is the control we have over information about ourselve
Control is just something more than mere privacy, We then are talking in terms of
individual self-determination, which is a separate aspect.
But this is jumping ahead to conclusions.

hformation socieW

Let me start by giving you an example, that takes us to Fort Monmouth in the State of
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New Jersey, headquarters of the USA Army Electronics Command (the former Signal
Corps). In 1976 this command processed at least a quârter of a million requisitions for
materials, valued at a minimum of $ 250 million" About 35 per cent. of the requisitions
were reviewed by people, The remaining 65 per cent. were processed solely by automated
decision-making computers. The Army Audit Agency did a check on this mode of
managing information by examining 86 radio-active commodities which were handled by
the Fort Monmouth computers without being reviewed by people. The auditors found that
the computers processed 18 of these commodities not with the mandatory Code - which
means: rradio-active, handle with caret - but only with Code 0, which means that no
special controls or handling are required. Another 11 radio-active commodities were
categorized as Code 1 - the code that indicates that the item is rscarce, costly or highly
technicalr - but still not that it is radio-active.
This score of 29 errors out of a total of 86 raises a disturbing question on the management
of information in an information society. If computers mishandle radio-active materials
- by all means a special category - to this extent, whatwill they do to personal datathat
are so much more abundant, and often so trivial - yet at the same time the lifeblood of
any contemporary system of government or enterprise ?
Ours is a society that was aptly characterized by a spokesman for the American Direct
MaiI AdvertisingAssociation, who was quoted in 1971 : 'OnIy hermits could avoid getting
on lists - but then they would probably get on somebodyrs list of hermitsr. There is no
escape.

Telematics

It is not only a matter of lists. It is even more than a matler of computers that process
the lists - and that will proliferateto àn unforseen extent as micro-electronics penetrates
our society. The issue also goes beyond the parallel ald spectacular development of
modern telecommunications - that will lead us to a lwired societyt. Today we are
debating the advent of an 'information society' - the appropriate theme of this 14th Inter-
national TNO Conference, Whatever the precise meaning of this term may be, an
important feature surely is its inclusive nature. A pioneering report on a national
information policy to the president ofthe USA recognizes this very sharply in 1976:
tstreams of policy development which have previously existed independently of each
other have begun to come together'. We are dealing with problem clusters.
I name you but one important cluster of previously separate problems: rtelematicsr -
computers talking to each other, incessantly, in split seconds, regardless ofdistance.
Modern satellite technologr makes it possible to transmit the entire Bible within 6
seconds. Soon satellites will be dealing with data transmission in terms of a few tenths
of seconds here, a few tenths of seconds there. But who is going to police this activi|y?
Telematics bring our society nearer to the situation in which rtotal activity at any point
in time is too fast for human monitoring. No one knows (literally) at any given moment
where information will go next. Yet when the information is about people, how it is
manipulated and where it reappears in readable form is of considerable importancer.
This warning dated from 1970, it is a quote from the British authors Warner and Stone"
The principle of privacy protection that they rather crudely raised was stated very
strongly by the Committee of Ministers, Council of Europe, in two famous resolutions
(19?3, 1974): without appropriate authorization information should not be used for other
purposes than those for which it has been stored, not communicated to third parties.
Recently it was estimated that in the course of this decade 90 per cent. of aII the
computers in the United Kingdom wilt be connected to a network. One cannot help
wondering how the principle that was so eloquently articulated by the Ministers of Europe
will hold in circumstances like these. .

hternal dvnamics

Dangers to freedom and privacy were, of course, not invented together with the com-
puter. But one may well say that modern information technology has given a new
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dimension to those dangers, if only by undermining an important bastion of freedom:
inefficiency. Let me give you an example. Irt 1974 the police of West-Berlin began to
ask the papers not onþ of drivers, but also of passengers at traffic checks; this in itsel:
was notìomething they could not do before. But the reason why they did it now was that
the computer had-arrived to store data on passengels that previously would only
have been lost in an administrative chaos"
The introduction of digital techniques has an tinternal dynamismt of its own. Witness
ScoUand Yard when it transferred the files of its Criminal Records Office to the new
Police National Computer (PNC). The Office was supposed to keep records only of
persons convicted of rmore serious offences?, but in the process of transfer the files
grew from 2.2. million to 3.8. million names" The lmore serious offencesr so far not
included on a national scale now embraced petty theft, wasting police time and offences
under the Rent Act.
The official explanation was that this showed a tsuppressed demand' for criminal infor-
mation retrieval. Others might call it proof of the in-built tendency of data collection to
fill available computer space instead of vice versa. Keeping the computer exercised is
the perfect excuse for the rvacuumcleanert approach in data collection that was so
rightly criticized a few years ago by the Church-Committee in Intelligence Activities a¡t
the Rights of America¡rs, Whatever its reasons or excuses, the tenor of the internal
dynamics of the rsuppressed demandt for modern information technologies is clear; they
tend to impinge on human freedoms rather than to enhance them. Telematics create wha
prof" Westin in 1967 termed ra power-through-data-position that armies of investigators
could not create in past erasr" The trick is irresistably easy - and surely not limited to
the police: do a computer cross check of the social security rolls and the payroll syst€û
of e.g. a big federal department in Washington DC. Out of 6000 names one gets 216
traw hitst: names on both lists. A target investigation is then easy and shows that 77 of
them were totally ineligible for welfare payments and that 39 more were receiving
excessive payments.

Surveillance

The example of tProject Matcht as the Washington experiment was called, has been
followed aII over the United States" It illustrates that modern information systems
increasingly serve data surveillance. This has been convincingly documented by the
American sociologist dr. James B. Rule in one of thefew empirical studies on the
subject: 'Private lives and public surveillancer (19741.
Now data surveillance will not often be the professed purpose of introducing modern
information technologies" System builders will emphasize the need for better services
to the public, for better information for planners, or the sheer amount of existing paper
work routines. But once the computer is introduced, the emphasis inevitably shifts to
monitoring manrs transactions, keeping track of who breaks the rules, weeding out the
tbad applest.
That?s what computers do best - but it is certainly not widely advertised. Dr. RuIe even
found a tcalculated obscurantismr among the datacrats that he interviewed. Úr general
there is a strong reluctance to an open debate of surveillance aspects of personal
information systems. This in itself is telling. And one cannot help but wonder about
research priorities if a study like dr. Rulers is such a rara avis,
Now it is certainly not appropriate to conclude that with the development of modern in-
formation technologr life is becoming altogether rless privater - or that people on the
balance have less privacy than they used to. The same social changes that produce mass
surveillance may also release people from other forms of constraints. If one thinks of
traditional, parochial communities one will not easily doubt the strenghts of traditional
forms of social control.
And it is also only fair to recognize the difficulties of keeping track of people in an
increasingly anonymous, mobile and massive society. If brought to bear on the single
individual, the surveillance capacitSr of modern information systems may seem awesom(
- but this capacítyt is also related to the difficulties of locating relatively small deviant
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minorities" But thÍs is no excuse to close our eyes to the need of adequate safeguards.
Modern information technology brings a quantum change in the balance between individual
and institution. Dr" Rule has sho\ryn thatthe trend in data surveillance moves from mass
surveillance to total surveillance: changes from ex post to real time surveillance
capabilities, increases in the capacity of organizations to affect people's lives, Project
Match is a case in point. 'This project exemplifies precisely the kind of manipulation of
personal data that people fear most', an official of the ACLU commented. Linkage of
records indeed scores high on the list of privacy concerns. Should social security laws
not be enforced?
Surely this is worth an effort - but only if balanced against other principles, like the
rules of the Council of Europe I mentioned"
Data deals behind people's backs are invidious, if only because it may be very difficult
for the individual concerned to defend himself adequately against secret data transactions.

Privacy

The social impact of modern personal data systems has been addressed by a growing
number of legislators in terms of privacy, As I remarked this is important because
privacy is more than mere securit5r.
The European countries that have enacted privacy legislation so far are:
- Sweden (19?3) the pioneer (after the State of Hessen in the FRG) with its fully fledged

licensing system for all automated databa¡ks of personal data.
Since the introduction of the Data Act 27,000 decisions have been taken; there were
only 55 appeal cases. Sixty five per cent" of the applications was dealt with in a
summary fashion, so that the licensing system in fact is part a registration and
supervising system, This frees the Data Inspection Board to focus its attention on
important issues, Iike - currently - ?soft data' (judgements or other appraisals on
people) 

"

- Federal Republic of Germany (1977) a very complicated Act"
As an example I mention that enforcement of the Act is fragmented: a federal data
ombudsman, State and District authorities - a¡rd a mandatory Datenschutzbeauftrager/
Data protection officer in each databank of a certain size.
There may be more than 20,000 of those officers in the end.

- France (1978) an .A.ct that contains fascinating paragraphs.
It states that any person has the right to know and to dispute the data and the
programs used in adp if the results are used in an adverse decision.
People from whom data are collected must be informed whether an answer is
obligatory or voluntary" No government or private decision on persons may be taken
solely on the basis of an automated profile" What this will mean in practice is nog yet
clear. At the moment France is still engaged in an enormous process of notification
and registration of personal databanks.

- Denmark (1978) has separate rules for the private and the public sector databanks.
- Norway (19?8) introduced a licensing system for all automated databanks a¡rd for

manual systems that handle sensitive data (credit, public opinion polls, service
bureaus, direct mail, export of data).

- Austria (19?8) extended protection to legal persons; it introduced the notion
tautomationsunterstütztes Verfahrent: if part of an information cycle is automated,
all other phases will fall under the scope of the Act; it allows the person concerned
access to the origin of the data.

- Luxemburg (1979) is modelled on the f'rench Act"

There are many differences, but the main characteristics of European legislation on
computer privacy may be summed up in four points:
1" placing all personal information systems under a single regime of public law;
2. entrusting an independent, specialized agency with enforcement (thus reducing

political, bureaucratic or commercial pressures) ;

3" giving the data protection agency inspection powers and the individual concerned a
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right of access to, and correction of, his or her data;
4. requiring registration and/or licensing of personal record systems (in most cases o

computerized databanks) .

Transnational Data FIow

I have included the USA, not because this would make the slide exhaustive (I could also
mention Australia, Canada, New Zealand), but to remind of an important a¡d interestin
controversy that is dividing the USA and Europe. Europe has chosen for the tomnibusl
approach: a comprehensive regime of public law. The US opted for a targeted approach
sector privacy laws like those on credit registration, federal databanks or studentts
records. The USA also has been reluctant to create an independent supervisory agency
(although, ironically, it provided a model: the independent regulatory commission).
This controversy should be taken seriously because of the growing importance of trans-
national data flows, This phenomenon has not been documented very well; but it is not
too much to say that international data communication is of considerable importance.
Brazil already found it important enough to license aII TDF through leased lines. In
several European countries a company that wishes to send personal data abroad now
has to obtain a formal permission. Sweden once refused this when a major German
multinational wanted to transmit personnel files to company headquarters in Munich.
USA companies are growing worried that this may also be their fate.
Europeal countries are moving to solve the problem on the basis of reciprocit¡i" To
assure mutual and comparable levels of protection was the rraison drêtretfor the
rConvention for the protection of individuals with regard to automated processing of
personal datar that was signed in Strassbourg early this year by members of the Counci
of Europe. The USA is out of this, witness a recent Ordinance by the Federal Chancellc
in Austria that explicitly did not recognize reciprocity in data protection between his
country and the US (not Canada and New Zealand for that matter).

It is important that the US and Europe should meet on this issue and a step in this
direction was taken by the OECD that pronounced eight data protection principles:
1" Collection of personal data should be limited to necessary information, obtained by

Iawful and fair means;
2. Personal data should be accurate, complete, up-to-date and relevant to the purpose

for their use;
3. Purposes for personal data should be specified at the time of collection;
4. Disclosure must be compatible with the purpose for which data were collected or

authorized by law;
5. Reasonable security safeguards should be taken against loss, unauthorized access 01

use, destruction, modification or disclosure;
6. There should be a general policy of openness as to the existence and nature of persor

data held by databanks;
7" Data subjects must have a right of access and challenge. They should be able to obta

their data in a readable form within reasonable time.
If challenges to accuracy and relevance are successful - data should be erased,
completed or amended;

8. Data banks should be accountable for compliance with these principles.

Autonomy

There is more to the taming of telematics than privacy protection. Privacy as an issue
raises important questions. But it is essentially a defensive concept ('the absence of
information about ourselves in the mind of others. ". " ". "t) and the way it has been
operationalized in recent legislation is stronger on procedure than on substance.
The emphasis is on access, registration and the like" But the crucial notion of the
rputpose' of a databank is largely left to self-regulation. In my country, I am happy to
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say, there are several examples of self-regulation by databanks, However, as a policy
self-regulation is no solution, as was acknowledged by a prominent advocate of self-
regulation, Dr. David Linnowes. As chairman of the Privacy Protection Study
Commission in the USA he recommended to president Carter to leave it to enterprises
to regulate their personnel records. When later on Dr. Linnowes did a study on the
effects he was very disillusioned. Major companies duly had given their personnel right
of access and so on. But two thirds of the companies did secret data transactions with
credit registration firms, insurance etc, etc. Medical data were used by threé out of
four companies in decisions on personnel; but 80 per cent. refused the employee access
to this type of data, Results like these led Dr. Linnowes to advocate legislation and not
self-regulation, legislation to give people control over their data" The real challenge
was defined by the French tl,oi du 6 janvier 1978 relative à Itinformatique, aux fichers
et aux libertés'/Act on data processing, data files a¡rd individual liberties" Article 1 of
this Act states: tdata processing shall be at the service of every citizent.

[r my analysis there are two levels to address this formidable task:
1. On a macro level there is still no mechanism - as the US Privacy Protection Study

Commission noted in appendix 5, p. 43 - rfor determining whether a particular record
keeping practice or system should exist at aIIr.
As an example it mentioned the Tax Administration System (TAS) proposed by the
IRS. Congressional hearings did not lead to a decision. Neither did a study by the
Office for Technolog5r Assessment. President Carter finatly decided to stop the
system on privacy considerations. But the White House acknowledged that a coherent
policy, on which to base its decision, was lacking. It should be noted that cost per se
is increasingly becoming an tineffective triggerr.

2. On a macro level it is increasingly becoming important to recognize that personal data
take their meaning only in the context of decision-making.
The French Act has recognized this by banning completely automated decision-making
procedures on citizens. To achieve true autonomy for the individual one should not
look only to the use of systems, but also to their design.
¡rformation systems should be designed as rBurgerfreundlicht/Friendly to the Citizen"
Here also it should be noted that the importance of cost is decreasing. Cost is no
longer an effective excuse.

Friendlv to the Citizen

I give you some examples:
- Directories and route maps to government service and private agencies to help the

individual - on his or her terms.
Why should it be only the decision-maker (civil servant or private employee) that
may access an information system and not the citizen concerned?

- Citizents complaints are recorded in many systems. They should be analysed and
the analysis should be made available to any citizen" If only to give him a sporting
chance to plan an appeal.

- FiIes should not be automatically searched for unauthorized or excessive payments to
individuals. They also should be searched to check whether someone entitled to a
benefit has failed to apply, Statistical profiles are developed by tax authorities to
target audits. But why not also to help taxpayers minimize their dues?

- Systems should not only monitor the citizen but should also allow the citizen to
monitor the system, Medical registration should not only be designed to track patients
but also to provide data for eventual malpractice claims" This by the way could
necessitate the storing of more data rather than Iess. What matters is the control the
individual (patient) has over the data and their use. Police systems also should
monitor police conduct.

To sum up I cannot do better than quote Brenda Maddox, Beyond Babel (1972): rBig

Brotherwantstowatcheverybody;hedoesnttwantthemtowatchhim. If televisionsets



had two-way transmission and were connected to a switched network, he would not have
an easy life at allr"
Whether it is only a matter of two-way television transmission I doubt, Essential is that
modern information systems should be designed as a two-way street.



lrformation and the Household
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Introduction

lrformation systems now play an indispensable role in almost all aspects of social activity,
including those at home " People of the world can t¿lk with each other from their homes
arbitrarily and almost instantaneously through the world-wide telecommunication network,
which connects some 400 miltion telephone sets scattered around the world by way of
national networks, ocean cables and communication satellites. The radio and television
broadcasting networks provide people of the world with on-the-spot news reports,
entertainment and educational programs through more than a billion radio and television
receivers, Some of the television receivers are now connected to telephone lines through
which viewers can communicate with databases" Every home in the world is densely
covered with enormous invisible nets by which each citizen is constantly exposed to
in-formation. Electronic calculators, audio cassettes and digitâf watches have been
flooding homes, Micro-processors and video tapes are quickly becoming popular. Each
citizen is now acquiring enormous information processiirg, storage and retrieval
capabilities through the use of these facilities"
The pace of innovation in information technology will be intensified in the years ahead.
Progress in solid-state circuit technologr is drastically cutting the cost and improving
the performance of information processing and telecommunications. The transmission
cost is rapidly decreasing through the use of communication satellites and optical fibres.
Cable television systems in association with broadcasting satellites provide a large
number of channels carrying diversified information. Video discs permit to store and
retrieve a large amount of information at home. Computernetworks provide access to
avariety of information resources including dat¿bases" Facsimile and word processors
are changing office works, book, journal and newspaper publications, as well as postal
services. Character and speech recognition are improving man-machine interfaces and
mechanical translation is lowering language barriers.
fnnovation in information technologr may seem to reach quickly such a level that,
technologically speaking, any conceivable service can be made possible within a
reasonable space of time. h other words, technologr will no longer be the major
constraint for future information services. Rather, efforts of information providers to
meet usersr needs, enthusiasm of educators to supply sufficient number of personnel for
sofhvare development and production and motivation of policy makers to reorganize
regulatory measures and to set appropriate staldards, may be considered as the key
factors for promoting household information usage.
If we assume that all these conditions can be fulfilled, a great variety of information
usage at home will be made possible. hformation users at home can either use on-Iine
terminals or stand-alone systems; or a combination of the two types. On-line terminals
may be used for such purposes that require communication with remotely located humans
or machines or access to large information resources. Remote surveillance and control
of household utilities, burglar alarm, fire alarm and other security information services
are typical examples of the use of on-Iine terminals for remote communications.
Electronic fund transfer, electronic shopping and reservation for theatre and airline
tickets are typical examples \Ã'here on-line terminals are used to have access to very
large databases" Whereas work away from office may require remote communication
as r¡/ell as access to such information resources as large databases, specialized soft-
ware packages, array processors, etc.
Stand-alone systems, on the other hand, which are rapidly becorning sophisticated due
to the drastic performance/cost improvement of mini- and micro-computers, floppy-
discs, buffer-memories and video discs, will be used for a large variety of purposes



including housekeeping, learning, entertainment and health care. Most of these purposer
may be served by centralized resources through on-Iine terminals as well. However, in
view of the fact that communications cost is not decreasing as fast as computer cost,
it seems quite likely that stand-alone systems will be used increasingly in the above-
mentioned areas. Itis also quite likely that some of the stand-alone systems will have
on-Iine capability as added features.

Technological Trends

a. Satellites and Optical Fibres

Orbiting 36000 km above the earth, three geostationary satellites can cover almost all
areas of the earth which are habitable. They eliminate the concept of distance on the
earthrs surface and provide unique transmission cost within their service area. If the
bulk of communications traffic is carried by satellites, distant-independent rates may
become reality. They can relay world-wide a number of television programs which are
then received by local broadcasting stations on earth to be distributed to each household
alongwith local programs. Satellites are also simultaneously accessible by a large
number of computers and terminals through roof-top anter¡ras and thereby permit world.
wide computer communication.
Optical fibres are also revolutionary in the sense that they provide much wider ba¡dwidt
and significantly lower attenuation than any conventional transmission medium, such as
microwaves and coaxial cables. When used as ocean cables, they may supersede
satellites as international transmission media. If optical fibres are used for subscriber
loops, each household may acquire capability of fransnritting and receiving a large
variety of information in enormous amount.

u.Çg¡.!9_!v_n_e_s9g!q_?t9_p?9b?99:Fj_e_g9gr_1

Cable television is rapidly replacing radio wave television because of the facts that it is
free from multi-path disturbances, that it is capable of transmitting a larger number of
television channels, and that it can provide programs in accordance with the request
of individual viewers. When optical fibres are used for the purpose, unprecedented
impact to our society will be brought about.
Impact of package-type media will be as great as that of cable-type media. Video tapes
are rapidly becoming popular and video discs will follow very soon" The impact of video
discs, in particular, will be significant because of their enormous storage capability.
Every household will be able to own a home library or theatre that consists of a hundred
video discs, each of which can store the entire volume of Encyclopaedia Brittanica or a
Iarge number of television programs. Package-type media may compete to a cert¿in
extent with broadcasting. Holever, it also complements broadcasting by providing, a
detailed original program, which tends to be mutilated to accommodate commercial
message and to fit into rigid time slots when it is broadcasted.

c.9,ogp_r!qr_¡_ejyr_o_rl<¡_q4{_d_1t3þ_a_s_eg

A computer network permits simultaneous connections between a number of computers
and terminals. A terminal of a computer network may have access to any of the compute
within the network, if it is authorized to do so. A computer serves a terminal when con-
nected, by providing computation, information retrieval etc" in accordance with the
request of the terminal" The computers in the network may have a variety of resources,
namely, special purpose hardware and software, general puryose and special purpose
databases of diversified disciplines" A multilateral access capabitity allows the users oj
a terminal to share these resources. Likewise, a computer may have access to any
other computers within the network if it is authorized to do so. The benefits of computer
to-computer commu¡ication are the load sharing, function sharing, emergency back up
etc. In addition to the use of existing telephone networks, high-speed switched
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connections between computers and terminals are no\¡¡ being made possible by
public digital data networks. These networks are characterized by a new swilching
technique known as tpacket switchingr, in which a message is divided into a number of
message blocks called packets, which are transmitted between nodes in store-and-forward
basis.
Among the information resources to be shared, the most outstanding are the databases.
Almost all aspects of societal activity including administration, finaìce, distribution,
transportation a¡rd scientific research are increasingly dependent on information the
databases provide, A computer network is indispensable for zlarge number of users
in diversified geographical locations to share these databases. Databases are now capable
of providing information not only in alphanumeric form, but also in such diversified forms
as hand-written documents, diagrams and pictures. Seat reservation, electronic fund
transfer and access to a large variet5r of information from home as typically represented
by Videotex, are now becoming possible by the use of computer networks and databases.
And people can work in their own homes or nearby offices through the use of computer
networks and databases.

¿ . Iþ_c_+ n'_l C _11q lLqLÈ p_Lo_c_e_-s_+ ! g

Facsimile which can transmit and record various patterns including hand-written
documents and diagrams in the form of a hard copy, has a large variet5z of usage in-
cluding transfer of business transactions, postal services and newspaper delivéry.
Word processing which permits text editing with the aid of mini-computers and micro-
computers, is generally known as the major factor for office automation. When com-
bined with computerized type setting, it also revolutionalizes book, journal and news-
paper publications. The concept of electronic journal is now emerging in which paper
submission, refereeing, revision and publication are all made possible without the use
of any printed media" Word processing, when combined with computer network, provides
new type of text communication known as Teletex in which editing, storing, switching
and recording of text are performed in an integrated manner. By means of facsimile-
and word processing, Ietters, newspapers and other documents wiII be received and
sent to and from every household without the use ofany form ofphysical delivery.

..-c.lp-L"-"J9r-11{t_p9_e_c¡_r999fl itigt_1tq_T99þqlic_4_!rtq"_þ_t!qt

rn earlier stages of development of computer technologr, there were unsuccessful
attempts with respect to the recognition of hand-written characters and spoken speech
as well as mechanical translation of natural languages" At that time, however, the
computer technologr was in its infancy and the attempts were too ambitious" Since
then, due to the rapid progress in computer technologr as well as to the more realistic
approach on the part of the users, character recognition and speech recognition have
become a reality and mechanical translation wiII soon follow. By speci$zing the ways
of writing characters or speaking words, or restricting vocabulary, syntax and
semantics, or pre-registering the characteristics ofwriters and speakers; character
recognition and speech recognition make scores close to 100% and mechanical translation
is quickly reaching to a practical level"
Drastic improvement in man-machine interface has been and will be attained by the use
of character recognition and speech recognition" Language barriers will be lowered if
not eliminated by the use of mechanical translation, In the tong run, character recog-
nition and speech recognition terminals will be installed athome, and through which,
people can communicate easier with computers and other machines without using
keyboards. Lnternational common carriers will provide mechanical translation service
at their port of entry so that people at home will be able to communicate with foreigners
without knowing foreign languages.
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f" Super computers and micro-processors

Due to the progress in micro-electronics technologr, hardware cost of computers are
rapidly decreaiing. Very large general-purpose computers with the throughput of more
thán 10 million instructions per second are norv commercially available, Very fast
special-purpose computers known as super computers are also available and carry out
a"ray prbc"lsing with a speed of more than 100 million instructions per second.
Comþuter centreì now have enormous information processing capability which can be

shared by a very large number of users.
At the same time, micro-electronics technology brought about phenomenal growth of the

micro-processor market. Mass production techniques are rapidly decreasing cost and
increasing the performance of micro-processors, and as a result, they are proliferatin
and penetrating into almost all aspects of our industrial, business and societal activitie
Coupled with the availability of sophisticated softrvare and the emergence of low-cost,
high-capacity storage devices, small personalized computers are now becoming more
powerful than large computers a decade ago.
bomputer usels including those at home, are now possible either to share very large
computers over communication lines or to exclusively use their own stand-alone syster
depending upon their purposes and cost-benefit analysis. Taking into account the facts
that performance/cost of very large computers tends to saturate because of increasing
overhead, that communication cost does not decrease as fast as computer cost, and thar
performance /cost of. micro-processors are increasing very rapidly because of mass
production, it seems quite tikely that more sta¡d-alone systems may be used in such
areas where activities are not geographically dispersed or sharing very large resource
such as databases or arrzry processors is not required.

E.Ç_o¡¡r_e_rg_e¡tg_e_9!¡_e_1v_igglgt_o_d_e_s_

As a result of rapid technological progress which has been outlined in the preceding
paragraphs, avanety of services which have traditionally been considered separate,
are now becoming increasingly similar. This tendency, which is often referred to as th,
convergence of service modes, is depicted in Fig. 1.

The drastic reduction of redundancy of visual sigrrals that has been made possible by
digital technology now permits telecommunications to handle not only speech and data,
but also visual information, in a unified manner. Broadcasting, on the other hand, is
now capable of providing two-way or selective dissemination of audio and visual
information by way of broadband cables, in addition to conventional one-way disseminat
of information. As a result, two traditionally separate services, telecommunications aI

broadcasting, tend to merge together in their mode of operation and thereby provide usr
with diversified types of information more efficiently.
The convergence of service modes may be extended further to cover publication of news
papers, journals and books as well as postal services through an extensive use of such
techniques as facsimile, text transmission and word processing. Information and
library services may also be included into the integrated whole, owing to advances in
computer networks and databases.
Integration of these diversified types of services is being made possible, to a large ex-
tent, by means of digitat techniques. To handle a variety of information and yet to
maintain economy of scale, the concept of integrated service digital network (ISDN) is
emerging. When the concept is realized, it will benefit in particular users at home,
where a great variety of information in rather small quantities has to be handled.

Information services at home

a.$_og¡_e_f¡1epltg,__e_Le_Lry_!p$¡g_T{_s_e_c¡t_{$r_

During the last twentyfive years, the time and efforts required for such housekeeping ar
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Fig. 1. Information and the household
Prof" H. [rose

cooking, cleaning, washing, heating and book keeping have been greatly reduced by the
use of such applications as refrigerators, cooking ranges, vacuum cleaners, washing
machines, air conditioners and electronic calculators. Basic needs for an efficient
housekeeping seem to have been nearly fulfilled, although computerized information
systems may be able to provide such additional information as recipes, calorie allocations
and expenditure estimations.
trr view of the rising cost of eners/ and the increasing concern for security, however,
home information systems still seem to have a very important role to play. Úr fact,
micro-computerized products for these purposes are rapidly appearing on the market
and private guard firms are intending to provide on-Iine security services. Centralized
and ddaptive surveillance and control of lighting, airconditioning and other utilities will
contribute considerably to eners/ saving. If an adaptive price mecha¡ism is introduced
for peak and off-peak hours of utility consumption, computerized control of utilities wilt
bring significant benefits to both suppliers and consumers. The use of solar energr will
be made more efficient by the use of computers with solar sensors. Utilities in summer
houses will be program-controlled by a remote command sent over communication lines.
Such security information in case of smoke, fire, burglar break-in, door un-Iock, gas
leakage, etc,, will be detected quickly by home computers with sensors and then
processed to actuate alarms or to be sent to security information centres for emergency
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assistance. In view of the fact that houses are increasingly left unattended during work
hours, remote surveillance and control capability will provide significant sense of
.""o"ity to house owners. Such systems will also play a significant role in the case of
earthqúakes and other natural disasters, by providing early warnings and guidances as

wetl ai sending instructions or commands to extinguish fire and shut off utilities.

¡'9Þsppisc.

The pattern of shopping may be categotized into two types according to the characteristit
of mãrchandise. Shopping for household commodities such as foods, utensils and other
daily necessities are mainly done at nearby supermarkets and convenience stores or by

maii order services. On the other hand shopping for staple commodities such as fashion
able apparels, jewelries, furniture and other quality goods are done at specialty stores"
Consumers want to do the former type of shopping as efficiently as possible, by avoidin¡
time and efforts to the highest possible extent" This is the area in which electronic
shopping wiII be introduced. lrventory control computers with a large number of point-
of-sales terminals which have been extensively used by large-scale retailers are now
increasingly connected on-Iine to wholesale dealers and manufacturers as well as to
banks anòcredit centres. The on-Iine connection will be extended further to homes,
delivery service centres and advertising agencies. The consumers at home will be able
to seleðt by watching TV screens the merchandise from the sales catalogues and

advertisements which are fed over communication lines a¡d personalized video discs.
By manipulating keyboards, the consumers then send their orders for the merchaldise
to the e[èctroniõ shopping centres. The shopping centres on one hand, instruct warehous
and delivery centres for shipment and delivery of the merchandise to their customers'
and on the other hand they ask banks and credit centres to collect charges and balance
accounts" trr some cases, the electronic shopping centres may ask their customers to
pick up merchandise at distribution centres, or the transfer funds electronically through
their terminals. The success of electronic shopping depends largely upon the variety anc

quality of merchandise, the time and efforts required for delivery and the cost/perfor-
mance of man-machine interfaces at home.

c.I,9g_ryr_i!9,_E_atJþ_"_et"_31d_9tqe_Ltgi4gfe-St-

As a result of the extensive use of electric automatic applications and reduced working
hours, people at home are now capable of spending more time on learning, health care
and entertainment. Computerized learning systems may be used by students to
complement school education and by citizens of aII ages to refresh their knowledge and
enlighten themselves, Hardware for home learning may either be stand-alone systems
including micro-processors, TV Screens, l<eyboardS, and video tapes or discs, or it
may be on-line terminals" In the case of stand-alone systems, video tapes or video
discs that contain learning programs, dictionaries and other teaching materials, may be
purchased or borrowed from distributors" [r the case of on-line terminals, on the other
hand, sophisticated interactive learning programs will be implemented in central com-
puters that permit simultaneous access from a number of terminals
Heatth care systems for home use wiII also be stand-alone systems or on-Iine terminals
St¿nd-alone systems can monitor temperature, blood pressure, heart beat, etc., and
will enhance mechanical aids for aged and physically disabled people. On-Iine terminals
will be able to send cardiograms and other information for centralized monitoring and tc
provide instructions from doctors and various other information on health care and
emergency medical care,
Hardware for home entertainment may have a great variety. It wiII also be either stand-
alone systems or on-line terminals" In addition to video tapes which are already in use,
video discs will be used widely for watching movies and TV programs" Video games witl
TV screens and micro-computers wiII soon include video tapes, floppy discs and video
discs to provide more sophisticated programs. hteractive use of video discs will follow
and highly sophisticated stand-alone systems that include audio and graphic synthesizers
will appear on the market. The capability of on-line terminals that already provide
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Videotex-type informafion will be enhanced through connection to broadband cables and
by including micro-processors and video discs" To match enhanced terminals, central
systems wiII have to have such capabilities as swÍtching of a large number of úroadband
cables, and inputting, storing a¡d retrieving very Iargã amountÃ of information in various
forms.
Realization of computerized learning, heaith care and entertainment systems for home
use depends largely on the development of very large amounts of sophisticated software
an_d on the capabitity of inputting, updating and distributing even larger amounts of
information to satisfy the needs of individual users.

d " W_qtE g:fay_ _fggq_oJlr c_e

For the purpose of alleviating the waste of time and fatigue of individual workers in com-
muting to and from their offi.ces and plants, and to save er?enses for operating and ex-
panding urban and suburban transportation systems, a newwork-pattern known as rwork
away from officeris emerging" In fact, it is already a common piactice for scientists
to work at home by using their TSS terminals" Some scientists also have their own
personalized computers to work at home. The high technologr home plant is also
emerging in which an engineer at home programs and runs highly sophisticated,
numerically controlled machine tools for producing small components with higtr added
values" Female workers at home who used to be programmers prior to their marriage,
are no$t writing software on part time basis and some of them are using on-line terminals
for producing and inputting.
Work away from office may be realized easier in those cases in which the work can be
performed individually and independently from the work of others, in cases in which
physical transportation of bulk materials and products is not required and investment at
home is not very costly. Ir this context and in view of the fact that information-oriented
service industries are gaining significant shares in the economy of the developed coun-
tries, sofh,trare development and production will be one of the most prospectivè areas
for the work away from office. h this case on-Iine terminals wiII play Jmajor role,
although the use of some stand-alone systems will be foreseen. Not only individual homes,
but also branch offices in the neigbourhood may be used as work places to make invest-
ment more efficient.

Problems

a. þlo_1¡p 4[o¡_ E spply_

The extent to which a new information service for household witl be successful depends
Iargely upon the quality and quantity of information the service can provide at a reasonable
cost to its users" The enthusiasm and efforts of information providers therefore play a
crucial role in its realization" Learning systems, for instance, require highly
sophisticated teaching programs to be produced by a close collaboration beiween ex-
perienced educators and talented soft\ryare producers. Videotex and similar services
require the participation of a wide range of information providers including news
agencies, publishers, libraries, advertisers and transportation agencies and their
sustained efforts in creating, expanding and updating their databases. Highly experienced
educators, however, are not always interested in computer-aided instruction, Information
providers do not know what kind of information their users really want to receive and how
much their users or clients are willing to pay"
Pilot experiments have been found useful in stimulating interests of information providers
as well as users. However, at the same time it has been found that users are happy to
receive information, provided that they receive it free of charge" But they are rather
reluctant to pay more than 30 dollars per month for Videotex-type information. Games,
puzzles and quiz programs become very quickly obsolete, so that information providers
must always produce new programs even before their invest¡nent has been paid off
sufficienUy.
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Information providers in a country where freedom of informationlaw and privacy protec

tion law do not exist, may suffer in having access to information which has been

collected by their owt gov"tn-ent or information which is to be provided by other coun'

tries" They may also bè denied the st¿ble supply of information from monopolistic
databases for political and other reasons'

b.!9!!gg_e__d9_v9.!9pgle-tt-4q-p.Lo-qEc-Li9!

Hardware cost for information systems is decreasing drastically as a result of the

progress in micro-electronics technologr. Software cost on the other hand, is in-
àreãsing steeply due to the diversification and sophistication in computer utilization anr

the risiãg wagei. No efficient way of automatically producing and testing sofb'vare is
yet knowñ. If'îhis situation continues to be so, information industry will soon be on the

Lrink of turning from a capital intensive industry to a labour intensive industry. In
other words, jõb opportunities, too enoflnous to be sufficiently fulfilled, are being crer
for the development, production and testing of sofhvare.
Extensive eduòation and training programs should therefore be deviced to produce a

sufficient number of young software engineers. At the same time, retraining opportunit
for hardware workers ín manufacturing plants and for general supporting staff in busint
offices should be provided to enable the smooth shift to software production. The
retraining of aged workers in high technologr areas, however, is generally considered
to be quitã difficult, An encouraging factor for this possibility is the enormous populari
of micro-computers. Micro-computer shows are always full of huge crowds of all ages

The concept which has existed since the Industrial Revolution that "high technologr is
difficult and boring to learnt' seems to be revised. By turning out micro-computers,
high technolory could finally attract the interest of a great many hobbyists.
Pioduction of aII the software needed for information-oriented products that a country
manufactures would be impossible for that country, even if they could provide extensivr
educational and training programs. Rather, sharing the softr¡¡are production in the
international scene seems to be a more realistic and preferable solution. If in particul:
application programs are produced locally in host courtries that import the products, r
only prog."ms better tailored to the customersrneeds could be turned over, but also
joboppoitunities could be created locally and thereby contribute to stabilize employmet
in the host countries. International division of labour for software production may be

extended further to include developing countries, where wages are relatively low and jc

opportunities are far less than adequate for educated people.

c"B9g.'_l?!'_o!_?!q_"_Þtg_'g_iz?Li9!_

As has been observed, the convergence of service modes is dismantling the barriers
between such traditional services as telecommunications, information processing,
broadcasting, publications such as newspapers, journals and books, Iibrary and post.
Most of thesì, including information processing, newspapers, journals and books and
library services have been under no regulation to ensure freedom of expression. Some
other Èervices including telecommunications and post, however, have been regulated
to provide u¡riform services to the public without any discrimination" Frequency
allocation for broadcasting has also been regulated, although broadcasting programs
have been under no regulation. Disappearance of barriers between traditionally regulat
and unregulated services calls for the adaptive and dynamic reformation in regulatory
policies. Without this, many new information services conceivable for household use
cannot have any operational existence . In view of the rapid internationalization of these
new services, adjustrnent of regutatory policies between countries should also be made
To increase information supply, freedom of information law and privacy protection law
should be enacted to permit free flow of information at the same time to prevent
infringement of privâcy of individuals.
Policy-makers, however, tend to faII behind in following up the rapid technological
development and tend to have difficulty in understanding its social implications. The
conflict ofinterests among pluralistically structured government sectors, public and
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private enterprises makes the follow up even more difficult. Rapidly increasing cost for
research, development and implementation of information systems also presents problems
for policy-makers" [r some areas, competition may still bring better service to the
users, but in other areas, it may end up with poorer service because of the limitation of
human andmonetary resources. Ír some future services, the users may be capable of
paying the entire cost incurred, but in other services the users may be able to cover only
part of the cost, so that other sources must be secured to keep the service going"
Equally important is the standardization. Maly new technologies have been and will be
brought about by private industrial sectors which are heavily competing, and therefore,
have diversified specifications in theÍr hardware as well as software. For the benefit
ofthe users, painstaking efforts to standardize these different specifications of existing
and up-coming new technologies is urgently required. Úr telecommunication and infor-
mation technolory, enormous efforts for standardízatíon have been made in such inter-
national organizations as CCITT, ISO and IEC" Such international efforts should be
enhanced to cover all aspects of information services including communication protocols,
access commands, and Ínformation formats, so as to provide an unobstructed transfer
of information on a national and an international scale" Standardization, however, is a
very difficult task, because if set too early, it jeopardizes future technological develop-
ment, and if set too late, it never becomes operational.

Conclusion

So far, trends in rapid technological innovation in information technologr have been
outlined that lead to a number of significant consequences to our society including the
convergence of service modes" Based upon this understanding, possible areas of infor-
mation services for the household have been described. Then some of the problems
crucial for the realization of these future services have been presented. It may be said
without reservation that information technologies and services are rapidly becoming
available for every household" Through these technologies and services quality of home
life will be upgraded and in the long run, a new culture will be created by information-
oriented activities at home.
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The RoIe of the hformation Transporter

Dr. W"P.Wapenaar
Head of the Adva¡ced Systems Advisory Group PTT,
The Hague
The Netherlands

htroduction

There is an increasing demand for telecommunication. The overall increase in the num
ber of telephone sets throughout the world since 1945 has been approximately ? per cenl
annually.
The graph in figure 1. shows the growth in the number of telephones throughout the wor
The dotted line indicates the number oftelephone sets for the next decade; the assumpti'
is made that an annual growth rate of 7 per cent. will continue.

telephone sets (millions)

ï ':::
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Fig. 1. Number of telephone sets
throughout the world

There exists a clear correlation between the gross national product (GNP) per capita
and the number of telephone sets per 100 inhabitants in a given country.
This correlation is shown in figure 2. For the countries Ín the topright of this graph the
growth in the number of teiephone sets is likely to continue, but, at a lower growth rate
than the previously mentioned expected average growth rate of ? per cent. These coun-
tries have a rather high telephone density and the percentage growth rates will decline
gradually in the next fewyears. The growth of international telephone traffic is still
very substantial. Within Europe the international traffic growth between 197? and 1981
has been 16 per cent, anually, However, the international traffic volume is small as
compared with national traffic.
For the western countries the mean growth of the national traffic during the past 10 yea
has been about 5 per cent. ayear,
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An annual growth rate of 7 per cent. means that the amount of installed equipment
doubles every ten years. Figure 3 shows that at such a growth rate, at a particular
moment in time, 50 per cent. of all the equipment installed is less tha¡ ten years old,
25 per cent. is between ten and twenty years old, etc
This growth has made it possible for the telecommu¡rication administrations to keep
pace with the changing technologies. For exemple, 25 per cent. of all telephone
exchanges in the Netherlands are computer-controlled systems, (OnIy the USA and
Saudi Arabia show a higher figure).

The invesfunents in telecommunication equipment are very substantial. The Netherlands
PTT annually invests approx. 1500 million Dutch guilders in telecommwrication (equip-
ment, cables, buildings, etc")"
The telecommunications facilities of the German Bundespost represent a replacement
cost value corresponding to twice the value of the West-German motorway netrvork,
The growth in telecommunications has enabled the introduction of state-of-the-art
systems in the telecommunication network" This still continuing growth, even at a
lower rate , together with the necessary replacement of older equipment wiII make it
possible to install new equipment that can meet todayts and future market needs, The
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Fig. 3" The age of installed equipment

Netherlands PTT administration has agreed upon a structural telephone switch replacer
plan that will start in 1986 and will last till 2005 to replace the oldest telephone switche
-Todayts 

telecommunication network is a conglomerate of different interconnected net-
worki of which the telephone network is by far the largest and the most wide-spread
network. It is expected that telephony will remain the dominant telecommunication ser-
vice until the year 2000. It is assumed that apart from telephony also other services in
world of telematics w'itl need telecommunications. But in that world too the telephone
netrvork wiII play a very important role.

The telecommunication network of today

The telecommunication network of today is a structure of dedicated networks, each
specially designed for a particular type of service (figure 4). There are interconnectior
bàtweer¡-those networks, e.g" between the network for mobile services and the telephon
network, in order to enable communication between the various types of subscribers" I
the telephone subscriber a bandwidth of 3100 Hz Ís available, which allows the telephon
¡9 be usèd for various services, including (switched) data transmission (up to 4800 bits
and facsimile. Facsimile, as you lclow, is a type of graphic communication" The lack (

standardization of the various makes of facsimile equipment is, as yet, a hindrance for
a wide-spread use of this service " To give you some rough figures : in the Netherlands
we have âbout S million telephone subscribers, the data network is just coming up and

the telex network has about 35.000 subscribers.

The dat¿ networks can be either of the circuit-switched type or of the packet-switched
type. Packet-switched networks were recenUy introduced e.g. frlnspac in France and

óÑ-f (fser) in the Netherlands (in the Netherlandsrdata network the packet-switching
exchanges are interconnected by means of 64000 bits/s channels. Various subscriber
conneciions are possible, according to CCITT* recommendafion X25, with transmissio
speeds of.2400,4400, 9OOO and 48000 bits/s)" trr these packet-switched networks the
information to be transported is assembled into packets which are routed through the
network independently, whereupon they are disassembled again into the original messaf
at the destination end öf the network.
The other dedicated networks are the telex network (transmission speed of 7 characterr
per second) and the alarm network. AII these networks make use of the main trans-

* CCITT: Comité Consultatif International Télégraphique and Téléphonique.
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missioil network and are all based on the same compatible transmission techniques. By
means of a satellite system a wide band network will become available in Europe in
1983. This network can be used for video-conferencing, computer-computer traffic and
for a variety of other services.

Technical developments

In the following a number of terms are used which will first be explained briefly.

g¿t!qgqe__s_iæg! - a continuously variable signal, e.g. z telephone signal
generated by the telephone set.

qiË1e!-_glC!31- - a signal of a discrete number of levels, e.g. an on-off signal
generated by a telex terminal.

gftfl_tip_þëllg - a technique of carrying several signals over the same facility
(cable, switching crosspoint).

LD_ryI_ - multiplexing by frequency division.

AD_ryI_ - multiplexing by time division.
glfc_Bi!_1Yl_t1c_hjlC - a switching technique that establishes a direct connection

between the users (e.g. telephone)"



!te_s_11ge__sy1_tgþllg - a switching technique by which messages are stored and forward
from switch to switch (to be compared with the mail service whe
the mail goes from marlbox via post office to destination)'

pleEeL-srLtgþirc

PCM

Technical-economic reasons will lead to the introduction of digital telephone exchanges
based on the principle of Time Ðivision Uultiplexing (TDM¡ and digital transmission
systems in which litse qõde MõdulationlPCM) together with TDM are applied.
The CCITT has reiommenaeAã system of pulse code modulation with time division
multiplexing in which a speech signal is digitized into a 64000 bits/s (64 kbiis/s) bit
stream "
Figure b shows the introduction of digitat switches and digital transmission systems intc
the existing network,

Fig. 5. Lntroduction of digital systems

4/O = analogue to digital convertor
D/A = digitat to analogue convertor

By utilizing TDM (time division multiplex) equipment, the capacity of transmission
systems iJincreased. In many cases the use of that type of equipment on existing cabler
and the increase in capacity thus obtained, makes it unnecessary to lay a new cable.
Despite the fact that TDM-systems require analogue to digital (and v.v.) convertors,
these systems are economic (fig. 5b).
TDM-switches need fewer switching crosspoints, because these crosspoints are shared
in time by several telephone calls. In this case, too, analogue to digital convertors are
required;yet these systems are economic also in a completely analogue environment
(fig.5c).
It will be clear that the combination of dígital transmission and digital switching is the
most economic, because the number of analogue to digital conversions will be minimize,
(fig.5d).
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packets thàt are stored and forwarded independently through the

network,

- a technique to convert an analogue signal into a digital signal"
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This convergence of switching and transmission techniques will cause 'rdigital islandsl'
to evolve. If digital switches already exist, the introducfion of digital transmission
systems will also be more attractive" The same thing applies the other way around. In
general it can be st¿ted that the growth of telephone traffic and the replacement of ob-
solete equipment is catered for by the introduction of digital systems in the telephone
network" À11 European telecommunication administrations have planned the introduction
ofdigital systems and by the year 2000 the telephone network oftoday will have developed
into a 64 kbits/s circuit switched network. If market needs should demand an earlier
introduction of such a network, this can be realized.
By interconnecting the digital islands with a digital overlay network, an overall digital
infrastructure can be made available much earlier. Nationally the replacement of
obsolete systems can be phased in such a way that a digital backbone is created.
hternationally,such a digital overlay structure can very well be established by means
of a satellite system. Epecialized Satellite Eystems (SSS), that interconnect ground
terminals by means of a digital circuit are particularly suitable. By means of such
simple ground terminals it wiII be possible to interconnect the digital islands. By
providing digital tra¡rsmission capacity on demand (Demand assignment) it will be possible,
if the digital islands are later on interconnected by terrestrial circuits, to use the satel-
Iite capacity that will then become available for other services such as video conferencing,
computer-computer traffic, etc. Irr Europe a Epecialized Satellite Þystem will be
operational from 1983 onwards. This system will make use of the ECS, European Com-
munication Satellite, and the French satellite Telecom 1.
It will be possible to establish n x 64 kbits,/s (1(n oí30) connections by introducing into
the switches the possibility of switching several (n) related 64 kbits/s channels at the
same time, Apart from this n x 64 kbits/s network there will be a packet-switched net-
work, evolving from todayts packet-switched networks, and a high speed digital network.
The packet-switched network will interconnect high-calt rate terminals and computers
(hosts), different speeds and codes being applied. The necessary conversions can be a
function of the network" A structure of terrestrial (e.g. optical fibre) systems and
satellite systems will form the high-speed digital network (2 Mbits/s = 2 million bits,/s)"
It will be used for video-conferencing, high-speed computer-computer connections and for
interconnecting the "digital islands'r I mentioned earlier in my paper. So the telecom-
munication network of today will involve into a 3-network structure as shown in figure 6.

PACKET SWITCH ED NETWORK

< 64 KBITS/S

CIRCUIT SWITCH ED N ETWORK

N X 64 KBITS/S

1 < N <32

CIRCUIT SWITCHED NETWORK

> 2 MBITS/S

Fig. 6" Tomorrowrs telecommunication network
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Services in digital networks

What services can be provided by digital networks ?

Figure 7 gives you an impression of the required bit rates for the various services.

100 M
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Fig" 7. Bit rates and serviceS

In the following part of my paper I will give you a scenario in which the technical
developments are phased in time " [r the first phase it is assumed that the majority of
the subscribers will have access to the telecommunication network via the local loops
(copper wires) that already exist today. In the second phase the subscribers are providec
with a high bit rate access via optical fibre or coaxial cable. The first phase elaborates
on the technical developments of the telephone network. Apart from the investments in
the network, which to agreat extentwill be made anyhow, extra investments are needed
for terminal equipment. These investments can be made in step with market demand.
The introduction of fibre optic systems in the subscriberstnetrrork requires large sums
of money. As considerable investments have to be made beforehand, itwiII take many
years before all subscribers cai be connected in that way.

med¡um speed data
low speed facs¡m¡le
v¡deotex

low speed data
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Phase 1

Subscribers communicate with the aid of a multi-services terminal e"g. for telephone,
facsimile (electronic mail), text-communication as well as for electronic funds transfer
and videotex. Also remote meter reading and surveillance systems, fire and burglar
alarms are widely used. The local loop that used to connect the telephone set with the
telephone switch now s rcuit" And I would like to emphasize that
is already possible tod kbit,/s it also supports a low-lpeed circuit
for the surveillance se 64 kbit/s capability allows for a variet¡r of
services" And now I take the avera3e Dutch figures: the average three telephone calls
per day require 60 million bits per day(i.e. 8 minutes of conversation) to be transported.
The few daily text messages (Iike telex) and electronic fund transfer transactions õnly
require some thousands of bits ! That part of the mail which is delivered electronically
requires 20 million bits to be transported, (Thé same device is used as a home copier. )
However, this hardly affects the size of the telecommunication network as most of the
electronic mail is transmitted at a time of slack telephone traffic, which can be
stimulated by special rates. Some extension of the n x 64 kbit,/s network may be needed
because of the introduction of picture videotex for non-business users.
As compared with the total transport volume of private users, professional data traffic
is small. The required transport capacity for professional data traffic is only a few
per cent. of the total telephone traffic. Special needs are mainly fulfilled by special net-
works, like the packet-switched data networks" [r addition, the offices with their
integrated office systems are still to some extent interconnected via leased lines.
For the video-conferences, which occur only rarely, the conference studio is used, The
conference studios aII over Europe are interconnected via the European satellite systems.
Occasionally transatlantic conferences are set up"

Phase 2

Apart form the conventional services such as telephone, electronic mail and the I'stillrr
picture services which are larown to most subscribers, there is a proliferation of wide-
band services, like video-conferencing, The major push for the wide-band services has
been the introduction of the wide-band systems. The reason why these systems were
introduced was that integration of broadcast TV and telephony on those systems proved
more economic than having these services via separate systems (star networks for
telephony, coaxial loops for broadcast TV).
Ir figure 8 a system is shown where each subscriber is corurected to the local office by
means of two optical fibres and the various services make use of the same optical fibre
by means of a colour multiplexing technique.

The selected broadcast TV programs are injected at the central office under control of
commands coming from the subscriber. Apart from broadcast TV, there is the possibility
to select one of a number of educational programs for which the subscriber is separately
billed. For subscriber-originated video services a terrestrial wide-band trunk network
is introduced. Business conferencing is now widely used and has made it possible to establish
such a terrestrial network" The video-phone service is growing too and as the local wide-
band system allows for such a service, expansion of the wide-band network can respond
to market needs.

The telecommunication administration in the information societj¡

The major role of the telecommunication administration now and in the information
society is to provide telecommunication services that adequately respond to market
needs. These services require an infra-structure to support them" Todayts telephone
network can support agreat number of services such as datatransmission up to 4800
bits,/s, facsimile, videotex, etc, Todayts telephone network is capable of transporting
digital signals; this is not exclusively reserved for digital networks. Special needs can
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Fig. 8. Fibre optic local system

be fulfilled by dedicated systems. Video-conferencing now used on an international scale
can only be introduced rapidly by satellite systems. Other services may require special
networks, such as the packet-switching data networks. The technical developments in thr
telephone network, however, will make it possible for services that can now only be
provided by dedicated networks, to be provided in the future by the telephone network,
which will then have evolved into a multi-service network. The multi-services (n x 64
kbits/s) network can support a great many services. AII the seryices of phase 1 of the
scenario I just described can be provided. The growth in telecommunication services an
the replacement of obsolete systems will ensure that by the year 2000 such a multi-
service network will be available. If there is a market need, such services can be
introduced much sooner by overlay structures. The second phase of the scenario I
described will possibly start in the early nineties, partly in parallel with the developmer
of phase 1, The required investments will make it necessary to stretch out the introduc-
tion of these wide-band systems over a relatively long period" The reduction in costs
ensuing from integration of the communications element of broadcast TV and telecom-
munication services as well as surveillance will be the major incentive for the introduc-
tion of those systems. This integration will make it necessary for these functions to
be put under the control of one authority. The authorit¡z on a national level to handle thes
functions is the telecommunication administration.
Another important task of the telecommunication administration is to stimulate standardj
ation. Both national and international communication require standardization and by
standardization wastage will be prevented. The incompatibility of todayts facsimile
terminals is an example of a lack of standardization and incompatibility certainly does n,
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stimulate a service.
The ISO (Sternational Standard Organization) has defined a
commu¡ication systemstt. Fig. 9 shows the various levels
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Ir this model not only protocols of the transport services, but also of transport service
users are deiined. To ensure proper interfacing with the telecommunication networks,
the transport levels need to be sta¡dardized and the network controller needs to exer-
cise control over these functions. However, communication is more than merely the
transport of information; the partners must be able to understand each other. For data
communication services this implies standardization of the other levels of the ISO

reference model,
It is a task for the telecommunication administrations and the other participants in the
data communicâtion field to lay down these standards. To create a bigger home market
for the European manufacturers, standardization is a must.
Today each tèlecommunication administration procures most of the equipment required
from their own national market" These markets, however, are too small a basis for
competition on the world market and, in the long term, for the home market as weII.
The EEC has taken measures to create an open market for terminal equipment from
1g85 onwards, Standardization and uniform communication protocols will make the user
more independent of the manufacturer, which will stimulate competition. It also creates
a bigger home market for the European manufacturers with possible positive effects for
exp;it on the world market. The European telecommunication administrations do not
mànufacture their own products and this situation is likely to continue" However, to
provide services they wilt resale equipment manufactured by others"
The com-unication process does not require standardization only. AIso multiple sources
of information, universal access to information sources and privacy for the various
services should be ensured. A broad range of widely available information is best
guaranteed by an open systems approach. In the case of videotex this means that a

[ublic videotex datäbase will be used as a gzfeway to private databases operated by

standardized protocols. This, however, does not necessarily exclude direct access to
these databasès. InformatÍon supply for the public databases should also allow for a

broad range of information" By applying wide-band systems in the subscribers netrvork,

reference model for |topen

for packet switched networks.
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these network should be designed as an open system so that a variety of information
(TV-programs etc.) will be possible.
A function of the telecommunication administrations is to provide access to national as
well as international databases. I.r the Netherlands access to USA databases by the so-
called DABAS service is already provided" The Euronet DIANE provides access to
European databases. Uniform communication protocols will stimulate this to a great
extent. The telecommunication infra-structure should guarantee the secrecy of the
information transported,
The network should make it possible to establish a strict division betweeri the supplier
of information and the persons requesting' the information, unless the latter do not insist
on this. Using the telecommunication administration as an intermediary in the com-
munication process, for example in the case of a public videotex database as ga.teway
to private databases, is attractive with respect to privacy.
The contents of the information to be transported are of no concern to the telecom-
munication administration. Furthermore, a control function in the network e.g. for
transborder dat¿ is technically not feasible. Which information is stored where and who
is allowed to have access to it is amatter of national and international policy.

I have described to you the role of the telecommunication administration in the total
process of generating, storing, transporting, processing and reproducing information.
This role is not intended to exclude but to stimulate and to participate in the information
process' An rropenrr telecommunication infra-structure is therefore a prerequÍsite.
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US Telecommunication Policy: Techaologr vs. Regulation

Prof" M.R.Irwin
University of New Hampshire
Durham, USA

Introduction

This paper explores the strategic options open to government and business in the coming
decade of information technology. We advance the following propositions.
First, the United States is experiencing a confluence of formerly diverse and unrelated
technologies ranging from integrated circuits to fibre optics, from telecommunications
to data communications, from molecular physics to genetic engineering" This inter-
disciplinary fusion of information technolory is expected to continue well into the eighties.
Second, the base of technological participation, expanding and broadening, includes some
dozen formerly unrelated industries, a host of multinational corporations and active
participation by government entities in Europe, North America and the Far East"
Third, this base of participation and resource generates productivity increases that
translate into unit cost reductions. The t'ravages of deflationtt can be expected to con-
tinue into the eighties.
Fourth, information technologr is a self-generating, self-feeding cycle. R&D investment
yields profits which in turn feed future REÐ investrnent. To state the obvious, infor-
mation technology is a dynamic process.
Fifth, the process and ratr' of information innovation is accelerating" The gap between
product development and introduction is shortening and contracting with no let up in the
forseeable future.
Sixth, product innovation carries with it product obsolescence. Contracted economic
life inevitably produces product abandonment and write-offs.
Seventh, Iow cost or cheap intelligence tends to migrate, moving inexorably to the fac-
tory, the shop, the bank, the office, the home. The migration of smart and intelligent
terminals is expected to continue uninterupted into the eighties"
Eighth, smart terminals inevitably seek to 'ttalktr, to communicate, to exchange data
and information. The U.S" is on the threshold of and is actually ex¡reriencing an
explosion in data networks, rangÍng from local, regional, national to international
proportions.
Finally, technologr is obliterating traditional perceptions of market boundaries and
demarcations. Tomorrowts telephone markets will compete with data;video with travel;
teleconferencing with fossil fuel; PBXts with computers; fibre optics with copper wire.
Market distinctions will overlap, blur, soften, disappear.

If these developments are valid, as I believe they are, they hold compelling implications
for U.S" government and co4rorate strategic options in the decade to come. Decisions
in the public sector inevitably impact corporate strategr and choices in the private
sector. This paper argues that the U.S, must create an environment of competitive
opportunity in accordance with the imperatives of a knowledge intensive society. lVe
call for an abolition of aII economic disincentives including regulation, franchises and
capital gains taxes. In a word we assert that economic perfortnance replace legal due
process as the allocative mechanism of the eighties.

The information environment in the eighties

a.fe_cJr¡_o_Iggigql_Sgt4_"S_"SS

hformation technolory today is increasingly interdisciplinary. It embraces and includes
solid state physics, fibre optics, molecular research, computer architecture' space
satellites, digital switching techniques to touch the obvious" Moreover, there appears
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to be litUe diminution of this confluence of technologr. lrdustry scientists hint that futur
electronics may well focus on chemical research rather than physics; and others wonde:

whether genetiõ engineering may prove the ultimate computer memory. Speculation asic

it is clear that R&D in the future is driven by diverse disciplines that interact and inter'
relate continuously.

b . UEt_ä_1r¡gg_sJry _p_g_Lig tpqli g!

A second observation is that as technolory becomes increasingly interdisciplinary and

embraces elements of micro-electronics, computers, digitat transmission and optics,
the number, quantity and base of industry participants multiplies" At least a dozen
industries in the U.S. participate in informatÍon R&D in one form or another. A partial
list includes telephone, telegraph, computer, minicomputer, microcomputer, semi-
conductor, peripheral devices, consumer electronics, aerospace, satellite earth statio
business equipment, fibre optics, cable TV, broadcast TV, video dÍscs, publishing.
R8Ð is today multi-industry in breadth and dimension.
Nor is industry participation confined to the North American continent alone. Indeed,
multinational finns in Europe and the Far East contribute significant resources to
information productivity and inJormation services. Not one country, nor one economy
exercises exclusivity in expertise, knowledge or know-how. Research and development
is patenUy international.
FinaIIy, government agencies and bodies contribute to stimulating the R&D process.
That process can be abetted by mititary or space effort, by tax subsidies or by direct
expenditures devoted to a vast array of high risk investment. If one totals the R &.D

resources of multi-industry firms, multinational corporations and international govern-
ment, the resources devoted to pushing back the micro-electronic computer and com-
munications art is without precedent - with the possible exception of the U.S" lVorld
War II experience.

c . ç!9¡C9!_ LSp_r_o_d.y_c.tiliJy

A third consequence is almost predictable. Over the past 20 years productivity enjoyed
by integrated circuits, fibre optics, space satellites, digital switching, data communic¿
tion and solid state memory borders on the spectacular, Productivity, translated into
lower per unit costs, is of such a magnitude that the rtravages of deflation" can be just
as disquieting and destabilizing as the ravages of inflation.
Driven by such techniques as plasma etchingr electron beam, ion implantation and
automatic sputtering, integrated circuit density has doubled annually over the past
decade. The result has witnessed a ten thousandth deôline in integrated circuit costs
syer"the past two decades. As recently as 1978 a 16 K memory cost $20; today the cost
is $1.50. Today a hand calculator is superior to a 1955 mainframe computer and is
priced one thousand times lower. And now silicon memory is expected to be vulnerable
to bubbte memory cost by the middle 1980s"
Communications satellites have enjoyed dramatic cost reductions over the past twenty
years. In 1962 the yearly cost per cha¡nel per satellite exceeded $23,000' today the cos
is $800 and dropping. The spa.ce shutUe, satellite squadrons and optical switching are
expected to effect reductions in transponder costs still further into the 1980s,
Nor are satellite terminal costs isolated from transponder productivity. h 1961 a two-
way earth terminal exceeded three million dollars; today the cost projections are $25,0
and dropping. As recently as five years ago a receive-only earth terminal cost $100,00
this year the cost is around $7 , 000 and fa1ling, Hobbysists are reputed to assemble kits
for under $1, 000.
Consumer electronics obviously benefit from such massive doses of productivity.
Twenty-five years ago a \IIR cost $100,000; today the cost is $800 and dropping. In the
near future Sony is projecting a VTR implanted in a TV set for around $500.
It is well and good to catalogue per unit cost changes in a variety of telecommunications
solid state and computer products, but can productivity deliver an encore? Here
participants in the micro-electronic industry are suggestive:
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the micro-electronic revolution is far from having run its course;

a computer business is becoming a chemical business...;
the number of components per chip can be expected to grow dramatically for at least
ten to fifteen years;

electron beam writing a silicon may produce densities up to ten to one hundred times
greater than today;

the cost of the electronics is approaching zero;

the size of the electronics is decreasing toward limits which are set by the granularity
of matter itself.

Thus productivity, unit costs, and unit prices are expected to be with us in the foreseeable
future" The micro-electronics industry with customary humility observes:ttYou aintt seen
nothinr yet!rl

d.!e_clgr_o_!9ry_€¡r_99!l-ge¡_e_r3tJ!ng_cy_c_Ig

As the base and resource of micro-electronic technologz expands, innovation cycles
self-generate. In a generic sense R&D begets R&D" Product development proceeds to
productmanufacturing, fills a marketing niche, generates cash which feeds the R8Ð
process and the cycle begins anew. The result finds one product spaïvning nev¡ generations
or a lateral move into adjacent product lines" Examples abou¡d" A firm may fabricate a
small PBS and eventually find itself supplying telephone toll switching systems" An IC
firm may commence by supplying components to a peripheral storage unit and wind up
ttcloning" an IBM compatible mainframe computer. A data modem supplier may discover
a low profile market niche in data communications and eventually propel itself to sup-
plying entire systems for digital distribution, The R&D,/revenue/R&D cycle is pervasive
in all facets of information technologr.

e . $_c_-c_e_l 9 p!i¡g_ 9Þe4C9

A fifth observation is that once the innovation process starts it gathers momentum, a
rate of change that jumps from REÐ to R&D. One indication of this innovative acceleration
can be seen in new information equipment, products and services over the past several
years:

- semi conductors 4 generations in 5 years
- mainframe computers 1 generation in 4 years
- minicomputers 1 generation in 2-3 years
- microprocessors 3 generations in 5 years
- packet switching 3 generations in 8 years
- satellite 5 generations in 20 years
- printers 1 generation in 18 months
- IC test equipment 1 generation in 12 months
- PBXts 1 generation in 5 years

Shortened economic life suggests a contraction in lead times between product develop-
ment and product introduction. Micro-electronics aids and abets that process.
Computer aided design reduces fabrication time; computer aided manufacturing shrinks
fabrication intervals. One manager noted that the time it took to design a custom chip
i.e, over twelve months can now be reduced to a month. Another observer commented
that three years of progress in fibre optics had exceeded thirty years of progress in
coaxial cable" Alligator productivity bites suggest that the race goes to the quick, As
one manager observed: !'The frightening thing in this business is, if you are not first,
second or third, you âTe in troublerr.
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f. Product obsolescence

Product obsolescence represents the inverse side of product innovation. As economic
life of products shortens, obsolescence write-offs and loss occurs more frequently.
Recently the Siemens Corporation wrote off 230 million dollars development on an
analogue telephone switch on grounds that the product had been rendered obsolete durin
the development stage. Northern Telecom, a Canadian multinational, recently wrote
off.220 million dollars on computer terminals presumably on grounds of turbulent
market innovation. Telephone common cartiers in the U.S. are pressing regulatory
agencies to acceleraln depreciation allowances so as to recover capital expenditures in
environmentof wrprecedentedchange. Thepace, speed, andvelocityof product cycles
marks a new dimension for industries accustomed to measuring economic life in decadr
Indeed, Radio Shack boasts it out-innovates Texas Instruments.

c._cl9g!_ltq9l!rge¡_c_e_¡qrg¡3tþ9

As a result of per unit cost reduction, silicon intelligence has become cheap in nominal
and real terms. The ubiquity of the hand calculator, the digital watch, the video game,
testify to the power of price elasticity. The trend toward "retailization'r by Radio Shacl
Sears, Digital Equipment, Xerox, Hewlett-Packard suggests a transformation of
distribution incident to product reduction in size, bulk and cost.
Certainly, cheap intelligence is marching from computer rooms to geographically dis-
persed business offices, The assault upon the shop, the office, the home, the store is
gaining momentum. The electronic factory, third generation robotics, computer aided
design and manufacturing revolutionize product fabrication. Japanrs prototype automat€
factory is a harbinger of the future"
trr the office, distributed data processing, word processing and electronic files prosper
mightily as intelligence rolls from the computer room to the desk or briefcase.
IlteLligent appliances in the home permit time share information, banking via the
television set, home computer and facsimile terminals. Todayts home enjoys two micr
processors and twelve motors. By the 1990s the average home is expected to embody
fifty to one hundred micro-processors and the home information market is expected to
exceed one billion dollars"

h.!_1o.1{e_1aJ!qq_o_f _qe_tgo_1þs_

Machines abhor silence. As information technologr penetrates the shop, bank, store,
office and home, it is perhaps inevitable that intelligent terminals communicate and
swap information. Office copiers, for example, communicate with PBXrs; PBXts
communicate with word processing; computer terminals communicate with data bases.
We are now wihressing a proliferation of networks that attempt to meet the explosive
traffic of dat¿" Illustrative networks include:

- telephone company networks
- satellite company networks
- terrestrial microwave networks
- value added networks
- radio packet networks
- local broadcasting networks
- cable /TY / satettite networks
- time sharing networks
- facsimile networks
- local distribution networks
- cellular radio networks

Such networks are aided and abetted by fibre optics, terrestrial microwave, infrared
data links, packet radio transmission, non-coherent light connectors, digital satellites
cordless terminals and a host of intelligent peripherals. The thrust and speed of
information exchange, information products, information sewices and information
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facilities drives and causes a proliferation of terminal devices, switching hard'lvare,
long haul facilities, local distribution investment, and inside wiring options. Diversity
is the name of the game"

i. n_ro¡r g g_ef_ q?rECt_Þ 9 y!4C4_eS_

The migration of cheap intelligence provokes still a further phenomenon: the erosion
of market, product and service demarcations. Industries, Iong regarded as separate
and distinct, find themselves positioned as direct competitors and rivals" Corporations
enjoying market exclusivÍty h¡¿o decades ago now discover their !'turf" invaded not by
random, mischievous, grrats but by legions of endowed, assertive industries. Who, pray
tell, dares draw distinctions and demarcations between:

- telecommunications vs. mail
- computer vs. communications
- broadcasting vs" common carrier
- word processing vs. electronic mail
- Sears Roebuck vs" Merrill Lynch
- telephony vs. publishing
- telephone vs. telegraph
- consumer electronics vs" business computers
- information transfer vs" fossil fuel
- IC fabrication vs. computer fabrication
- the information home vs. the information office
- the R8Ð laboratory vs. the manufacturing shop
- a component vs. a system.

Today in the U.S", AT&T offers PBXrs, telephone lines, digital switching, teletex in-
formation service (on trial), video teleconferencing, satellite channels, credit card
terminals, PBXrs monitoring air conditioners and programmable CRTts. IBM today
manufactures smart terminals, PBXrs, data modems, credit card readers, satellite
channels, video conferencing, voice grade circuits and electronic cash registers.
Wherein resides the distinction between communications a¡d data processing?
The United States Post Office intends to accept computer messages from private user
terminals. Local distribution points wiII transfer information via satellites to regional
post offices" [rformation will be printed in arrlettertrand hand delivered to the home
mailbox. At the same time value added carriers in the United States accept computer
print-outs and messages over networks, store such data in electronic mailboxes
retrieved by users at their convenience" The terminal sending and receiving such
information may be a keyboard, a home computer, a TV set. What then distinguishes
electronic mail provided by the communication industry and electronic mail rendered
by the post office? úrdeed, what is the substantive meaning of the word rrletterrr?
Today newspapers experiment with home information systems that enable users to
query data banks for stock, news, want ads, commodity prices, sports, tax information
and recipes. The telephone industry is similarly progressing toward computerizing
yellow pages accessed by home remote TV sets. What, then, distinguishes electronic
publishing from electronic retrieval from electronic directory assistance.
With its 7,000 retail outlets Radio Shack supplies home computers, word processing
equipmeni, on-line information services, radar maps, weather information, commodity
data, tax service, software packages, voice response units and is rumoured to be
exploring the potential of backyard satellite terminals. IBM is moving toward retail
market outlets, home computers, word processing, satellite service, copiers and packet
radio. WhatdistinguisheslBMtsmarketsfromRadioShacktsmarkets?Arethetwo
firms not on a collicion course?
Exxon supplies fibre optics, word processing, micro-processors, mainframe computers,
facsimile terminals, integrated circuit chips, outside telephone plant, cable, wire and
voice recognition equipment. AT&T and IBM are similarly engaged in activities that, if
not identical, certainly overlap in market reach and impact. What distinguishes in-
formation markets and energr markets? Are such substitutes not increasingly direct?
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one could go on, but I trust the point is made" surely AT&T competes with Xerox;
Xerox competes with Exxon; Exxon competes with IBM, IBM with American Satellite;
American Satellite with specialized carriers; specialized carriers compete with privatt
communication systems, mini-computers with mainframes, IC firms with mini's; Sear
Roebuck with Merrill Lynch; Merrill Lynch with f irst City Corporation; Schlumberger
with Western Electric" This is not to suggest that submarkets are not a reality. But
overall market distinctions and properties are losing their traditional contents and
meaning" And more important, there is no indication that this blurring process is likel'
to be reserved in the decade to come.
trr summary, the eighties can be expected to see a profound transformation in informati
technology and information services. These include:

- a confluence of diverse technologu;
- multi-industry, multinational and multigovernment R &D participation ;

- productivity increases along a broad front;
- innovation as a self-generating cycle of new products;
- an acceleration in the innovation process;
- an increase in product obsolescence;
- the migration of cheap intelligence to the shop, home, office and store;
- the proliferation of information networks, both regional, national and international;
- the erosion of traditional market boundary lines and distinctions,

These developments confer a series of critical strategic options upon the public and the
private sector in the United States. This set of interdependent decisions will next be
explored.

Public policy options

In a broad sense, public policy is confronted with two choices. A first option creates at
environment of restricted entry, fixed market boundary lines, and imposes anltorderl5
transition upon information technologr. A second option expands, enhances and fosters
diversification to all industries, relaxes regulatory restraint, removes tax disincentiv
and government constraint upon entrepreneurial eners/, enterprise and innovation.

a" The constrictive option

A narrow or constricted option projects current government regu.lation, public owner-
ship and tax disincentives into the future. The U"S. is pursuing this policy today. On tt
regulatory front, for example, state public utility commissions and the FCC have
extended jurisdiction to information services, information products and information
investment on the premise that the public utility principle can best bridge an alleged
chasm between consumer and firm" Over the past decade state and federal agencies
together have asserted their jurisdiction over:
- home information services;
- electronic funds transfer systems;
- electronic news;
- value added carriers;
- satellite transmission;
- remote data processing and switching;
- intelligent terminals ;

- voice storage;
- teletex service;
- home computers tied to TV sets;
- video conferencing;
- electronic mail;
- PBXrs tied tocash registers;
- fibre optics.
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Once regulation is staked out, utility agencies feel incumbent that markets be rendered
orderly, stable and controlled, [r the tradition of Linnaeus, the FCC and state regulatory
entities have asserted a series of genus, species and family classification upon information
services and products. The FCCts distinctions are as follows:
- basic telephone servÍce vs. enhanced telecommunication service;
- value added service vs. common carrier servrces;
- message toll telephone service vs. public messâge record service;
- smart terminals vs" dumb terminals;
- resale camiers vs. circuit sharing;
- dominant carriers vs. non-dominant carriers;
- hybrid data processing vs. hybrid communications;
- communications vs" data processing;
- message switching vs. circuit switching;
- circuit switching vs. packet switching;
- point to point private line service vs. s\ilitched private line service;
- residential computing vs. commercial computing;
- common carrier service vs. broadcast service"

Once boundaries are erected, regulators sanction and approve those markets they view
capable of sustaining market rivalry and ban other markets as off limits. To the extent
that line is drawn, regulation attempts to prevent any crossover between monopoly and
competitive markets" This policy has led to a search and identity of marketttcross-
subsidizationr', an heroic effort that enlists the aid of economic theory to identi$r tong
run incremental costs, fully allocated costs, short-run marginal costs and common
costs - all under the burden and aegis oflegal due process.
1915 was a momentous year for western jurisprudence; but due process is neither free
nor expeditious, One FCC rate struchrre case has now passed its 20th year in adjudication;
arother issue (docket) stands unresolved and inconclusive since 1934"
The regulatory embrace of information services is undoubtedly secured with the best of
intentions. Yet such intentions do not mean that regulation is even. The FCCts allocation
of the electro-magnetic spectrum is aimed at preventing undue interference and congestion,
But home computers linked to TV sets are saddled with ten times the standards imposed
upon commercial computers.
Nor does regulatory migration end with telephone utility commissions. The Federal
Reserve Boardrs jurisdiction reaches residential terminals tied to computers. Customers
must be guaranteed that they receive a printed copy of financial transactions" And if a
balk establishes a remote automatic teller machine, federal regulation mandates the
terminal to be shared with a competitor. Finally, the FederaI Trade Commission has
suggested its jurisdiction will be exercised over remote terminals in the event of con-
sumer fraud or false advertising"
Recently, the epitomy of a jurisdictional quarrel surfaced between the FCC and the Post
Office when the Board of Governors sanctioned the government move into electronic
mail. The FCC reminded the USPS of its jurisdiction over satellite delivered electronic
mail. Today we wifiress the spectacle of the FCC informing the post office that govern-
ment corporation or not, it is subject to the rule and reach of the Communications Act
of 1934. Nevertheless, that jurisdictional conflict has not inhibited the U.S. Post Office
from extending its definitional content of a "Ietter". hdeed, some have accused the
USPS of pulling "computer tape'r within its definition of a letter - much to the apprehension
and disquietude of the data processing industry.
Finally, a subset of the constriction option occurs when government selects, elects and
franchises a single entity to serve as a national information flagship. This latter option,
though not given serious ì¡/eight in the United States, has been at least entertained in
Canada.

b. Diversification

A policy of diversification by contrast elects to contract and restrict regulatory juris-
diction, encourage market entry and curtail the extension of government enterprise into
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the private sector of the economy, The U.S. is currenUy embarked upon this strateg'
also. The FCC, for example, has moved toward reduced regulation of private line inter-
state communications, value added communication service, câble TV, telephone ter-
minals, radio broadcasting and receive only earth stations. Such a strategic option

"a"o^é., 
of course, thattechnolo5/isinastateof flux, themarketboundariesare

softening, that economic innovation can best be underwritten by the incentives of entre-
preneurial drive a¡d venture capital.'Certainly 

the telephone industry in the United States is moving in the direction of cor-
porate diversificaìion in respoñse to an accelerating, turbulent, innovative environment,
-I{any 

carriers are diversifying through separate subsidiaries into information services
that are beyond the reach of regulation and public utility commissions; others are
embarked upon corporâte acquisitions.
Finally, there is growing consensus in the U"S. that capital gains, taxes, corporate
profitiáxes, and social iegulation can attenuate entrepreneurial creativity and capital
iormation. Itrdeed, that consensus is almost reaching bipartisan proportions.
In summa4¡, the U.S. is pursuingtwo strategies and two options simultaneously. That
both are contradictory is obvious. Perhaps a dual strategy should not be surprising in
an economy of so much diversity and multifaceted industries. Yet the net effect of both
strategies pursued is u¡certain. Diversification may swamp out constriction; constric-
tion mãy wash out diversification. Whatever the answer, these two contradictory forces
hold important implications for corporate strlategy in the 1980s. It is to this issue that
we now turn.

Corporate Strategic Options

As noted, public policy may elect to pursue a strategy of constrictÍon or a strategy of
diversification. What implications do each of these alternatives hold for firms in the
private sector of the economy ? Consider first a policy of restraint or constriction.

a. ç_o3¡Jlic_891

A restrictive policy assumes that technologr is controllable, that market demarcations
can be fixed, that regulatory constraints can monitor market rivalry, that innovatÍon
and efficiency decisions are best achieved through some form of social control.
Regulated entities in the U,S. (post office, broadcasting companies, common caniers)
are thus conferred a reprieve from the turbulence of technological change" Their
respective markets are subject to exclusivity, and competitive entry is barured under tht
rati-onale that duplicate investment is wasteful investment. The invocation of rate base
economics (i.e. cost plus return on investment with profit) serves to extend social
control to expenditures and investment. Regulated entities adjust their cost, price,
expenses, investment, subject to the sanction and approval of public utility commissiont
By imposing ttorderrt over what would be otherwise an unruly market, regulation acts
to protect communication carriers from the imperatives of technological challenge,
It must be recalled, however, that firms in the non-regulated side of the market are fre
to pursue their own customers and push products under the calculus of investment retur
and consumer preference. True, networks linking diverse users may be ruled off limits
to firms without a state franchise" But exclusion from rendering communication service
does not inhibit firms from seizing other opportunities of infortnation technolory. Indeer
industries have convinced many customers to assemble their own network and equipmen
on an in-house or ttroll your ownrrbasis" Intracorporate use of electronic mail, elec-
tronic funds transfer, video recording, teleconferencing, electronic switching, telephor
service, data networks, information retrieval systems st¿nd as a direct substitute for
the products and services of regulated carriers.
A two-tier market is thus evolving in the U. S. ; one public and one private; one regulater
one competitive" Electronic mail, private and public; word processing networks, privat
and public; electronic funds transfer, public and private; home information systems,
public and private; voice storage, public and private; sâtellite teleconferencing, private
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and public, To repeat, regulated information services compete with unregulated private
information services and products - data modems, PBX's, key telephone systems,
multiplexers, concentrators, CRTrs, printers, transponders, packet switching, ect.,
etc.
Over the longer term the incentive disparity driving these two markets poses the
following questions" Can a regulated firm compete with an unregulated firm? Can a
government enterprise compete with a private firm ? Can a cost plus industry compete
with a cost reduction industry ? Can rate base incentives compete with profit maximization
incentives? Ànd wiIInot, in the longer term, regulated markets be cannibalized by
private unregulated industries ?
Ir the turbulent environment described earlier, it is inevitable that a regulated firm will
find its revenues, profits and inveshnent targets of market entry. There is, of course,
one compromise" Public policy may permit a regulated firm to diversi$r into infor-
mation activities via the creation of a separate corporate affiliate. Such a policy presumes
that government policy can identi$r, segregate and impose ground rules that police ,
monitor, and patrol capital transfers between markets subject to monopoly and markets
subject to competition.
That regulation can orchestrate a monopoly/competition duality is a formidable and
imposing challenge" Yet it is this premise that underlies the current negiotiation
betrveen AT&T and the Department of Justice. Presumbably, if the BeIl System divests
some of its corporate subsidiaries, the Department of Justice may drop a consent
decree that prohibits BeIl from diversifying into unregulated information markets,
And presumably regulation can separate a monopoly and a competitive subsidiary with
ease and effectiveness,
But a question persists, How long can a market, once divided, remain separated? WilI
distinctions promulgated in 1981 be valid in 1986 ? WiIl the characteristics separating
software, hardware, computers, communication, home, office, laboratory, shop, city,
country, telephone computer, persevere through the decade of the 1980s?
The odds are they will not" However endowed with good intentions, an agency may
decree boundaries today only to see them wither under technological assault tomorrow.
Even more disconcerting, crisp geographic bormdaries are now under assault. 

.Witness

Singapore exporting computer software to the United States via satellite; East Germany
storing airline reservations in Atlanta, Georgia; Swedenrs fire departments accessing
computers located in Cleveland, Ohio. Markets and economies inevitably seek to
approximate their comparative advantage. A policy of constriction surely threatens
the long term economic viabitity of a regulated telecommunications industry"

b" _D1y9¡9{i9g!i_o3_

If public policy accepts and acts upon the premise of technological change, then policy
must abolish the exclusive franchise concept as an instrument of social control" Indeed,
policy must remove tax disincentives that serve as constraints upon an environment
beset by accelerating diversity and change.
Certainly, in the decade to come corporations wiII have their hands full in the following
areas, First, the number of information options are increasing. Permutation and
combinations are multiplying - satellites tied to word processors;data base tied to
broad band coaxial cables, earth terminals tied to packet radio, information data linked
to electronic funds transfer;briefcase PBXts tied to home information systems;fibre
optics linked to TV sets, ad infinitum. Here traditional management expertise must be

augmented by management artistry: the perceptions of interrelationships that spell
market opportunities 

"
Second, as market distinctions, customer classes, geographic isolation erode and melt,
technologr invites and beckons multi-industry entry into R8Ð, manufacturing, facilities
and information service offerings. Given these opportunities, todayts corporate planners
are both cursed and blessed by choices, options and alternatives. Marketing and
innovation will inevitably surface as ingredients for tomorrowls success.
Third, in tomorrowts turbulent environment, the concept of optimum decision-making in
R&D, development, marketing, innovation and pricing will 4ssume critical importance.
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The successful firm wiII orchestrate a balance between control and creativity; between
hierarchy and merit, behveen centralization and decentralization, between short term
and long term. Yet no magic formula identifies the precise ratio of each mix.
Experimentation may prove the rule rather than the exception.

Conclusion

To say that technology exhibits change, dynamism and opportunity borders on the cliche.
There ca¡r be litUe doubt that the strategic option pursued by the U. S. economy will be
profound and far-reaching. If public policy anticipates the future, broadens its portfolio,
unleashes energ'y, rewards risk-taking and abolishes regulation, then the U. S'
information economy will at least possess an opportunity to flourish and prosper in the
decade of the 1980s. If, on the other hand, policy continues its jurisdictional creep,
stifles entry, regulates risks and penalizes entrepreneurship, then our information
economy wiII forfeit its future on the altar of the past.
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Man and Àutomation in the Oflice

Ir. W. Grünsteidl
N. V. Philips' Gloeilampenfabrieken
Eindhoven
The Netherlands

The emergence of the information society means that a growing portion of people will
work in an information related environment, and that all of us will be confronted with
increasing opportunities to inform and to be informed - voluntarily or involuntarily.
Butwho is actually informing us?trThe media", "The other department!t, !'Another

company", !14 customert', "The governmentrr., .

Actually most of the information we receive is the ouþut generated by some office .

In a broad sense trthe officet'the centre-piece of any organizationrs information system,
taking care of information processiag and information handling. Employing already more
than 507o of the total workforce 'rthe officeil is getting more attention nowadays; "Office
costs are too high and are still rising", t'Office productivity is too low in comparison
with factory productivity and not improvingt', t'Lack of qualified office employees makes
corporations move out of cities!', are some of the cries of distress. Apparently there
is only one sensible recommendation:Apply the lesson from the industrial sector and
improve efficiency by automation with the aid of technical tools.
Fortunately enough, electronics offer the solution! The recipe is simple: alalyse the
workflow, describe the processes, specialize the work, adapt the organization, acquire
the machines, get rid of people and call the whole thingrrOffice Automationr'.

But whom does this really benefit? The answer should be ready by now" After all, there
are a couple of years experience, mainly in the USA, which as the fashionable opinion
goes, is five years ahead of us. The answer is: it benefits very probably nobody! It
ãoes not benefit the organization: I'What really happens is that most companies end up

with more people in addition to more hardware" (Business trVeek, 1980) .

It does not benefit the people: Specializing tasks means job-erosion and not job-enrich-
ment. The total paper flood is confusing instead of informing and the border-line
between file and waste-paper basket is becoming blurred.

All this is the result of the fact that we have neglected to anaLyse the real need for
measures to be taken in the offices, the motives for change and the very reasons why
we cannot go on in the traditional way. But only a deeper understanding of the need
could help us to define ways for harmonizing the triangle:

In order to arrive at abetter understanding of the necessity to do things in a new way,
we have to take a short look at some basic trends in the environment. For several
reasons we have entered a period of dramatic change of the conditions under which we
have to conduct busineSs, manage organizations, run institutions, and so on. Stagnant

economic growth, shifts in power structures on an organizational, national and inter-
national level, a critical assessment of our traditional philosophies and theories, have

Ied to a situation which shows all the signs of confusion and consequently crisis" Our
organizations have changed from closed to open systems, which means a dramatic in-
creas" of the environmental complexity to be taken into account when we design our
plans. We have to learn to think in systems interdependencies, but every system we

iry to define, turns out to be a sub-system of a bigger total, demonstrating only our
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Iack in kncwledge of systems.
The result is that we are confronted with an environment which we feel to be uncertain,
turbulent and extremely complex. Preparing, making and monitoring decisions under suc
conditions becomes a task which goes beyond the capacities of aII concerned; experience
shows that the old answers do not work any more And since the office is deeply involved
in the process of decision preparation, the problem of technology application in offices h
to be addressed \¡/ith this basic issue in mind: The basic objective therefore is: the desig
of decision support and monitoring systems with optimum use of technical tools, They
should be optimum for both tl.ne organization and the users, namely the decision preparat(
and monitors, and the decision-makers. The final aim, of course, can only be to support
rather than to replace, managerial judgement"

Given the overall conditions mentioned, these systems should (a) increase flexibility of
decision-making, to cope with turbulence, (b) allow incolporation and evaluation of alter.
natives, to cope with uncertainty and (c) reduce complexity.
The steps ofan orderly structured decision process are, problem identification - includi
the present and the future - formulation and evaluation of alternatives, application of
selection criteria, raking of alternatives, the decision, control and feedback" The atl
encompassing basic element is information which has to be (a) relevant, requiring selec-
tion and reductÍon, (b) timely, requiring the reduction of information float and (c) accura
requiring the elimination of error sources.
From these parameters it can be easily understood that any attempt to approach the offic
Iike a factory, that will say, increasing efficiency, respectively productivity, in the
traditional way, will notmeet the main objective. AII we can achieve in this way will onlJ
be a very efficient production of information carriers (paper) as for instance has been
demonstrated by the advent of the copying machine"

What really matters is not the efficiency (which means cost displacement) of information
systems, but their effectiveness. h this way the element of quality, respectively value
for money, is introduced instead of the element of quantity for money. teualityrcan be
translated into: the right information, to the right people, at the right time" trrformation
has to be regarded as a resource and also has to be managed as such"
In the majority of cases the 'tright information'r to support a decision is not limited to a
set of data or text only, but is composed of different forms of information. Therefore the
need arises for so-called integrated systems, combining data, text, graphics and voice.
Quality is also strongly related to utitity, respectively value, of the information for the
user. Mostly the assessment of value of information is subjective and totally dependent
on the preception of the user of the information"
Therefore it is difficultto attach standard values to information. (For the time being no
computer will be able to solve this problem. ) This is the basic reason why the majority
of office procedures is unstandardized, unstructured and characterized by individúal
working habits" Stru-ctured processes (like in an administrative E.D"P. environment) ar<
only a small portion of the total office world. We can safely conclude that genuine automa
tion in the average office wiII not become realitybefore the late 1990s (if ever!) because
of the need for better understanding or even drastic change of office functions and
procedures. We could even speculate, if the required elimination of irrational elements
would not be in conflict with our aim to create a human work sphere.

so far I have tried to indicate the need for change, the necessity to employ the aid of
technology, but I have also tried to show you that tlautomationttin the office is a non-issu
in 1981 - thereby eliminating, much to my regret, the provocative part of the title of this
presentation. But the question arises, of course, what can we do in a sensible way, now
and in the near future ?
What we are doing today, and what usually is called I'Office Automationu, is no more than
introducing computerized devices for the mechanization of office tasks (see also Zissman
et"al.) and improving technical communication-capabilities. Tasks and'procedures could
for the time being, stay pretty much the same, respectively will change only gradually.
The objective is: the improvement ofthe effectiveness ofknowledge workers by designing
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customized (tailored) office and information systems, focussing on t'organizationalrr and
rrpeoplerr issues. The result should be user-friendly socio-technical systems"
Ergonomy and user-friendliness of technical tools will to a great extent determine their
acceptability at the workstation level. And here lies the biggest trap we all might fall in:
the paradox, that the user-friendliness of the future machines might adversely afflict
their usefulness on an organizational level and finally turn itself against the user" I
know this is not a fashionable opinion but maybe we shall have more problems with the
easy acceptance of the tools than with resistance against them.

Itn the near future technology will be ready to fulfill many requirements for user-friend-
Iiness, many of the basic postulates still under discussion will be realized. We shall
have machines and systems which represent I'extensions of the human senses into the
working environmentt' (Mcl-uhan) by eliminating thresholds and bottle-necks at the
man/machine interface (new types of sensors, new smart displays, voice ouþut and
voice recognition, user-friendly software, natural dialogue, etc.), Modular, adaptable,
multifunctional workstations wiII allow for more task integration and flexibility at the
workplace, Cheap distributed intelligence, together with high speed communication
systems, wiII bring information, information processing and handling, within the reach
of everybody. Electronic-optical archiving wiII become a fact" IVe shall have offices
filled with electronic goodies, but will they act as the effective decision support systems
we postulated before ?

Suppose that we have the much discussed phonetic typewriter installed in our offices
today connected to a digitalized communication system ! With present day working habits
the removal of the bottle-neck to digitalization, namely our secretåryts fingers, would
create an absolute information chaos ! Fortunately this gadget is many years away !

Think of the horror the coupling of traditional technologies with modern technologz can
create. Let me give you an example. The combination of mechanical printing.with
electronic data processing has led to the annual consumption of 51,000 tons (= Dfl. 180

million) of computer paper in the Netherlands alone. I dare to say that 70 per cent" of
this paper is absolutely \üasted, because of unused space and user-irrelevant print-outs.
Think of the paper flood the Xerox machine has created. I dare say that it is
responsible for the bigger portion of the 300,000 tons of paper used in Dutch offices
every year. And it is also responsible for the stress of the knowledge worker created
by the hopelessness to cope with the staples of papers (mindyou: not information) on
his desk"
Instead of worrying primarily about how technologr might harm the people in the offices,
we should worry about the way we treat information. As long as we regard information
as a cost-free commodity, as something which we do not conceive generating value to
the company, something for which nobody feels responsible, we shall create chaos. If
we are not careful this chaos will be enhanced by technologu instead of removed and !þ95
of course, people will be the victims.
Is it not a shame that most managers are not even in a position - and consequently not
willing - to define their information needs? There is, of course, always a set of relevant
information, selected according to individual criteria, to run a particular business.
Technolory is at our doorstep, offering help in arLarea which will become critical for
the survival of our organizations in a harsh, highly competitive environment" So let us
pïepare ourselves mentally and physically to make the best possible use of it"

First we have to start a process to make people t'information-consciousr'. Secondly we
need to design strategies for information use. Such a strates/ must offer an integrated
presentation of the information needs at all levels and their future development, the
functions needed, a blue-print for the evolution of the information system, a definition
of the role of technologr and its evolutionary application starting with the most simple
machines, the social perspectives (quality and number of jobs), organization develop-
ment, training programs, investment program etc. and someone, on a high level,
should take the responsibitity for Information Resources Management.
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Some practical points to be considered are:
- a determination of the information needs of managers;
- an attempt to establish priorities of informations, based on the value for the user as a

basis for selectivity;
- a primary concern with functions and not so much with processes;
- a clear understanding of the balance beh,veen decentralised and centralised functions a.

the development over the years;
- a concept for information integration and the associated function integration;
- the formulation of an evolutionary - rather than revolutionary - concept for the introdu

tion of technical tools;
- todayls machinery (word processors, office computers, personal computers, Viewdatl

terminals) have to be regarded as stepping stones into the "age of digitalization" and n
as production tools;

- preparation for t¿sk integration and the design of the necessary educational and trainir
programs;

- preparation for possible nehvork integrations. Databank access, electronic mail, mes
systems, teletex etc" are the first steps;

- on-going good communication and the dialogue betrveen users,
providers of infrastructures (government) is essential;

- I'Informaticsil has to be incorporated into aII levels of the educational system;
- studies have to be initiated to get to a better understanding of the role of information o

a macro- and micro-economic level.

As I have tried to point out, it makes litUe sense to talk about the impact of technologica
change on the people working in offices, if we do not acquire a better understanding of tt
role of information systems and the translation into office tasks. We shall see the

- gradual - disappearance of some traditional office functions and tasks, but also the
broadening and shifts of existing tasks, as weII as the emergence of new jobs. But it mi¡
make a significant difference with respect to social consequences, if we approach the
problems in an efficiency way or an effectiveness way. Efficiency is the magic solution.
rather a stable, mechanistic, industrial environment. It wiII be the very nature of the
information society that the accent shifts from quantitative to more qualitative growth, i
a less stable environment. Under such conditions constant critical assessment of the
effectiveness of our activities becomes important, or, as P. Drucker says:'ÎWe will ha
to put much more emphasis on 'tdoing the right thingst' instead of "doing things righilr,
utitity and quality becoming the main measuring sticks. What has been the factory for th
industrial society, will be the office for the in-formation society, but we should be carefi
not to mix-up the two.
The usefulness of the new systems and, consequently, their broad penetration will also
depend very much upon the quality of the required private and public infrastructur€, e. B

(tele)communication nehvork, databanks.
The foundation for applications on a broad scale has to be laid by staldardization on an
international scale regarding networks, interfaces etc. but also by the development of
industrial standards for hardware and software,

The future of offices will be a very challenging and colourful one. There will be no stan-
dard solutions, offices will come in many forms, ranging from present day solutions to
new, energy saving forms like small neighbourhood group offices, to full-time or part-
time offices at home" About the social impact of rtelecommutingr, as this last phenomer
is called, only vague speculations exist, but they could very well be much more signific
than anything we have discussed so far"

manufacturers and the
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Simulation as a Tool for hformation Management in Complex Systems
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Úrtroduction

Our society is growing more and more complex. This holds both for technical processes
or systems we design and operate and for economic, political or environmental systems"
There are a number of reasons for this complexity. One reason is that desirable ob-
jectives are sometimes in conflict with each other. Another reason results from the
interrelation between the various subsystems, which are the constituent parts of the
system;changing one subsystem may very weII produce changes in other parts of the
system. Often enormous quantities of information are available - much of it irrelevant -
which may be very confusing. At the same time the necessary information is often not
sufficient or the tools âr'e not available to process the information" The great com-
plexity makes it often difficult to make the right decisions in the design and operation
õf a piocess" Both in the design and operation phase, the desigrrer and operator have to
specify their objectives and the required information, obtaÍn that information, delete
the superfluous information, process the data and make the right decisions based on

procedures and experience in view of criteria set to the objectives. Operators have to
be trained in the process ofprocessing data and making the right decisions"

Over the years several methods have been developed to bring order in the chaos of
conflicting objectives, interacting subsystems and inextricable information. Among these
methods ire system engineering, opeïations research, decision analysis and simulation.
particularly since the advent of electronic computers simulation is one of the most
important and useful tools for analyzing the design and operation of complex processes
and systems,

This paper deals with simulation, the process of designing a model of a real system
and cõnãucting experiments with this model for the purpose of understanding the behaviour
of the system or òf evaluating various strategies for the operation. The definition is from
Shannon (1)" A model is a representation of a system in some other form than that of
the real system itself. The examples in this paper make use of mathematical models,
programmed on a computer. The mathematical model consists of a set of equations or
ielitions describing the relevant part of the behaviour of the system; the result of the
computation may bJpresented by the computer in real time to make interactive control
with the system-operator possible" On the other hand the computation may be slowed down

or speedeã up for fast or Àlow processes respectively, when evaluating strategies without
a human operator as part of the system.

Simulation can be used as a tool that predicts the behaviour of a system under various
conditions and therefore aids the design of the system. The simulated system can be

regarded as an artilicial system reprãsenting reality with which can be experimented
to -arrive at the optimal solution or decision. It is often impractical, too costly or even

dangerous to experiment with the system itself.
Butä simulation modet is more than a tool for design purposes. The task of building the

model is also an aid to thought and to communication. Designing a model makes it
necessary to understand thJinterrelation of the subsystems and their behaviour" It
helps to åort out ;¡azy concepts and inconsistencies in order to get a clear picture of the

structure of the systêm. This clear picture facilitates the communication of the struc-
ture of the system and the chosen design and decisions to others.
Once we havä the model, we can use it in the operational phase to train operators in
normal and in emergency situations. This is particularly necessary for complicated
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processes when huge amounts of information have to be processed especially under stre
conditions of emergencies. When speeded up, the model can be used as a predictor in th,
inforrnation management of the system in operation.
In the following part of my paper I shall describe two examples to show how simulation
models can be used in the design and operation of complex processes. For the second
example I shall also explain the structure of the model.

Examples of complex systems

The first example concerns the Oosterschelde storm-surge barrier in the south-westerr
part of the Netherlands. After the storm-flood disaster in 1953, when in the estuary of
the rivers Schelde, Maas and Rijn dikes collapsed and nearly 2000 people were drowned
and about 150,000 hect¿res of land below the sea-water level flooded, it was decided to
close the sea arms of the delta.
Except for the Oosterschelde, all sea arms between the lVesterschelde and the Nieuwe
Waterweg have been closed with high water dams to protect the land against storm
floods.

Map of the estuary

Ir the original plan also the Oosterschelde would be closed with a dam. This plan cause
much opposition" It was argued that a closing dam would lead to the destruction of the
present mussel and oyster culture, the destruction of the nursery function of that area
for sole, plaice and shrimps and the absence of the tide would heavily influence the
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present vegetation and bird live"
So it was decided to construct a storm-surge barrier. When fully opened, the aperture
of the barrier will be about 20 per cent" of the cross section area of the Oosterschelde
at that point, so the tidal motions wiII remain but will be smaller tban they are now
without a barrier. The barrier will normally be open, but will be partly or fully closed
in case of high storm-surge levels.

Here two conflicting objectives arise: for safet5l reasons there will be times when the
barrier should be closed and for environmental reasons it should preferably be open all
the time. It clearly is notpossible to satisfy both conditions absolutely. The process
of opening and closing the barrier is a complex system, That system must take account
of many interrelating subsystems such as the meteorologic and hydraulic subsystems
which determine the waterlevel, the technical closing gate subsystem and the biological
subsystem which determines a fishery possibilities. The operation will be based on infor-
mation on all these sub-systems"
[r the design phase criteria have to be developed, under which circumstances the
barrier should be closed and opened again. Then strategies and procedures have to be
developed on how the decisions to close and open the barrier are to be made, on which
decision-Ievel and based on what information"
When the barrier is in operation the operator wiII have to decide when to close or re-
open the barrier based on the information about all relevant subsystem variables. In
very extreme situations e"g. extremely high tide or a very calm sea it is not difficult
to decide when to close and open the barrier"
Problems arise in the comparatively infrequent in-between situations where it is not
clear how the waterlevel and weather will develop" trr such situations no operator could
possibly acquire sufficient experience to guide him in making the right decision.
Another problem relates to controlling the water behind the barrier at a certain Level.

For this complex problem a mathematical simulation model can be a useful tool in the
design and operation phase. With the model of the total system programmed on a com-
puter criteria can be developed, strategies arrd procedures can be tried out in the design
phase under various environmental conditions, several alternatives can be tried out
including the decision-maker/operator by providing him with different sets of infor-
mation and by different ways of information presentation. But there is more to simula-
tion than use it as a tool only. When building the mathematical model, it is necessary
that one divides the system into elements of which the structure and interrelation are
fully understood. That makes it necessary to study all aspects and their effects in a
systematic and coherent way, deciding what is important and what is not. Summarizing,
the mathematical simulation model serves as a design tool and by building the tool,
one acquires a better understanding of the process.

When the computer programmed with the mathematical model is connected to a mock-up
of the control room, the barrier operators can be trained in controlling the water-level
behind the barrier and in decision-making in the in-between situations. After each run
the decision can be evaluated with no harm done, if the decision pr'oves to be wrong"
If the model can be speeded up, it can serve as a predictor in the real system to show
the barrier operator what wiII happen to the weather and the storm-surge level in the
near future. He can try out alternative decisions about when and how much the barrier
should be closed" Simulation studies of this kind are being carried out by Vriesman and
Van der Spek (2).

A second example of how simulation is being used for the design and operation of a sys-
tem is of a similar nature . It concerns the vessel traffi.c management system in a
harbour, in this case the port of Rotterdam (3)"

At present, traffic information in the port of Rotterdam is available to all sea-going
ves;els at any time of the day by a chain of shore-based radar stations. These radar
stations, which have been in use since 1956, are now technically obsolete and the system
is no longer efficient in every respect"
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Map of the port of Rotterdam

Since 1956, new harbour complexes have been constructed, the number of sea-going sh:
has been doubled and the number of inland ships has grown even more. In addition the
traasportatÍon of dangerous cargoes, either combustible or poisonous, has increased c
siderably. These changes have led to an increased risk level in the port, which makes :

necessary to develop a new vessel traffic management system to replace the present ra
stâtions.
The objectives of this vessel traffic management system are to ensure that passage of
ships to and from the berths in the harbour is safe and efficient, which are sometimes
conflicting objectives. Management of vessel traffic is a complex system, having many
interrelating elements and needing a great amount of information to fulfil the objectives
Irthedesignof thevesseltrafficmanagementsystem, criteriamustbedevelopedfor
safe and efficient operation. To pursue safe passage, safety strategies have to be
developed directed to a reduction of the chance of collisions and groundings. To pursue
an efficient passage, strateg'ies must be developed to minimize waiting and transit time
IVith regard to a safe passage, the following tasks have to be carried out during the
design phase: establish the conditions which are critical for collisions and groundings,
develop means to recognize crifical conditions well in advance and develop èafety
measures to avoid collisions and groundings, IVith regard to efficient passage it is
necessary to develop efficiency measures by optimal use of port resources ánd by
regulations for admittance and departure of vessels.

Whether conditions are critical depends on the manoeuvring characteristics of the vess,
the crew, the number of ships in the area and their position, whether it is day or night
the weather conditions and the effect of an accident, which in turn is related io the sìze
of the vessels involved, their cargo and the environment.
By predicting the vesselts motions one can recognize these critical conditions well in
advance. This enables one to avoid collisions and groundings, as the critical conditions
become apparent and onecan avoid congestion conditionsin the harbour by planning acti
over,a_Ionger period. Before a vessel is admitted to the traffic area a great numbér of
possible measures canbe taken, such as the assistance of pilots, tugs,-patrol vessels
keeping other ships away, etc" During the transit of a vessel one of the safetv measure
is speed regulation.
With safety measures as a starting point admittance and departure regulation can be
used for efficient passage through the harbour area"
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Before the admission and departure of the vessels in the harbour can be regulated, a
great amount of basic information has to be collected about the ships. The name, tonnage,
length, beam, draft, height above the waterline, installed po!!^/er, maximum speed,
navigating instruments, cargo, route, destination of all vessels have to be lcrown -
and much more. Then the position of atl 100-150 vessels has to be measured con-
tinuously by means of shore-based radar stations. Data on the position of the vessels
has to be extracted from the radar and processed with the i¡formation mentioned earlier
in such a way that appropriate traffic regulating decisions become apparent.
The processing of the data and the instructions to the ships have to be dealt with on
different levels because of the vast port area, the great number of vessels, the huge
amount of information, several shore-based radar stations, short and long term advice
to ships connected to the use of port resources"
It is a major task to design and operate a system that can process the information in
such a way that safe and efficient traffic is possible.

A mathematical simulation model can be a useful tool i¡ the design and operation of a
vessel traffic management system. A mathematical model, programmed on a computer
has been made, which describes vessel traffic in a harbour.
The model can be used without manual interference, much faster than real time, to
develop effectiveness and safety criteria, to test strategies and procedures and to
design the guidance systems for different traffic situations.
The model speeded up and as part of the real traffic management system can serve as
a predictor. AII information to the traffic management system, such as planned routes
of ships, size of ships, information on position, course and speed are also fed in the
prediction computer which can make short term predictions for collision avoidance and
long term predictions to prevent congestion and unsafe situations and which can make
possible a more effective use of the harbour facilities. The traffic operator can consider
the predicted situations and decide on his own solution or he can ask the computer to
give a suggested best solution.

The model ca-n also be used in an interactive way in real time, which means that the
traf'ls.c operator behind the radar screen can instruct the simulated navigator on the
simulated ship, by means of the computer keyboard, in realit¡r through radio com-
munication. Úr this way the effect of instructions and the behaviour of the traffic
operator in carrying out his task can be analysed, ergonomic studies can be performed
to optimize the control equipment and the traffic operator can be trained.
One step further and one or more simulated ships can be navigated by a real navigator
in a simulated wheelhouse of a ship containing aII the instruments and controls
necessary to manoeuvre the ship - the wheel for the rudder angle, the engine telegraph
for the propeller revolutions and all indicating instruments such as compass and radar.
On a screen outside the wheelhouse a changing picture of the outside world with the
other ships is projected by a visual display system. The wheelhouse mock-up is also
connected to the computer, with a model of the relevant ship dynamics and engine
control. AII the other ships are navigated by sÍmulated navigator modules. By this
arrangement the information transfer betrveen traffic operator and navigators can be
studied with real human operators to check the findings on criteria and procedures
obtained with the automatic mode.

The manoeuvring simulator itself with traffic model can also be used as a tool to study
the manoeuvring of ships, navigation problems, ergonomic studies of bridge lay-out and
to train bridge crews" Ship manoeuvring is not only a subsystem of vessel traffic, it is
also a system in itself; another subsystem being again part of the ship manoeuvring
system is the propulsion machinery. Simulators for the control of engine rooms are
being used for research and for the training of engineers"
The tasks of an engine room officer are different from those of a navigating officer or a
traffic controller. Under normal conditions engine operation is fully automatic, But in
case of maloperation the engineer must diagnose this malfunction and take corrective
action to restore proper functioning of the plant. To study fault management procedures,
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and to train engineers in managing the information and in taking the right decisions, an
engine room simulator can successfully be used.

Vessel traffic simulation model

The vessel traffic simulation model simulates vessel movements in a harbour. h the
following description use has been made of the work of Noë and Veldhuyzen (3)"

The input of the model is the same information which is also available in reality:
- at the start of the program:

the lay-out of the harbour, weather and tide conditions, obstacles, of the ship in the
harbour the size, position, route plan, destination, expected time of arrival.

- during the run of the program:
the same ship data for ships entering the harbour area and ships ready for departurr
and the variation of weather and tide conditions with time.

For the input of the route, a set of predetermined track lines are specified " The route
of each vessel is defined by a number of track lines, together with the planned distance
to each track line (the reference distance)" For each vesselalso the planned speed mus
be specified (the reference speed).

If only one ship were present in the harbour area, she would sail to her destination alol
her planned route and would arrive at the expected time of arrival. But where there arr
many other ships also in the harbour, she has to give way, pass, slow down or wait.
These decisions are made by the shipts navigator (captain or mate of the ship or the
harbour pilot) himself or on instruction or advice of the traffic operator. The decisions
are based on the traffic rules, regulations and procedures, which in turn follow from tl
safety and efficÍency criteria.

In the traffic model the ship manoeuvring characteristics are modelled for each ship in
the ship d¡rnamics module; a set of equations describing the relations between the force
acting on the ship and the resulting motions. Input in this ship dynamics module are the
rudder angle and the speed set point, Outputs are the heading and position. The rudder
angle is steeredby the helmsman, in the model by the helmsman dynamics module, frc
an input which is the difference between the ordered heading and the actual heading. Th
ordered heading or desired heading and speed set point are ordered by the navigatòr,
who has a complex task in combining aII the relevant information and taking the right
decisions" The input information he uses consists of the planned track position and spe,
and the speed, position and heading of other vessels.

I speed set pornt
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Block diagram of vessel traffic simulation model
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In the route following module of the navigator the actual position is compared with the
planned track; reference speed and reference distance are updated âs soon as a new
track line has to be followed" AII the tÍme the navigator checks the position, headi:rg
and speed of other ships relative to his own ship and looks for potential confl.icts. This
is modelfed in the conflict detection and resolution module. Three t5rpes of encounter
leading to a possible conflict are taken into accou:rt: overtaking, head-on situations and
crossings.
À conflict arises when another ship enters the domain of the ship under consideration
and consequently the navigator wants to keep free from other ships.
The conflict resolution module produces as output a desired distance with respect to the
track line and a desired speed. The desired distance compared with the actual position
relative to the track line results in an order for a new heading" The desired speed is set
by the navigator by moving the engine telegraph.

The ouþut of the model, the tracks of aII vessels (present position, speed and heading)
can be displayed on a radar screen togetler with the harbour contours or can be
statistically analysed with the computer"

Simulated vessel traffic in the Europott area

The model has been validated by comparing actual shipts movements in the port of
Rotterdam taken from photographs of a shore radar every minute.

Starting from the mathematical model for vessel traffic to be used for determining the
level of traffic control, for the design and development of vessel traffic management
system, the design of new rules, procedures and regulations, the training of traffic
operators and the use as predictor in the actual system for safety and planning, it has
been shown that also for subsystems like the manoeuvring and navigating of the ship
and also for subsystems like the engine room, use can be made of simulation or
simulators.
But not only for subsyst€ms simulation is a valuable tool. It can also be successfuIly
applied to more general systems of which the vessel traffic is a subsystem, e.g. the
tótã| transport in a harbour, including berth allocation, allocation of pilots and
tugboats.
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Conclusions

In my paper I have tried to demonstrate three points:
First, present day processes and systems tend to be complex because
- desirable objectives sometimes conflict with each other;
- elements of the system or subsystems often interrelate in a complicated way;
- enormous quantities of data are generated;
- most of this information is often not relevant for the solution of the problem;
- usually not sufficiently relevant data is available.

Second, simulation is the process of designing a model of a real system and conducting
experiments with this model for the purpose of understanding the behaviour of the
system or of evaluating various strategies for the operation, A model is a representatio
of a system in some other form - in this paper the mathematical form - than that of
the real system itself"
Third, simulation can be used
- for the prediction of the system behaviour,
- as an artificial system with which can be experimented to design the system itself or

to design strategies to operate it, which cannot be done with the real system;
- as an aid to understanding and communicating the structure of the system and the

chosen desigr and decision to others;
- as a training aid;
- as a predictor in the system itself.
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hformatics and the Leaming Society

P" Schwartz
Stanford Research hstitute
Menlo Park
California, USÀ

Even a cursory glance at the consequences of developments in micro-electronics sug-
gests that the major technological revolution of the 20th Century is yet to come . The
transformation that may be wrought by the technologies associated with micro-electronics
is likely to be as great as that of the Industrial RevolutÍon in the Mid-l9th Century.
The aim ofthis paperis to explore aspects ofthe consequences ofthis newtechnology"
The attempt is to probe the direct and indirect effects of micro-electronics on individuals
and on the shape of our society" To do this people and societies will be viewed as
learners "

These remarks must be prefaced with a kind of disclaimer. I am not a scholar and not
especially educated. I am, however, a learner. The thoughts presented here are very
much the result of research. They are also a reflection of my own learning process
and observations of others learning. I have been a teacher, a learner and a student of
techlology, fascinated especially with its consequences. A story about how my lack of
scholarship was remedied will also point to the new modes of learning to be discussed
later.

In my community of Palo Alto, near SRI, I am a relatively obscure researcher and
business consultant, so I am not accustomed to being recognized. As I walked down the
street recently with my friend and colleague, Jay Ogilvy, we \¡/ere greeted by a young
man who said rrHow's the future?'r I was taken aback until he said that he had seen some
of my writings about the future" He then immediately told me I should read a book called:
lMindstorms: children, computers, a¡d Powerful Ideasr, by an MIT scientist named
Seymour Papert. I had never seen this young man before and I have not seen him since"
He recognized me and knew of my interest in the relationships of new information tech-
nologr to learning, especially in children, and its social consequences, Seymour
Papertrs book, which I discovered only a week ago, is extremely important. I do not
share all of his ideas, but I will bounce a number of my own off Papertrs very useful
research a¡d observations which are far more thorough-going than my own.

To view societ5z and individuals as learners we have to understand something about
Iearning. As I have already observed, I am not much of a scholar, but one does not
have to be a behaviourist to understand that learning may have something to do with
pleasure and pain. One does not have to be a developmental psychologist to believe that
there is human progress toward differentiation, Nor does one have to be a structuralist
to believe, as Piaget does, that there are lessons imbedded in the human encounter with
reality itself and that the child learns by structuring his or her own experience" Though
not a student of education and learning theory , I have come to accept four basic ideas
which inform my owr thinking about learning" They are:

1" To understand learning requires wrderstanding a number of different dimensions and
actors; the teacher, the learner, the Íntended lessons, the unintended lessons, the
mediums of learning and the environment in which it occurs. None alone can explain
the process of learning or how it can be more effective.

2, Learning generally occurs because \¡r'e come to believe that some new information
helps us better meet a need. That need may be defined as a pleasure or curiosity or
higher goals, but here is, in general, a fit between some human desire, comfort,
perception and something new which enhances the human condition. There may be
unintended lessons with that learning, but people and institutions rarely learn unless
there is some fit between them and the lesson"
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3. Learning always occurs, Change is an inevitable part of the human condition, and we

always iAapt tô new realities. That adaptation process is indeed a function of learnin¡
One ôf the most important lessons learned by a child is how to learn some lessons an

avoid others, We cannot help but learn.
Not all of the lessons we learn are those we would wish, but we always learn.

4. We always teach more and different things than we intend. Nearly everything we do h:

some infention, whether it is a technology we are introducing into society or a lesson
taught in a class-room. We want to do something with it. Blt there are other effects"
Teãhnology almost inevitably has what we have come to call t'side effects'r" The full
range of Ës.on" of that technologr must be considered, the intended and unintended
le ssons .

It is also worth beginning with a broad definition of the technolory. Advances in micro-
electronics, especìally iã their scale and cost, have led to a wide range ofnew technolo¡
from satellite communication to intelligent machines for manufacturing and personal use

The technologr of informatics can be considered to cover those highly advanced applicat.
of micro-eleõtronics to communications, controls, memoly' computation, a variety of
mechanical tasks and the modelling of reality. Though this is a highly diverse set of
technologies, they are part of the same technological revolution and there are common
threads to their impacts.

Revolutions occur because they are timely. It is certainly true that a new set of
capabilities has been generated by the incredible reductions in the cost and scale of
eléctronics, but we háve often possessed capabilities for which there was little need and

so they remained unused. Micro-electronics faces a very different fate, The future of
the ecônomies of the Western nations may depend upon the successful application of
micro-electronics. Any robust economic future for the industrialized nations coupled
with a relatively free, diverse and affluent society, may depend upon this new technolog
The industrialized nations are facing an economic transformation of major proportions.
The growth of abundance that can only be called spectacular which has occurred since
WorIã War II is based on a set of basic conditions which no longer obtains. That growth
was a function of continued growth in population, providing more students, more con-
Sumers, more workers who would want to consume more, and produce more, new tech-
nologz that increased productivity and falling resource prices, trrstead, there appear to
be cõnstraints to growth which have not so much to do with the absolute running out of
things, as in the classic work tThe Limits of Growthl, but with the evolution of a compl
society. In the industrialízed nations, the consequence ofthe reduction in population
growth, something we most often consider highly desirable, is that in the not-too-distar
future there wilt be a steady decline in the numbers of students, consumers and workeri
Irdeed, it is possible that the United States may face, at least in many industries, a

genuine labour shortage by the end of the 1980s and we are already closing schools aII
over the country. The experience of the multifold rise in the price of oil over the last
decade suggests that the era of declining resource prices may be near, if not already, a

an end. Our increasing complexity and diversity within and among countries suggests
that the level of social friction is likely to be high and acts as a retardant to growth.
Thus, if nothing else were to occur, it seems tikely that the years ahead would be yeare
in which we would face an increasingly stagnant economy and a political system burdene
by the problems of loss allocation (a term used by Lester Thurow in tThe Zero Sum
Societyr) ,

Technology has always been among peoplets favourite hopes for overcoming almost any
problem. The technologr of micro-electronics is likely to play a significant role in
ãealing with this problem. Micro-electronics may make possible a continued era of
growth, but it probably will not overcome the problems of rising ener5/ prices and
social complexity. So the growth we experience may be qualitatively different, Micro-
electronics will contribute by improving the efficiency of our productive processes,
making them less destructive of the environment and our resource base, in improving
the quatity of our products, and the quality of communication. But making possible a
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new engine of economic growth wiII require basic structural changes in the economies of
the West.
The Industrial Revolution was not a product of giving machine tools and steam power to
the craft guild manufacturers of horse-carts and candles.
Rather, it was the transformation of productive processes and the application of new
forms of eners/ and technology to the mass production of new products such as auto-
mobiles and light bulbs. Thus far, most considerations of the impact of the technology
of informatics have looked principally at the consequences of doing what we already do a
bit more intelligently. I believe that because of the demand to produce continued growtt\
vre w-ill rapidly find ways to successfully employ the technologSr of micro-electronics.
But in doing so, we will be required to restructure profoundly many of the tasks that we
now carry out in the office, the school room, on the factory floor, in the retail store"
That change wiII not occur quickly, or predictably, but it is likely to be as pervasive
as the Industrial Revolution.

Though it is not possible to predict the ultimate nature of a society transformed by the
availability of informatic technologr, we can understand some likely dimensions of that
change. Technology is like ìüater in that it tends to follow the path of least resistânce.
That resistance is much more in the human environment than in the natural environment.
How humans interact with technology has a profound effect on its evolution. For example:
secretaries and teachers have succeeded in making an enormous investment in word
processing and computer-aided instruction nearly worthless. They are often used more
as toys than as tools.

Wachting how children encounter new teahnolog5r is especially instructive. They do not have
a great many lessons behind them to obscure the effect of present ones, and the lessons
that they learn in youth are shaping our future. One of the most rapidly growing consumer
markets for micro-electronic products is in toys. Lastyear the market in the United
States alone \ryas over six hundred million dollars, and this year it is expected to exceed
one billion dollars. Children have always learned a gteat deal from their toys, but they
are now interacting with far more sophisticated devices. trr Menlo Park, California, for
example, there is a small organization called the Peoplers Computer Company which
has as its goal the introduction of every child in the community to computer technology
by 198s.

Rather than instructing children with computers, they teach children how to use them"
Exploring how computers and children interact leads to a consideration of a second way
in which micro-electronics is revolutionary. For the first time technolog¡z at the personal
level has been extended into the mental domain. Nearly every other technologi we have
ever encountered has principally been used to extend our physical or sensory capabilities
to go further, faster or to see what we could not see, etc. Informatic technologr is an
extension of the mind, the brain, the central nervous system. In some ways it can even
be said to be an extension of consciousness and perhaps even personality" Technology now
enters into a domain that encompasses those qualities which make mankind different
from aII other earthly creatures. Micro-electronics is the first technolog¡r to impinge on
the definition of what it means to be human. To that extent, micro-electronics is
revolutionary because of the degree of change that is likely to result from mankind's
encounter with it. That degree of change is in part a function of how powerful teaching
machines informatic technologies are.

Technologr always has lessons" For example, one of the lessons of the automobile was
the power of speed" We quickly learned the liberation that comes with near-universal
access to speed, But we did no anticipatory learning to assess what some of the other
lessons might be" We have only recentþ begun to learn the lessons that pollution and
the destruction of neighbourhoods are also consequences of the automobile. It is in this
sense that we want to explore the lessons of informatics. What are the intended and un-
intended lessons of the availability of this new technology ?

For the near future, there are some requirements of any user of this new technology.
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Some day the technologu and our ability to program it may be so sophisticated that these
requirements will no longer obtain, but I suspect that day is at Ieast several decades in
the future. The technology will require an emphasis on behaviour, perception a¡d attituc
which wiII favour, the abstract over the concrete, the procedural over the substantial, f
quantitative over the qualitative and the pragmatic over the aesthetic. These are all a

function of the nature of the technologr from the structure of the display forms to the
nature of the programming languages to operate them.

One of the dimensions of that difference is that some people find it easier to do abstract
and formal learning, while others find it easier to do learning by trial and error. Trial
and error leads to a kind of intelligence of experience. The body, not the intellect, Ieart
how to ride a bicycle. This kind of learning is difficult to teach and even more difficult
to reduce to the kinds of procedures required by informatic technolos/. The power of
abstract, formal learning, enhanced by informatic technologr, fràl , in fact almost cer-
tainly will, diminish the value and worth we place on the intelligence of the body (in the
sense of Norman O. Brown).
Furthermore, access and successful application of the technologr, at least in the near
future, is not likely to be equally distributed in society. Whether evelyone has access tc
it because it is so cheap or not, recent experience suggests that despite nearly universa
Iiteracy in the United States, many if not mostAmerican adults are functional illiterates
Many people are unable to catry out some of the basic tasks of life in a technological,
affluent societ¡r. They do not understand their own finances or taxes. Many cannot read
newspapers, employment ads and news magazines" Whether the source is in our
environment or in genetic dimensions of human nature and capability, the fact is that,
at least in the near future, there will be significant differences among us" As a result,
this technologr will be born in a societ5r in which some will be better able to use it than
others. If this technology is as powerful as suggested here, access to it may help create
a new kind of class structure. If information and information technology are sources of
economic growth, then they are increasingly the basis of wealth. Because we have little
experience of societies in which there is a genuine equality of wealth accompanied by
freedom anddiversity, we may see the mergence of the "knows'andthe I'knownotsr'.
The likelihood ofdifferential access and success ofuse will likely produce resistance.
Those whose jobs are adversely affected or those who find life made more difficult in
one vr'ay or another are likely to slow the use and distribution of this technologr, This
will also contribute to rising social friction.

There are two very different kinds of electronic toys with very different kinds of lessons
Some toys are essentially transpositions of tangible reality into modelled or imagistic
form. These are most of the electronic football or shooting or driving games. No skills
not replicable in ordinary life are required. These games are likely to have effects akin
to television" The second kind of toy requires some measure of abstraction. These are
programmable toys or toys that require a fairly high degree of imagination or mental
skill" In general they require exercises in logic and control. trr short the child must lea:
to program. This kind of toy is likely to have even more profound effects"
Seymour Papert puts it most elegantly when he points out that almost all consideration
of computers and their effect on learning proceeds from the assumption that the compute
substitutes for the teacher, merely assisting the student in carrying out intrinsically
traditional learning processes more efficiently or with greater impact, Those assump-
tions may be correct, but in treating the technology that way, we ignore the unintended
lessons we have already explored of that technologr and miss a far greater potential
lesson. Traditional analyses focus on the way computers program children, but the real
potential for informatics in education is to teach children how to program machines.
Papert draws on Piagetts notion that a childts learning process is the result of the
steady accretion of its own historical experience. As children learn to program machine
they wilt be increasingly capable of creating their own realities. In doing so they must
combine the trial and error process of concrete learning in the debugging of programs
with creation of abstract realms of programming languages and models . The effect of
that kind of power for children is not predictable. For many it is likely to be liberating,
creating new senses ofpotential and new capabilities. But as I have suggested, at least
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in the near term, access and successful use will notbe universal. So some will gain

more than others. Papert is admittedly utopian in his exercise" That does not mean that
the lessons of his work are not useful" However, it may take a long time to fulfil its
hope for potentials.

Another impact of the processes of interaction with informatics is on the language itself.
Nuance, onè of the crilical facilities and capabilities afforded by the richness of human

i"ngorg!, is inevitably a qualitative dimension" Most programming languages available
for-at leást the near future witl place a very high premium on economy and precision
in communication. These are desirable qualities often, but some situations require
greater facility with style and effect, matters of nuance. The u:rintended lesson in com-
puter programming may be a transformation of our language
Social^cha-"nge, vieived às social adaptation, is a kind of learning. Successful adaptation

requires thé incorporation of the new - another usefuI definition of learning" But learning
is â cumulative process. Indeed the future is almost always different from what we

imagine it witl be, because the lessons of history are cumulative. We rarely forget.
Social forgetting comes with the passage of generations"

Maladaptation is possible, however. Another term for maladaptation is neurosis, a
producf of an inaõcurate image of oneself and the world. Looking at the conditions of
modern society gives one some reason to believe that our collective image can only be

called neuroti¿. 
-The scale and complexity of industrial society, however, requires a

new dimension of learning, anticipatory learning" We now must be able to project the

consequences of change and exercise foresight in our choices" Social learning that is
likely to foster human progress is indicated by the conditions of successfully functioning
instúutions and a geneial sense of weII being, two conditions that apply to too few modern
states. There is a-pernicious theory that the distress of crisis may produce a measure
of social change th;t will facilitate a less neurotic self image and the possibility of
genuine anticipatory adaptation. However, history teaches us that distress has other
lessorrs as well. It tendJ to breed insecurity , and insecurity among nations tends to be

infectious even unto war. Informatic technolos/ can almost certainly be useful in helping
to improve the accuracy of our image and reduce the neurosis of our collective
conscrousness,

The consequences of informatic technologSr are likely to be quite profound but may take

several móre decades to develop. There are important choices to be made in guiding
the evolution of that technology. Some of them are the more familiar and very difficult
issues-of effects on employmãnt, schools and politics. But there are some other hidden

and perhaps even more prôfound issues . The evolution of informatic technology can be

Iikened to a curriculum. As individuals and as a societ5r, we are aII going to school,
studying that curriculum. Cunently, there is little attention to the fult nature of learning
in an informatic society" While I dó not believe in the ethics or capabitity to predict and

control the future of societ5r, it seems incumbentupon us to explore more fully the fuII
range of consequences of attending that curriculum. It seems likely that without attention
¡9 tñe fuII natuie of that learning process the availability of this technologz could con-
tribute to the narrowing and diminishment of the human condition. With a bit of wisdom
and guidance' we may be able to help the new technoloSr expand and enhance the human

condition"
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The trrformation Societv and Business

Prof" A" Shapero
Ohio State Universit5r
Columbus, Ohio
USA

The popular media as well as the trade and professional literature is full of discussions
of whatisgoingtohappentotheworldof workasaresultof therchiprandof micro_
electronics" Workers witl be able to stay home and work, interacting with each other ano'
the centre, wherever that is, by means of the same video terminal on which they will do
the work they used to do in,the office. Shoppers will have no need to wander pu.i th.
windows of little shops or down the aisles of crowded stores for they wilt shóp by means
of the same terminal which will present them with news, advertisements, serviðe infor-
mation as weII as descriptions and prices of goods offered. Money will have little place
since all cash transactions will be handled electronically, shifting funds from the
customerrs accountto that of the supplier as quickly as-túe custoáer makes an electron-ically transmitted choice.

The trade and professional literature paints a picture of telemail and teleconferencing
removing aII need for paper (with accurate spelling since computers have already beJnprogrammed to make such _corrections) and removing all need for making tediouÃ tripsto strange places lvith peculiar ways and cooking. In-fact, this TNO Confãrence could
have established an historic '-firstrby having usãu st"y át ho-", and letting us do aII
that we-are doing by means of terminal satellites and other bits ót the new tãchnofogr-.
1-19, of course' management and organizational structures will be radically changeã.'
With more information presented beúter and faster, managers will make better decisions
and all organizations will be more succesful. Organizatioãs will be flatter. We will notneed aII of those middle,managers, and the top man wiII be able to decide 

"".rvthi;;ühimself for he will be able to see all, have acèess to all informâtion a¡d built-in modelswill guide him to make the most rational and effective decisions.

tory h
logica
ion of
appily 

s
o stor

seeing and being seen by.others.-Fu_rther, though bankers want us to make life simplefor themselves with electronics funds transfer, people resist giving up the chance to savepennies to surprise each other with gifts, ttre óhäncè to gamblË, ihË opportunit¡r to delaypay-ments, and, to the surprise of the economists, the chance tó teep part of their monielroff the books t, so that they can have part of their life untoucheá ùv punric officials.

he technical romanticists find litUe support
îanagers. It is interesting to note that the
.ts of the new technologies are written by
I or managing the new technologies; there
intended users as line managers. The
turistic, _and li¡e managers are usually
backwards in that literature.

Ì) An article in the New-York rimes of 12 March, 19g1, points out that the experience
with working at home has been very mixed, with some workers complaining tú theyfeel isolated and forgotten, some do not want tto babysitr and some managers feel aloss of control.
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The main questions to be addressed

This conference is concerned with the effects, opportunities and threats of the powerful
nerv technologies and, here, I am concerned with the effects on business" More specifical-
ly, what are the possible effects of more, better, more available information and
communications on the conduct, structure and consequent performance of business ? To
answer the questions we are unavoidably brought face to face with questions about what
managers do and the nature of management, questions about how managers get and use
information, considerations ofvariations in the business sector, and finally, even a
question about our assumptions about the nature of the social and economic world we
inhabit.
What does business management actually do? What is the nature of management work?
We cannot assess how the new technologies will affectmanagement, unless we answer
these questions. Those of us who study what managers actually do and how they spend
their time are continuously amazed by the preoccupation of management theoreticians
with notions of planning, controlling and decision-making. There is a very great dis-
crepancy betrveen what management theoreticians say that management is supposed to do
and what managers actually do. Unless we are to assume, as many theoreticians and
even some managers do, that all managers are incompetent and should be replaced by
some algorithm driven analytic machine, we must assume that what managers do has
some inherent logic and that an examination of how managers spend their time might
tell us something useful about managerial functions and their relationship to information
and communication.
It is amazing that so litUe attention is paid to observing what managers actually do by
those who design management rsystemsr. I suggest that todayrs human is the product of
500, 000 to 2,000,000 years of evolution, and that use of information has been his primary
survival mechanism. It seems reasonable to suggest further that what human, including
managers, do with regard to information makes sense and should be taken as the basis
for any discussion of business and information"

Beginning with the European study of Sune Carlson (1951) there have been a number of
studies ofwhat mânagers actually do, described along several different dimensions.
Among the most interesting findings are those that have to do with the fragmentation of
managerial time, the amount of managerial activity that is controlled by others, and
the relatively small fraction of time managers spend at the kind of decision-making that
entails the gathering and balancing of. data in an analytic fashion.
The data show that line managers are constantly being interrupted. The time between
interruptions is measured in minutes with the àverage time betr¡¡een interruptions being
20 to 30 minutes" One study finds that 90 per cent" of daily activities of a manager con-
sist of items that each take less than 10 minutes. Another study finds that managers come
to work early, stay late and work during the lunch hour to get some uninterrupted time.
Over half of the activities of managers consist of actions initiated by others. Over 70
per cent. of a managerrs activities consist of conversations ì¡/ith individuals throughout
and outside the organization and is dominated by meetings followed closely by the
telephone. The data further show that te majority of meetings were not planned or called
by the manager.
An assessment of the managerial fimction based on the observed data suggests that the
role of the manager is to establish organizational intentions and then to mediate betrveen
those intentions and the realities of every day life to make those intentions come out
proximately, Thus, maaagerial life consists of responding to unexpected events and
stimuli and of improvising to make sure that the organizationts efforts move generally
in a desired direction.

The picture of the managerial function, revealed by the data is far afield form the rational
decision-maker model and as far afield from the model which equates management with
control. Irr terms of our general discussion this is an important issue. Control is a
mechanical function that can be accomplished when we have enough knowledge to build
that knowledge into fixed procedures, models or mechanisms; the kind that can be
enshrined in the new technologr. Managers are put into organizations to handle those



situations in which there is uncertainty and insufficient knowledge.
Typically, an operating manager comes to work with a list of things to do and finds that
- his secretary has caught her foot in the garbage disposal unit
- there was a flood in a supplierrs plant
- the board of directors wants a special report immediately.
He spends the rest of the day improvising, using his resources and power to overcome
the disruptions of the unexpected events which have hit him. If the role of the manager i
to deal with uncertainty and with insufficient information, in the face of an unknowable
future, how can and will the new technology affect the managerial function? Does the ner

technology hold out hope that this role will be significantly changed?

How do managers make decisions, and how do managers get and use the information tha
they employ in doing what they do? All of the empirical evidence of managerial decision
making suggests that the reality is far from the picture treasured by analysts and other
staffpeople ofmanagerial decision-making as a trationalr, analytical process' The
Nobel laureate Simon pointed out that managers are always tsatisficing' and use boundec
rationality, identifying a few choices and then choosing from among them one that seemr
to satisfy. Others have pointed out that intuitional decision-making dominates among
managers.
All decision-making is situational;*) i.e. it takes place in a given situation which is a
Iocal social/economic/cultural/technological,/potitical system dependent on what has
taken place in the immediate surrounding of space and time and depends on who are the
players within that system. The situation takes on its character from an amalgam of wh
is happening in nature, what others perceive as their situation, and the goals of the
manager which derive from social and individual values and needs of the organization.

The situational decision-making processdraws upon the values of the manager, the shat
organizational values, and the unique store of experiences and data that denotes each
individual and each manager. Each individual defines a unique space unsharable by even
an identical tr,vin, and his decisions wiII be subject to that uniqueness, and wiII be deepl,
affected by the situation at the time the decision is made.
Post-facto all decisions are amenable to rational dissection. Pre-facto they seldom car
be given such treatment unless they are essentially trivial in magnitude or importance"
For example, in World War II I was stationed in the Pacific theatre of operations and w
witness to two of the major techno-political decisions of history, the use of the atomic
bomb and the use of DDT. As one of the soldiers massed for the invasion of Japan, I wz
aware as were all of us who had fought the Japanese, that 500,000 of us were expected 1

be killed in the expected invasion. If we had learned, in that situation, that there was a
atomic bomb that could end the war rapidly and that someone had suggested that we sho
not use it for fear of the biological effects on subsequent generations, I believe we woul
have mutinied a¡rl killed him. Post-facto the situation appears very different. Similarl¡
those of us who had been exposed to malaria for some years, would have been less than
sympathetic, with the viewpoint that the chemical should be witheld because of possible
effects to later generations. I¡ situations where men were dying now or expecting to be
killed shorUy, many important variables had little weight.
What difference could all this new technologr have made to the decisions and actions of
the managements of Chrysler, Pennsylvania Railroad, Lockheed, Rolls Royce at the tir
they made their decisions that led to their subsequent problems ? Would the information

I Vickers (1965) puts it well: teuevnJ situatlon..... (has) ertv'eme pat'ticuLav"itA.
Eaeh uas conditioned by a nunber of uw)que facts - bg the past erper"ience ar,
ptesent heaLth of the indíuiduaLs inuoLued, by the other mattev,s uhích uev,e
conpeting for lheir attentíon at the time and by a host of other partieuLar"í
too nz.unet'otts and *¿Ðerse euen to iLLustrate. This giues to actu.aL dec:isiovts
character uhich hypothetícal decísions can neler truLy simuLate: fot: hypothe
decvisions are neÐer partícular enough!
The economist Leibenstein refers to X efficiency in which he has discovered what
every manager already l¡lows that firms make their decisions on the basis of the
so-called objective goals of the firms and the individual subjective goals of the
managers within the firms; something that will startle few with practical experience
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technologies have made a difference to Japanese management? Would it have improved
their performance ? And, if so, how? How much more information, delivered at what
greateî rate could have changed the decisions made by the managements of the automobile
industry of the United States ? Was it a lack of good, timely information that was res-
ponsible for what is occurring in the automobile markets of my country ? It is highly
doubtful that there would have been any difference in the decisions made by both American
and Japanese managements. The strategies of each was open and obvious to aII. The
decisions taken were on the basis of the experience, perceptions, values of the key
managers in a handful of companies who examined the same information (and they did
have a great deal of information) different decisions on the basis of the same information"
Did any of the managements make their decisions on the basis of what OPEC was to do
in the future? Hardly likely, though I am sure there is someone who will claim such
post-facto prescience today" Will anyone in this roomlike to wager their next five years
of salary on what is going to happen in Saudi Arabia in the next two years ? Can anyone
here teII me what the effect of one assassints bullet in that country wiII have on the
elaborate plans of all of the major company's of the world?
One way to illustrate the point that managerial decisions are always made under con-
ditions of great uncertainty, and are subject to the particular situations that occur and
the values and unique experiences of the particular (not general) of the individual
managers concerned, is to consider the effect of 70 years of experience, so-called
management science, computer development, satellite communications, futurologr,
systemsanalysisetc, ontheproblemsof onecompany. Lastyear, FortuneMagazine,
published an article on problems in Westinghouse Corporation. They wrote that
Westinghouse has been having trouble with their divisions, and consequentþ have decided
to employ Matrix Management (and as the editors pointed out, a second article in the
ma.gazine showed that after six years, City Bank had decided to give up Matrix
Management) . A week later, I was reading a book by Werner Sombart published in
Germany in 1911 and translated into English in 1913, in which Sombart stated that
Westinghouse was having trouble with its overseas divisons! How much difference had
70 years of technolog¡r, operations research, corporate strategr and computers made ?

This brings us to the next major question of how managers get and use information. AII
studies of how scientists, engineers, doctors and managers get and use information show
a9aiî that reality has little connection with the assumptions made by those who desigrr
the systems that are intended to provide us with information" The assumptions employed
by those who design management and other information systems do not match the
realities of how humans function with regard to information. Let me use a simple
example. How many of you still smoke? Certainly a substantial fraction" Is your
behaviour a result of a lack of information ? Certainly not ! Úrformation on the deleterious
effects of smoking has been presented to you in every form and by means of every
medium. In the United States the message is printed on every package of cigarettes sold.
It is shown in colour on television. It is a constant subject in the newspapers" Your
family begs you to give up. Strangers feel free to insult you for smoking in elevators on
public conveyances and in the street. Yet you smoke.
The example illustrates that some of the basic assumptions we make about information
that are unproven and even wrong. It is assumed that:
1) If information is presented to you, you will see it;
2) If you see information, you will understand it;
3) Ifyou understand it, you accept it;
4) If you accept it you wiII act upon it. (This is the most important assumption and the

one least supported by the data. )

AII the studies show that managers, scientists and other professionals get their most
important information (the information they are most likely to accept and act upon) from
people they trust through informal channels. The informal channels are aII those channels
not included in anyoners information system such as 'over a cup of coffeer, ran informal
telephone conversationr, lwhile havilg a drink with friends at a conferencel" Interestingly,
18 to 20 per cent" of the time the important information was rfound by accidentt; it was
the book next to the book or the magazine picked up while waiting for a doctorts appointment.
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The dat¿ are overwhelming. Knowing the source of the information is a vital ingredient
in our use of that information. A computer list of potential employees that has no value

¡rrogãm"nt" on it is of limited use to us, but if the print-out does contain judgement

ietlTng us that A is good and B is not good, our first question is, ?Who says so?r. No

wondãr managers spend more than ?0 per cent" of their time in conversation.

Does all of the foregoing foreclose the application of rationality to managerial and

business processes, anã suggest that the new technologÍes have no place and no effect
on them ? Not at alMt doeJéuggest that any discussion of their impact must be based

on the realities of management rather than on some model that does not exist. If we

assume the decision--"'ker model, then we are liable to believe that the new technologie

will improve decisions and not "eili"e 
that this wiII have little or even bad effects on wh

it is that managers are really called upon to do, day in day out.
To put all of thã foregoing into perspective, we come face to face with the question of
the assumptions we makJabout the nature of the world. If we assume that the world is
a closed system, and that all we have to do is build a big enough computer, and do enou¡

research io build a good model of the whole process, then we can work with the notion
of the decision-maker making better decisions with the use of that model built into a

chip at his disposal. Howevei, if we assume that the world is an open system in which
there are millions of varia.bles interacting in ways we cannot fully grasp, and that there
are I'ariables that disappear forever after 2000 years (horse drawn transportation) whil<

others, that were nevei here before, enter and become important, then the observed
behaviour of managers appears very rational. We can then assume the clinical stance
of the medical doctor, who is well grounded in physiologSz, pharmaceutical chemistry,
anatomy and psychologl, and who draws upon them alt to make medical diagnosis and to
prescribe treatment in a unique, situational way for the individual patient.

Irnpacts

The new technologies have serious implications for the nature and structure of work
depending on the kind and size of business involved and the function within the business"
Thì mosã obvious changes are already occurring in the clerical and other paper-handlin
aspects ofbusinesses" The clerical functions are going through evolutionary process
historically completed in agriculture in the Western world and now occurring in serial
production in manufacturing; it is the process of mechanization. It is an historic proces
änd we can draw some analogies from what has happened in sectors that has already gor

through the process. There will be a displacement of lower skills and an increase in
capital equipment with its requirements for highly skilled operators" The shift wiII rest
inìertain kinds of savings, particularly in the overhead functions, but this is somethin¿
less than revolutionary. To get some idea of the relative development in different secto
in the United States: agriculture has $ 50,000 investment per farmer, manufacturing
$ 35,000 per worker, office work $ 3,000 per worker.
There wiII, of course, be radical changes in the industry devoted to information genera
and disseminating such as the press. Again, this is not startling, though it is extremelS
interesting" Newspaper production is changing significantly. Book publishing is on the
verge of revolutionary shifts with the possibility of producing single volumes economi-
caIIy.
Business must also be disaggregated into large as differentiated from small and into
various sectors" Most discussions ofbusiness ignore the fact that 90 per cent. of aII
businesses are small by any standards"
In the United States, 99 per cent. of all businesses have less than 500 workers, 90 per
cent. have less than 100 workers, 80 per cent, have less than ten workers, and 74pet
cent. of all businesses have less than four workers. The small business sector accoun'i

for approximately half the work force and half the GNP. More importantly, recent studi
have shown that small businesses generate 66 times the number of new jobs and 24 time
the number of major innovations produced by targe companies. Thus, it may be more
important to consider how the new technologies may affect small business as differentiâ
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from big business.

Smaller business

For the smaller business there is the potential for extending the ability of the head of a
small business to larger units. IVe find that the most efficient unit in the economy is the
well-run small business where the owner,/manager can essentially manage the whole
enterprise by himself. He is the vertical, interdiscÍplinary, superbly tuned scanner,
processor, transmitter, whose experience and perceptions are tuned to the business and
able to encompass the whole unit. The natural limits of such control, I would estimate,
is on the order of a 4O-person organization in a technical field, a 200 to 300-man
organization in manufacturing. When the orgznization grows beyond that number or
becomes more varied in its functions, it goes into an area of risk, because it is beyond
the capacity of the one person. Now others must be hired to manage and inevitably
efficiency is lowered.
The new technology offers the possibility for the efficient one man management to extend
efficient management beyond where it is today, allowing us to have more economic
activities within that efficient sector" Most obviously, the use of the new technologr to
handle the routine functions of the organization provides the manager with more time
for other activities that are not routine and not easily controlled. The promise is
exciting, but I must say that though aII the technical specialists, I ask, say that the one
man manager can easily extend his span of control through technologr, aII of the
practicing managers say it is impossible"

FlexibÍIitv

There is the possibility for more small, effective economic in terms of more small
companies and more smaller units in large companies. The new technology makes a
contribution to the efficiency of small, since it is easier to achieve more flexible
organizations, and the kinds of equipment that gains through its ability to be
reprogrammed (â ta publishing) rather than through sheer size and quantities. The
future for small business has not looked brighter in 50 years.

For the big firm

A lowering of overhead costs due to the automation of office work should already be

under way. The evidence is still not convincing, for it seems that costs have not yet
begun to drop significanUy. It is important to remember, however, that this is over-
head and not the main business of the firm,

Decentralization

The new technology holds promise for more effective geographic and organizational
decentralization. Many functions can now be carried out anywhere, particularly those
kinds of activities that are not heavily dependent on the transfer of materials and where
there is no need for the kinds of interpersonal relationships that go beyond quasi-formal
communications" Where the telephone actually permits a great deal of decentralization
of many functions, the addition of memory and video terminals and manipulation equip-
ment increases the number of functions that can be scattered.

' Organizational decentralization has already been possible, but has been limited by the
extent to which a management is willing and able to trust its subordinates to make
decisions in keeping with the interests and needs ofthe organization. Though more
information can be put at the fingertips of managers today, decentralization still means
that managers must be trusted to do what is rright'"
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tr'I atten o rgani zational structu res

As with decentralization it is possible, with the new technologies, to flatten organizatior
structures since information can be transmitted in aII directions at once, but the limits
again come from the \May management will view the opportunity.

Too much visibility and of the wrong kind

It is now possible for top management to access and observe all parts and levels of the
organization through the new technologr" During the Vietnam War, the United States
president could rlisten int on front line units. The temptation is great for top manageme
to use the technologr to do just that with the consequent effect of killing all initiative-
taking and risk-taking among subordinates. FuIl visibility prevents managers from
developing the know-how and feeling for situations which is vital for their development a

the health of the business.
At the same time the new technology cannot provide any level of manager with the textur
and richness of information that is obtained by twalking the plantt. You cannot twalk the
plantr by television and audio,
It demands personal presence, multi-dimensional scanning of the most complex variet¡r
the ability to pick something up and to smell, taste and kick things. Thus, the new
technology can give the illusion of control whÍch is dangerous, ca¡ build distrust in the
workforce because of the lack of human presence and can deprive managers of the chan<
to gain a rfeelr for job and situation.

The danger of models enshrined in electronics

The new technologr invites the encapsulafion of larger and more comprehensive models
for managing into the equipment" The computer driven model of operations is the ultim¿
abstraction, the ultimate set of rules. The ability to incorporate tcorrectr or rgoodr
decision-making into the technology to make sure that it is not disturbed by those on the
spot raises two threats:
1) Since management decìsions are, of necessit¡r, situational it is unlikely that a rcorre

decision can be programmed for a set situation or the general situation, but cannot
be programmed for the infinite varìations in situations that are our actual experiencr

2) There is a net loss in judgement in the sense that there is no opportunity for manage
to develop the experience in situational decision-making that is vital to the developm,
of judgement and that comes from making errors and correcting for them,

All models are vulnerable to the heroic assumptions that must be made for any model o
real business/real world situations. They are also vulnerable to the a priori iltratÍon
of information, because all models are only maps of territories and cannot include aII
that is in the territory. Models also represent values and view-points, and there is no
way to make a model that represents the actual view-points fotrnd in an organization at
any given time. It is like the complaint of the  }-year old dentist who says, 'a l9-year ,

boy decided that I would be a dentist all my lifet. The l9-year old boy made a deciÈion r
the information at hand and his values of the time; a far different situation than faced by
the 40-year old dentist 27 years later.

One of the dreadful potential consequences is that some may institutionalize and. fix in al
electronics matrix. A philosophy of doing things that is dangerous or even fatal for in-
stitutions and society. It is easy to build a flawed view of man and the world into a modr
which becomes solidified/institutionalized in electronic form; making decisions based or
the model without a chance for human reconsideration or intervention. Take the examplr
of the computers in the basement of the Pentagon flashing their red lights, announcing
an emergency when none exists, Today we do not go to war on that basis because we iur
to humans who interpret and provide a feel for situation that cannot be provided to the
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model' because it would require the ability to classify and enter every possible condition"
What will be the effect of a single crazed assassinrs bullet on everyonets model and plans
tomorrow ? And I have not even mentioned who fired the shot and who was shot. In the war /
peace case it is easy to say, I'oh, butyou see \¡/e already have built in the , safeguat,d
of a human checkt t'. Irr the case of something less than peace and war such as
business, since it does not appear to be a life and death situation, we are more sanguine
as to the effects of the new technology and more tikely to be trapped.

More human work

Automating dull, routine clerical functions is another step in liberating humans from
non-human work. Even more than most technologies, the rchiptmakes it possible to
incorporate a great number and variety of functions into the hardware itself. The
possibilities are staggering in terms of potential and threat. DuII work and low level
skill work may be eliminated. At the same time human displacement can be widespread
and painful for a long period of time.

Concluding remarks

Toffler in his book 'Future Shocktpainted a dismal picture of a world in which infor-
mation flows would be too great and too fast for humans. we have, however, always
had two brakes on any such eventuality. Humans can only absorb information atacer-
tzin tatæ and it takes about 15 years for our young to absorb enough of the culture to be
able to operate fully within it" Do not forget that information has no life of its own,
technology has no life of its own. To believe otherwise is to believe that stones have
spirits. It is only in terms of human needs, human wants and human aspirations that
technologr and information make sense. Humans are not a nuisance variable in the
system;they are the purpose of the system"
We are in a period in which uncertainty is increasing rather than decreasing. Con-
sequently, the impacts of the new technologr on business must be examined in the con-
text of the uncertainty of the times. Anything that lowers a businesst ability to deal
intelligenUy and rapidly with a fast changing, environment does positive harm" Any
artífact that gives a management an incorrect or fixed view of what is going on, or that
gives management a spurious feeling of certainty in a matrix of uncertaint5r is a positive
danger to that business. The new technologr with its computational power has a very
great potential for doing both, by building in a credible but inaccurate model of the world
and giving management the illusion of certainty, and thus we face great dangers.
There is every evidence that the uncertainty will continue for some time (i.e. politically,
economically, socially, etc.) and maybe even increase, This means more indeterminacy
which, in turn, means a greatnr demand for management as differentiated from control
(since control is dependent on knowledge and the ability to predict what will happen).
This suggests a powerful limit to the extent to which the new technologies can have an
impact on business" Where management capable of dealing with situations fraught with
uncertainty is required, the new technologies offers limited help.
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Technical Change and EmPloYment

Prof. W. C.L. Zegveld
Director Division for Policy Research and [rformation TNO
DeIft
The Netherlands

In plotting industrial ouþut and employment in the EC countries over the 1950-1979
period, three distinct patterns emerge;
- the period 1950-1965, characterized by an average annual growth-rate in industrial

ouþut of 7 per cent., accompanied by an annual increase of employment of 1 per cenl

- the period 1965-1973, characterized by an average annual growth-rate in industrial
ouþut of 6 per cent. and employment stagnation

- the period 1973-1979 with an industrial output growth-rate of 1 per cent" accompaniet
by deployment at an annual aver'age rate o1. about 2 per cent.

In industrial production a pattern of t'jobless growthrr is emerging in all major industri¿
countries. This development is shown in figure 1.

Fig" 1. Industrial ouþut and employment in the EEC-9
(1950-78): 1960 = 100. (Source: EEC (1978),
ILo (1977), OECD (1976, 1977, L978),1950-59
estimated).

In the agricultural sector a similar pattern of "jobless-growth" has been developing fo:
alongtime;attheturnof thecentury, agricultureemployedatleast40percent" of th
economically active population in most European countries. Since then this share has
decreased to some 7 per cent, , accompanied by a manifold increase in agricultural oul

It is generally agreed that technical change was an extremely important factor in the
economic development of the 1950-1973 period. High rates of technical change were
attained both in the new rapidly expanding industries, such as synthetic materials, dru
and electronics, and also in some of the older industries. Organization of production vr

heavily affected as well" In agriculture, the use of fertilizers, new breeds of plants an
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mechanization were major elements in increasing production.
The steady improvement in ouþut per man-hour in major sectors of the economy,
together with redistributive social policies in many European countries, meant ihat
standards of living have probably been rising more rapidly for more people than in
any comparable period in the history of the world.
Whereas employment in agriculture and in industry has been declining, the number of
jobs in services has steadily increased; both in the private and in the þublic sector.
To mention a number; at present two thirds of total employment in the United States are
in services. Roughly half of service employment can be related to production due to its
growing volume and to its increasing complexity.
Public sector employment has grown rapidly as well;in the EC courtries from g per
cent. of the total labour force in 19b0 to 14 per cent i¡ 1980.

If we try to answer the question: are there any new features in the world economy which
wiII affect future patterns of employment, already part of the answer lies in the òhange
with respect to employment in manufacturing.
A second question is: can expansion of employment opportunities in the service sector,
which lias been such a dominant and consistent feature of the labour market over the
past 30 years, continue at such high rate in the 1980s and 1990s ?
Three major factors are affecting the trend of manufacturing employment in mature
industrialized societies in addition to the trend of aggregate demand. These are: changes
in the world-wide location of industry, changes in the retative cost of factors of
production, and technological changes affecting both products and production techniques.
AII of them are closely interrelated and together they make it rather improbable that
manufacturing employment should ever again expand in Europe and North America as
it did in the 1950s and 1960s.
'Whilst manufacturing employment has been declining in the industrialized, countries since
1973, it has been growing rapidly in the newly industrialized countries, notably Korea,
Brazil, Mexico, Taiwan and India. ls has also grown significanfly in some of the
European "developing countriestr such as Greece and Jugoslavia.
At the same time several of these newly industfialized countries have been rather
successful in expanding their exlports of manufactured products and broadening the base
of their export trade.

It would be short-sighted to begrudge the newly industrialized countries their recent
success. Moreover, the effects on employment in the older industrialized countries
have so far been rather small and confined largely to a few industries, especially
textiles, It would, however, also be foolish to overlook that these effects may now
become more widespread" I am, of course, discussing here long-term trends, and the
speed of change should not be exaggerated" [r spite of keen competition over the past
20 yeats textile industries still exist in the older industrial countries, and some branches
of these industries are flourishing, even though they employ much fewer people" They
have survived by a dual process of accelerated technical change and increased capital
intensity, which is exactly the response which economic theory would predict.
Revolutionary technical advances in spinning and weaving machinery, the introduction
of new synthetic fibres and the associated machinery, ald numerous technical changes
in the dyeing and finishing trades have aII contributed to the rationalization and survival
of smaller but competitive industries in the textile sector"
There seems no reason to suppose that this will not be also the pattern of response in
many other branches of manufacturing as world competition intensifies. It is indeed
already happening in such industries as steel, rubber, shipbuilding, chemicals and
vehicles. We can therefore say categorically that there was one major new factor at
work in the world economy in the 1970s, which will become steadily more important
during the 1980s, affecting more and more industries. There seems hardly any cause
to doubt that the pressure exerted by this factor wiII be to reduce employment in
manufacturing in the older industrial countries, for two reasons: first through the direct
erosion of world market shares, and secondly through intensified pressure for labour-
saving technical change of the rationarization type. stronger aggregate world-wide
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demand in the 1980s might mitigate the first but could intensify the second. Clearly the
pressure for rationali rition can only have this outcome if there does exist a spectrum ol

new and more efficient capital-intensive techniques which can be substituted for the olde

more labour-intensive techniques" If such techniques are not available now and in the
future, the decline of employment is likely to be more rapid as the competitive position
of the mature high-wage economies would be undermined more rapidly.
In fact, it is a reasonable supposition that the trend of new technology will permit, next
to a great variety of new products in general, a range of rather effective labour-saving,
material-saving and energy-saving technical changes to be introduced in the older indusl
countries in the 1980s.

Although competition from some newly industrialized countries will be increasingly impc
ant in lhe 1980s, it has not been the major factor affecting employment in the industriali:
world. Much more important has been the competition between the industrialized countrj
themselves, currently being reinforced by a stagnating economy.
Pressures of international competition have been reinforced by domestic pressure in the
same direction. The cost of labour relative to capital rose vety sharply in most Europee
countries between 1955 and 1973"
At the same time the trend of social legislation made it increasingly difficult to continue
regard labour as a variable cost. The combined effect of these tendencies was to make
firms more cautious in hiring additional Iabour, and to seek labour-saving technical cha
instead. This is reflected in the clear-cut change in the 1970s in the pattern of manufac-
turing investment, with a marked shift away from "capacit5r extensiont' to I'rationalizatic
of existing production facilities.
According to this interpretation, therefore, the decline in manufacturing employment in_

the lg?gJwas not simply the consequence of lower growth rates and pressure of demand
but also reflected a strong pattern of structural and technical change. This pattern can
be expected to exert even greater impact in the 1980s.

If the pattern of "jobless growthil may now become the normal pattern of development fo.

mature European manufacturing industry too, this would mean a major structural changr
in the mature industrial economies and would certainly justify re-examination of the
perspectives for employment and u:remployment in the 1980s. But even if this diagnosis
is accepted, it would not in itself mean that the goal of full employment would remain an

unattainable one in the 1980s.
It would, however, put the burden of attaining such a goal on the generation of employmt
opportunities in new economic activities and on the service sector. How realistic is the
expectation that job creation in these areas during the 1980s can absorb the increase in
labour force from demographic changes, from rising female participation rates, and als
from any labour displaced from the primary and secondary sectors of the economy ?

Letts first take the public sector service employment. These are very labour-intensive
activities, and wage and salary pressures for parity with other workers have been stron
This has two consequences. On the one hand it is clearly a major source of wage cost
inflationary pressure. On the other hand it generates problems of the scale and control
of public expenditure, since these services are financed primarily through government
budgets and taxes. Counter inflationary policies to reduce budget deficits and curb publi,
expenditures have become quite strong and it would therefore seem to berather unwise
to pin any great hopes on the expansion ofpublic service employment in the 1980s"
Regarding private sector service employment there is of course a measure of truth in tÌ
view that if aggregate demand is raised sufficiently, the private expenditure generated I
ultimately exert a demand for goods and services somewhere in the economic system, a
labour must be used to supply these goods and services" Even though it may not be obvir
at what time horizon potential new growth points might be there, there will surely be ne
areas of growing demand for labour.

In the private service sector of economy the direction and rate of technical change deser
serious consideration too. In the opinion of some observers the labour-savÍng impact of
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the micro-electronics revolution may well be greater in some service sectors than in
manufacturing itself. h particular the future of office employment deserves thorough
study. It is already technically possible to dispense with paper-based office procedures
and to substitute purely electronic information systems. Any such widespïead tendency
would clearly have major implications for office personnel, The comparative advantages
of the new micro-computers and of nev/ telecommunications technologr would appear to
be greatest in activities which involve the collection, storage, transmission and simple
manipulation of vast quantities of daily transactions, such as those performed in banks,
insurance companies and other financial services. Word processors and other electronic
equipment already in use have demonstrated that they could lead to a labour-saving
pattern of technical change in areas which are traditionally regarded as sectors of very
Iow capital intensity. The revolutionary labour-saving potential of technical change in
printing and publishing is already well-established.

At the same time, some private sector service activities are becoming increasingly
vulnerable to international competitive pressures" Publishing, banking and insurance
activities are becoming more trfootlooset' as a result of developments in communications
technologr. So that although new employment may be generated in these and many other
private sector service activities, the international location of this employment may change.
The speed of such changes should not be exaggerated since the diffusion of these tech-
nologies is not all that fast, partly because of both management and worker resistance"
Temporarily, employment may remain high as a back-up at least in the early stages,
but the ultimate employment effects can be regarded as considerable.
Ir discussing technical change related employment effects in both manufacturing and
services main emphasis is usually put on quantitative problems of employment. úr
principle, these seem easy to solve by reducing the working-time, although contrary
to earlier steps it may not be possible to maintain the levels of monthly wages. There
is groì¡/ing evidence, however, to suggest that technical change is increasingly
generating a mismatch between available and required skills and is changing the nature
of work" There is ample reason to assume that technical change will continue to alter
the contents of work in manufacturing as well as in services in such away lhat quality
of work will come under increased pressure, This is a much more fundamental problem
deserving more attention from employer organizations, Iabour unions and research
institutions.

Discussing the relationship between technical change and employment at this TNO-
Conference on trchanges, Chances and Challenges of an Information Society" would
obviously underline the influence of electronics and information technology on this
relationship. Not only will the electronics-induced information revolution cause tech-
nical change; itwill through upstream and downstream integration cause changes in the
industrial structure, it will cause changes in the location of production, in the orgariz-
ation of production and will affect virtually all areas of society.

Many, if not most advances of modern electronics have so far been in the area of cost-
reducing investments in production technology, thereby mainly acting on the price
competition end of international trade" On the Schumpeter technical change competitiveness
end, so far, many new products are lower cost substitutes for existing ones. Until now
relatively few fully new products, based on the potential of modern electronics and infor-
mation technologi, and offering additional functions, have been introduced on the market"
The study of the FAST (Future Assessment of Science and Technologr) group of the EC
places the development towards an information societ5r with respect to its relevant
positive impact on employment, on a time horizon of more than ten years . On the short
term employment effects are to be regarded negative. Underlining the importance of
successfuI innovation, governments of most industrialized countries have formulated
and are executing active innovation policies" Innovation, micro-electronics, information
society; these words are becomingr!symbols of changet'.
Governments are also making efforts to dissolve rigidities in order to advance innovation
and change. These rigidities have two origins. On the one hand is the achievement of
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Iegitimate social objectives, on the other hand there is the accumulation of ineffective
institutions, procedures and regulations that hamper innovation and change" Two of the
most pressing rigidities can be considered the functioning of the labour-market and the
rate and direction of state intervention.
Contemporary innovation policies can be interpreted as an attempt to achieve simul-
taneously diverse social goals which cannot always be easily reconciled" On the one han
there is the widespread desire to sustain the improvement in standards of living. On the
other hand, there are increasing pressures to discriminate between various alternative
new technologies and to mitigate many of the injurious side-effects of technical change.
The daunting but socially indispensable task of those concerned with policies in this are¿
is to achieve a constructive synthesis of these objectives.
One of the main difficulties in this process of policy-making is that responsibility for
policies which affects technical innovation is normally divided among several different
government departments" Some have a direct responsibility for stimulating, encouragin
and supporting invention and innovation in agriculture, industry and servÍces. Others
have responsibility for safet5r, employment, consumer protection, education, the urban
environment, international trade, health and so forth. They are often only imperfectly
aware of the implications of their departmental policies for innovation elsewhere in the
economy. Even when they are aware of these indirect connection, they wiII usually not
attach any great weight to them, being pre-occupied with their primary mission" The
results usually produced by interdepartrnentel co-ordination committees are pieces of
non-integrated legislation which can then be easily attacked by interest and other action
groups.

Rather than improving their own decision-making system by way of coherence and
effectiveness and employing policy analysis methods, policies to stimulate innovation
have largely attempted to improve the functioning of a system which to a great extent is
driven by the propensities to innovate of enterprises and individuals" In this context
obstacles that may discourage entrepreneurs from investing in innovation have been the
object of a range of measures, including patent legislation, tax incentives, subsidies to
R8Ð, improvement in the supply of risk capital, improved links between industry and
R&D institutions, including tmiversities, etc"
A principal question now is whether these policies will be adequate for stimulating
advances towards an information societ5r. Firstly, there is the problem of the different
economic situation as compared to the 1960s and 1970s. Secondly, there is the feature
that governments and government institutions themselves play a major role in the
development and ownership of information systems"

As to current innovation policies these seemed to function weII during periods when ther
was a favourable climate of high and regular economic growth rates. As Brooks recentl'
pointed out, we now appear to be faced with a vicious circle: a slow-down in growth
results in a decrease in innovative activity, which in turn leads to a reduction in the
source of future growth. In an analysis on the slow-down in growth, Nelson recently
stressed that technical change is depending on the economic climate for the following
reasons:
- innovation decisions or decisions to invest in new technologies as the case may be,

are discouraged by weak demand. The prospects of profits from new investments are
reduced and risks have increased more than the possibilities of compensation from
other activities;

- weak investment has not allowed the innovation cycle to operate ttnormallyrt and reducr
expected profits from previous investments;

- the weakness ofbusiness turnover may result in a reduction of R8Ð and changes in its
nature, which diminish the sources of future innovation.

Since the mid seventies, investment has not only dropped, it has also been concentrated
on rationalization with the aim to improve the competitive position of enterprises.
Although this may improve the short term cash-flow of enterprises, it still may not
contribute to an increase in total demand, because there is little direct job creation; in
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fact rationalization usually is accompanied by labour shedding, The deteriorating
employment situation helps to create a climate relatively unfavourable to innovation.
Furthermore, in many respects policy measures to combat inflation appear incompatible
with the stimulation of innovation. The big question now seems to be whether governments
in certain strategic areas, including new energ'y sources and information technologies,
should not establish demand management policres.

If new products fail to generate new markets e. g. home computer, the reason is not a
Iackof imaginationbutalackof infrastructuree.g. thelackof accesstopublicdata
banks. A particular sort of product is specific to a particular sort of infrastructure .
To satisfy the needs for food preservation, passive entertainment, illumination etc. it
is required to have an infrastructure named the electricity generation and distribution
system. It would be impossible to provide for personal transportation without the
infrastructureof ourmoton¡/aysandroads. Thereisnovr'arangeof otherneeds, for
intangible services such as education, councelling, information ofall kinds, enter-
tainment etc., which are by no means satislied and where current provision of these
services is at high cost and often in an inefficient manner.

We can imagine a combination of infrastructure investment, namely in I'wired citiesr',
and in the software which provides the services as well as in product innovation, which
would reduce costs, evade skill shortages and reduce inefficiency in the production of
services, and hence allow unsatisfied needs for services to be met. We could hope for
a more effective medical system, a more comprehensive educational service, more
varied and participatory entertainment and recreation, access to a vast range of new
information, and currently unthought-of innovations in personal care and socia,l interacti-
on. At present the lack of infrastructure forms an impediment to the development of
such services.
trr order to reap the fruit of the possibilities which information technologr can offer,
both by way of providing new services and by generating new economic activity and
hence employment, a new type of demand management seems required, in large
experiments to evaluate demand. The aim of this type of demand management ìMould be
to satis$r needs as well as to improve the competitive position of industry. Steps to be
taken towards an information societ¡r offer ample opportunities for such policies and
also offer many stimulants for new business ventures.

It is obvious that actions of this type alone would not be able to solve the employment
problem. The issue of the amount of work to be done in industrialized societies and its
distribution across the population is much more fundamental. Next to employment in the
formal, the money-economy, itwould include the unpaid work in the household, in
voluntary social-cultural activities and in the rdo-it-yourselfr areas.
This inclusive view of work should be adopted for three reasons. Firstly, unpaid produc-
tion is avery important contribution to the real welfare of society. Secondly, the growth
of womenrs paid employment is of importance not only from the stand-poÍnt of an increase
in labour supply but as a change in the pattern of segregation of workroles. Thirdly,
technical and institutional innovation tends to transfer production betrveen the money and
non-money economies. The main issue to be treated therefore should be one of social
distribution of work and this should be the framework in which the employment issue
ought to be treated.

Concern about technical change related to unemployment is not new. Steel producers in
the last century felt uncertain as to what would happen to their industry after the rail-
roads had been built" Ir the early 19th century, the Luddites destroyed some 1000 mills
in Britain in an attempt to resist technical change.
Although we should not fall into the same trap, the question remains whether the 1970s
should be regarded as marking a transition to rather different long-term patterns of
development and employment.
For current policy formulation it must be emphasized that low rates of technical change
most probably accompany high rates of unemployment and that the failure of an industrial
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country to sustain teshnical change is f¿r more likely to eause serious stfuctural un-
employment ptoblems, than does a high rate of technical change.
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The Socio-Economic Consequences a¡d Limits of the Information Revolution

L. J. Rankine
IBM Director of Standards and Data Security
Armonk, New York
USA

To predict the socio-economic consequences and limits of the information revolution,
one would need a very large and clear crystal ball possessed of capabilities which I
doubt wiII ever be produced" Even if we had such a device, it would be wise to bear in
mind the saying that "He who gazes too closely into a crystal ball risks getting glass in
his eye!'.
The best I can do is first to reflect briefly on the technological progress which has
brought about the so-called information society; and based on the social and economic
reactions to date, give you my personal view as to what may happen in the future.

Twenty-five years ago, digital computers were, for the most part, isolated and un-
familiar devices. They were usually kept in special rooms which they tended to fill.
The media liked to refer to them as t'giant brainstr. Those who used them had to learn
the particular "machine languagert, by which each operated and so instructed the com-
puter to process the particular problem at hand.
The great benefit was that once instructed, the computer could execute a task over and
over again in a fraction of the time that it took humans . Furthermore , the computer
could be changed from doing one kind of a task to another simply by loading the proper
sequence of instructions and data for each task"
Thus, the general purpose nature of ihe digital computer was realized and exploited
by its users. It could work for engineers or scientists on a mathematical problem and
then, when the accountants arrived with their data and instructions, it could produce
a payroll or inventory report or accounts receivable record.

The basic principles by which digital computers operate have not changed radically over
the past twenty-five years" However, almost everything else governing their manufacture
and applicability has changed"
First, the computer of a quarter of a century ago ìMas physically large" It contained
hundreds of kilometres of wires and thousands of vacuum tubes, which generated heat
and needed frequent replacement. Getting information into and out of the machine in-
volved multiple steps using punched cards, paper, tape, and other electromechanical
devices that by today's standards seem clumsy. The ability to perform computations in
fractions of seconds often was squandered due to the slowness of input and ouþut devices.
The computer was like the mountain in relation to Mohammed. It did not come to you;
you had to go to it.

AtI of this has changed drastically in these twenty-five years. Most of the logical and
computational capability of the computer can now be placed on a silicon chip no larger
than a fingernail and placed at the disposai of anyone, anywhere - a travel agent in
Brooklyn or a flood control engineer in Bang'kok. The circuitry is now composed of
ttw.irestr whose thickness and spacings are measured in milionths of inches and are
comparable, in some cases, to the breadths of molecules and the size of viruses.
Computer switching operations which once took thousandths of seconds to perform now
occur in millionths, billionths, and even trillionths of a second with a degree of accuracy
and reliability unimagined a quarter of a century ago, lrformation which used to be
stored on thousands of cards or hundreds of reels of magnetic tapes can now be con-
tained in a small handful of micro-electronic components. Thus, the contents of an
encyclopedia can be contained in the volume of a wineglas or the contents of an entire
Iibrary in the space of a single bookcase.

Equally dramatic is the fact that with parallel progress in communications technology,
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information collected almost anywhere can be accessed, updated, ald made available in
fractions of a second to any point on Earth in many formats, aural or visual
Perhaps the most dramatic realization of aII is that this incredible leap forward in
technological achievement does not seem to have any apparent limits. We can expect the
progress in information technologr to expand into the foreseeable future offering greater
capabilities at even lower costs. From a technological view-point, the limits of the
information society appear unbounded.
But we cannot afford to assess things only from the technological view-point. We must
consider the significance of the past twenty-five years of development in human terms.
And in this context, I believe we are now witnessing a period in human history, that
overshadows the discovery of the lever and the wheel, both of which vastly extended our
physical capabilities. What we are wiüressing is the development of a hitherto unimaginer
capability to extend human intellect.

Man, it has been argued, has a unique capability to store information external to himsel
and to use that information for his advancement and well-being. The technologr of the
information society extends this human capability far beyond any level thought to be
possible a quarter of a cenûrry ago. It is already possible to capture the thinking,
experience, and creativity ofthe best scientists, doctors, educators, chefs, engineers,
economists, chess players, composers, choreographers, linguists, etc., and to make
their special knowledge and abilities available to those who need it when they need it
wherever they may be.
Information systems are today watching over the critically iII, helping to educate the
slow learners, providing guidance to firefighters and other emergency groups, training
medical specialists, optimizing fuel consumption and minimizing pollution, assisting
choreographers, controlling traffic lights and microwave ovens, providing career
counselling to students, controlling machine tools, and optimizing the consumption of
resources on all fronts.
Even at the level of games, it is now possible to play against and learn from master
chess players at skill levels of onets own choosing. Already the technologr of the
information societ5r is an integral part of our daily lives - commuting to work, shopping
at the supermarket, cashing a cheque, making a train or plane reservation, buying a
theatre ticket, or just making a telephone call. Every day att of us command the
technologz of the information society on our own behalf without, for the most part, even
being conscious that we are doing so.

And yet, only the surfaces of the fields of application for information technologr have
been scratched. As David Kahn said in his book, "The Code Breakers'r:

"Manrs hope lies in his intelligence.
With it he has riddled out
the secrets of stars and atoms.
rrHe has traced the thin thread
of causality back from a tremor
in an adultrs hand
to a long-forgotten trauma in childhood.
I'He has mastered the complexities of transfinite algebra
and deciphered the histories of unknown men
from speechless stones.
He has freed himself from the grip of Earth
and swims at the shores of the universe.

"ïhese achievements of the human intellect father the hope
that man will solve whatever message may come from the stars
Perhaps some day Earth will be enriched by the profound
knowledge of glittering civilizations and Man, in turn, wiII
endow them with the magnificent creations of his Shakespeares
and the noble philosophies of his Christs't"
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The socio-economic consequences of the information revolution are, I believe, over-
whelmingly more for better than for worse. Perhaps the bestway to substantiate this
conclusion is to imagine where we would be without todayls information handling
capability" To subtract the current level of technological advancement from todayts
society would make the world very quickly a powerless, Iess healthy and enjoyable
place with severely restricted employment opportunities and enjoyments for all.
Just try to envision making flight reservations for a world-spanning itinerary if the
airlines did not have computer systems.

If we can accept that the socio-economic consequences of the information societ¡l are,
for the most part, good and that we are not limited by technological capability in the
foreseeable future, are there then any limits to the information society?
My answer is that there are no sigrrificant limits but there are some key dependencies
which wiII have to be addressed intelligenUy in order to bring the benefits of the infor-
mation society to more and more people. The main dependencies that could lead to an
artificial slow-down in the beneficial spread of information technologz are:

- the inability of communications facilities to keep pace with demand;
- too hasty or too slow adoption of international standards;
- parochial regulatory attitudes of governments;
- excessive fears of job loss by workers;
- inadequate policies relating to individual privacy, and
- misguided efforts to overcontrol international data flows"

I highlight these areas because, quite frankly, I am most familiar with them" I would
Iike to spend a moment on each.

For example, the information society is dependent on the general availability of high
quality, reliable, fast communications facilities of all kinds offered to users on a non-
discriminatory basis at charges that are predicated on the costs of providiag the
communications facilities rather than on the nature of their use. Without expansion of
such facilities, the benefits ofthe information society cannot be spread to users and
potential users.

Another potentially limiting factor lies in the area of international standards develop-
ment. Standards are needed to interface information processing equipment and services
with national and international communications netrvorks. Close co-operation is required
among governments, telephone and telegraph administrations, users, manufacturers,
and the involved national and international standards bodies - governmental as well as
non-governmental- to ensure timely, intelligent development of st¿ndards. Standards
that are forced into place too early or that inhibit technological innovation do not serve
the long-term interests of the user public. Likewise, total lack of appropriate standards
can cause chaos among the user public.

AIso, if a governmentrs regulatory climate permits the widest possible range of infor-
mation services to be made available on a competitive basÍs with minimum regulation,
it is tikely that the information society will continue to expand at a much faster rate
in so far as field of application and numbers of users of information services are con-
cerned. If the climate is restrictive or overly nationalistic, the benefits of innovation
will not be passed on to the users.

The possible loss of jobs, the invasion of individual privacy, and the "needt' felt by some
nations to control information flowing across their national boundaries are vely human
concerns. The effects of such concerns are likely to be patterned after those following
the invention of the printing press, the first break-through in extending manrs intelligence.
I am sure there must have been concerns then that the printing press meant the end of
the need for scribes in the same way as computers were thought by some to eliminate
the need for office workers. The facts are that both the printing press and the computer
have created whole new areas of human endeavor and industry, and have created more
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jobs for more people, including scribes and clerks. While these tools may have disrupt
ãr temporarily diminished the need for some people within certain functions in specific
enterprises, the overall effect has been to expand e>osting areas of activity and create
entirély new ones offering both traditional and new job opportunities. As an example, th

cntrenl technologSr of the information society has brought an entirely new dimension and

field of opportunity to medicine, education, transportation, banking and countless other
areas of human endeavor. Whole new industries, such as electronic gâmes, have arisel
bringing new jobs and opportunities.

With regard to the protection of individual privacy, history may well record that the
computer has done us all a great favour, Early concerns that the computer would spell
the end of privacy for the individual have greatly sharpened our thinking on the subject.
We now understand that privacy is a valid and enduring issue which must be addressed
on the basis of human rights. The fundamental questions are:rrWhat must a society
know about the individual in order to function and what can and should be considered as
private to the individual?!!These are policy matters and not susceptible to technologica
solution except in so far as todayls information technologr offers better means of keepit
private information private than ever existed in the past.
Concern for protecting individual privacy in the information society has caused at least
â score of nations to develop privacy protection laws dealing with the rights of individu¿
It has, in many cases, caused governments and organizations to examine and curtail th,
amount of information kept about individuals , and it has encouraged many individuals to
challenge those who would ask unneccessary questions. The concerns about privacy als
have led suppliers of information technologr to develop data security devices and techni
such as keys, badges, passwords, scramblers, voiceprints, and programs which requi
full identification of an authorized individual, before he or she can obtain protected in-
formation.
Furthermore, in the event that information might fall into unauthorized hands, it is nov
possible to scramble the information so thoroughly that an intruder could spend a thous
years deciphering it. These cryptographic techniques may be further strengthened in th
future by developments in the fields of signature and voice recognition, whereby those
seeking information may also have to identify themselves by voice or by signature.
The concern for the need to protect individual privacy has initiated and become a com-
ponent of a broader subject commonly called "transborder data flowt' by some and

"international information flow!' by others. This socio-economic consequence could
become a severely limiting factor if it is not intelligently addressed.

To date, there has been essentially a free flow of information across national boundarit
throughoutthe free world. After all, international information flow is fundamental to th
arts, science, media, and commerce. No nation has a monopoly on inventiveness and
creativit¡2, and aII nâtions have benefited significantly from information exchange of all
kinds.
For example, neither the US nor European aerospace industries could have progressed
as they have without a high degree of information exchange, thus ushering in a whole ne
era in air transportation. Similar examples exist in the fields of medicine, education,
communications, eners/, information processing, and consumer services.
Some people have come to view information as an asset, a resource, a commodity with
social, economic, and political value. Ln some respects, this view can be simplistic ar
misleading. I-r some countries, that realizalion has grown into a concern that internatir
information, if not "properly" controlled, could adversely affect the national economy,
weII as individual privacy and national security. These concerns need to be kept separ¿
A country which has laws to protect individual privacy obviously would be concerned wt
data on its citizens is being moved to another country"
In the national security arena, a nation may believe that it should have access to infor-
mation it perceives to be necessary to its security, but which is resident in another
country.
More generally, people in one country may need information available only from a data
bank in another country, The country which does not possess the data bank may feel th¿
it is being denied a resource that has social, economic, and political value, offering jo
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opportunities and greater control of its own destinies.

¡r addition to these problems that relate to data, there are others that relate to the
process of communicating data" One is the price paid for transmitting data across
international boundaries. In many countries, telecommunications charges are decided
by the government or by government-controlled telephone authorities. If these charges
are predicated on considerations other than the cost of providing the communications
service, the result could be a barrier to information flow. A technical factor we must
consider is the development of national standards that could inhibit the flow of infor-
mation by restricting the degree of interconnection between different kinds of networks
and information handling equipment.
I believe that it is entirely possible to balance the valid concerns of national authorities
in all these areas with the requirements of the arts, science, media, and commerce for
the free flow of information acïoss international boundaries" Towards this end, we

should follow with great interest the activities which are going on in international
organizations, such as the OECD, the Council of Europe, and the Intergovernmental
Bureau for ¡rformatics, as weII as in international standards bodies, such as the
International Standards Organization (ISO) and the hternational Telecommunications
Union (ITU). The OECD has now drafted a set of guidelines governing international in-
formation flow as related to individual privacy. These guidelines appear to be both
reaListic and workable "

The question now arises whether their implementation at the national level will provide
an acceptable environment for organizatiorrs engaged in and dependent on the international
flow of information" The answer to this question remains to be seen.
There are some added dimensions in the Cou¡cil of Europe Treaty" An example is the
concept of offering a level of protection to sensitive information about the legal person
(organizations and businesses) similar to that provided to individuals. Although it is
Àup"pose¿ to extend privacy protection to a broader range of parties , this concept could
atÄó ¡e employed to subject a much wider range of business and institutional data to
go1r"rrr-"nl inspection. For example, if a national privacy protection law covering legal

fetsons is interpreted to mean that each subsidiary of a corporati-on is a legal person,
Àeparate from the parent, then a substantial amount of internal information belonging
toìhe subsidiary could be subjected to government scrutiny and control. This has caused
many to question whether the inclusion of legal persons in the privacy laws of some coun-
tries might be used to gain nationa-I control over international businesses and otganiz-
ations.

The Intergovernmental Bureau of hformatics (IBI¡ is concerned at the present time about

the potential effects of international information flow on the interests of the developing
natiãns. It is my view that the developing nations are very dependent on a free flow of in-
formation in oráer to provide them with the educational facilities and technological infor-
mation they require for advancement.

It is my impression that the dialogues going on are generally constructive and weII-
intentioned. I am concerned, howéver, that there may be some who wiII be tempted to
use the valid concerns of protecting the privacy of individuals and national security to
gain greàter control over òrganizations oï information not currently within their scope.

ior i¡is reason, it is essentiat that the private sector - including the arts, sciences,
media and commerce - be fully informed on this issue to protect their vital interests"
If this subject is not approachèd carefully and with a considerable degree of foresight and

common sense, unnecessary and restrictive practices wiII result.
I hope the flow of informatión across international boundaries wiII continue to be

retatively free. But, the volume of information flow is bound to increase dramatically,
and the tãmptation to interfere with the flow may mount. Such interference could come

in the formbf discriminatory charges for telecommunications facilities, restrictions
on movements of certain t¡rpès of iñformation, registration or other forms of control
of data bases, and so tortú" ft is important for everyone who has a stake in the free flow
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of information to be on the alert to these or similar restrictions and to shine the light of
public inquiry on them.
We hope the advocates of restrictions may also become aware of the possible consequenr
For example, if an international organization wants to promote an individual in country
rrAtt to a position at its headquarters in country 'rB'r and country "4" passes a law for-
bidding transmission of information about its citizens outside the country, the effect ma¡
be to deny its citizen the promotion to the job in country "8" that his talents and perfor-
mance might otherwise have earned him. Far from protecting the individual employee,
such legislation could simply diminish his professional opportunities"

Unfortunately, the majorit¡r of the dialogues with which I am familiar have emphasized tì

evils that might theoretically, under some remotely imaginable circumstance, result fr,
a flow of information across national boundaries. Too litUe emphasis has been placed or
the subst¿ntial benefits that have accrued and will continue to accrue from such informa
flows. For example, how could we travel around the world as we do if it were not for th
fact that the airlines maintain records of where and when we are going? How would it be
possible to obtain credit in a foreign land, or cash a cheque, or make a purchase, if we
were not able to have a flow of information concerning our credit and ability to pay ? Hor
will developing nations be able to expand their knowledge, particularly in higher technol
areas, without the abÍlity to freely access lcrowledge across national boundaries? They
must be able to capÌtalíze on the best know-how wherever it may be located.
It is only by carefully addressing the issues in the proper perspective that we shall arri
at common sense conclusions on this subject. I firmly believe that it is possible to prot(
individual privacy and national security on the one hand without unnecessarily disrupting
the free flow of information required for the arts, science, media, and commerce on th
other.

Finally, it is important from a national view-point to realize that the benefits of inter-
national information flow stem from not only business and technical data, but the whole
range of information provided by the graphic, recording, and publishing industries, by
printed and broadcast journalism, and by the academic and research communities. It
involves the free passage of information, both within and among countries;and it involv
the interrelated issues ofprivacy, economics, national sovereignty, national securit5r,
cultural independence.
This kind of effort obviously requires co-operation at the national and international leve
between the public and private sectors" Out of it will come a variety of solutions includi
I am sure, some regulatory activity. But if it is not to be self-defeating, the regulation
must be based on analysis of what can be controlled, what must be controlled, and what
best left uncontrolled. The answers to these questions are likely to be different in differ
countries, and they may also be different in the same country at different times. trrsiste
on answering the question once and for all in every circumstance is somewhat like
tailoring the man to fit the suit of clothes" Nations which take that course are likely to p

fewer results from information processing than they are hoping for"

The information revolution presents an exciting opportunity for governments, producers
and users to develop broad and far-reaching policies which will stimulate national
advancement, enhance the quality of life for all, and foster trade among nations in suppr
of general economic growth. But we ought not to close our eyes to the possibility that
mistaken and shorts-sighted policies will squander this opportunity. The choice is ours
If we approach it pragmatically, enthusiastically and patiently if we have the vision to sr
across national borders and if we have the wisdom to reach profound conclusions rooted
reality, then the information revolution can open the door to a future of immense
possibilities not only for our countrymen but for all mankind"
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Economics and Values in the Information Societ5z:
The Information Age Manifesto

Dr" V" E. Giuliano
Staffrnember of Arthur D. Little, hc"
Cambridge, Massachusetts
USÀ

Part I

A" htroduction

The purpose of this article is to discuss the technoLogicaL and econo¡nie basis of an
Infortnation Society, and to relate this basis to elements of social 'rsuperstructure?t,
that is, to values, ways of behaviour, kinds of work and other important aspects of
social organization. To do this, I view technologr, economics and social organization
from a historical perspective, This perspective is chosen to make explicit how most
contemporary social developments are arising as a result of the information-intensive
nature of work today, and how this in-formation-intensivity is in turn being accelerated
as a result of adopting new electronic technologies and associated work patterns. This
perspective is an extension of classical I'economic determinism", i.€, , it holds that the
nature of current productive activity shapes the nature of personal values, of the economic
system, and of other key aspects of social organization.

I am considering econonrícs here in the broadest sense - as comprising all relation-
ships and activities through which value Ís generated and/or exchanged. Included are the
production and exchange of products and services, tangible and intangible; market
activities and ones outside the marketplace; and activities that result in i¡rdirect con-
tribution of value as well as direct, such as through creating a more healthful environ-
ment.
To clarify the points made in my discussion I often cite examples and data relating to
the United States, and my views are no doubt coloured by my US base of experience. My
intent, however, is to describe a general pattern of societal development that is present
in aII advanced nations today, even though the details of how it is manifest may vary from
nation to nation.

Here are some of my basic theses:

1. Most of the values, institutions, societal mechanisms and ways of being that we see
in rapid change today are undergoing transitions explicable, and in fact to be expected,
as a result of changes in lhe preualent means of productíorz . Most have to do
with transition from agricultural and industrial means of production to mea¡rs that
involve - and require - intensive use of information and communications.

2. The information-related means of production have in fact been evolving for many
decades now, as a result of an ever-increasing pace of adopting new technologies
and associated work and social patterns.
The typewriter, introduced on a significant scale atthe end of the last century, was
followed first by the word processor and now by integrated office automation systems.
The typewriter was also the key technology leading to women working in offices. The
telegraph was followed by the telephone and telex, and then by modern data networks"
These had also led to decentralization and desynchronization of work and to instant
verbal communications across time and space zones" The mechanical calculator was
followed by the bookkeeping machine and then by the computer; these were in turn
followed by the minicomputer, the microcomputer and home computer and - now -
by the e:pectation of logic and memory power in toys, games, appliances and other
familiar products. The radio was followed by TV and then by cable TV, and these
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together with home movies and other developments were followed by video-cassettes,

viãeo-discs and viewdata. These have led to continuing changes in our patterns and

expectations ading
community, follo
are now bein make
possible. Th tions
äreating a demand for electronic mail. Mechanical machine tool control systems wer
foloweã by numerically-controlted tools, which are now being followed by factory rol

- and thesê developments are reducing the amount of and transforming the nature of
lactnry fl.oor work. Airplanes, automobiles and office buildings served to increase

vastly"the possibilities for and the amounts of human communications, and these too

drew-uponìnformation technologies, such as computer reservation systems and

produciion control and inventory management systems, to make them possible on a

Iarge scale.
The"point is that the technological base and associated procedures and activities
required to shift advanced Western societies into being "information societies" are
traraty new - they have been here for some time. what ls new is the rapidity with
which both the technotogical base and associated use patterns are currently changing,

3. Western society has thus already evolved to a stage where information-handling and

communications are the most prevalent areas of economic activity - in terms of whal
people actually do. This stage is relatively new - in fact less than twenty years old -
ànd-its consequences are laigely unrecognized except in premature ways. Still, thosr

consequences are far more important in shaping contemporary society than were the

"orr""qnerrc"s 
of industrialism at the time of Marxrs writings. The information sociel

is nottoming - in terms of the economic realities of our times, it is already here.

4" While the information society is already here in terms of technologies and economics
it is just coming into being in terms of value systems and institutional relationships.
In many areas \Me are stili getting by with the conceptual and institutional apparatus c

an industrial society now mãving into the final stage of metamorphosis. Broader
recognition of the nâture of the new information society and its associated needs is
vitalãt this time, because the pace of trinformationizationil of all work and social
activities continues to accelerate, Both policy-makers and citizens alike get confuse'
when there is an attempt to apply the old meanings to the ne\M context"

5. Many of the Agricultural-Society values, ways of looking at things and institutions
that were once adapted to industrialism are maladaptive in an information society.
Others of these values and institutions, ones that were downplayed or denied in
industrialism, are aïising with new force again in the transformed context: examples
are respect for nature, and for extended family relationships. And for many of us,
God, Family and Country are still very important, but these may mean very differen
things to us than they did to our grandparents"

6. The conceptual and institutional baggage inherent in industrialism is also of mixed
relevancy in an information societ5r, with some elements, like the importance of
individual responsibility, continuing to become more important, Many of the most
important social and economic concepts need to be reformulated, however. Many
prevalent economic concepts, including ones used to evaluate and shape the directior
òfnational economies, find their origins in industrial-era social organization.
Many of them are beginning to function badly or in a misleading manner in our
information society.
For example, the industrial-era meanings of capital, investment and productivity, s

the ones in main use, suggest that the US is in deep trouble now because it is loosin¡
its industrial base, and that it is necessary to take very strong steps to try to
reindustrialize America. By this is meant rebuilding a base of heavy industry like
steel, automobile-building and smelting. If these meanings are enlarged to take into
account the information-intensive nature of our existing economy, not only does the
trouble appear less serious but there is strong reason for optimism" Moreover,
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a rather different thrust for reindustrialization is suggested than that popularly
espoused: to encourage instead the development of high-growth, high-productivity
information industries. À new view of economics is needed in which such meanings
are redefined.
Iuse the term !'informationismtthere to name the social, organizational, human and
other concomitants of the information society, much as industrialism is used to
describe the general conditions associated with an industrially oriented society. Our
conscious understanding of informationism is just emerging.

Z. Àt the heart of the hformation Societiesl economics are the nature of work, the
nature of capital, the nature of property, and the nature of production itself.

- Most work in the US currently involves the generation, handling and utilization of
information (which includes knowledge, in the sense of my use);

- Investment capital in informationism includes personal knowledge and skills, data
bases and information collections - as well as equipment and other traditional
forms of capital. Education and training are in fact means for creating investrnent
capitaì.;

- Private property includes information itself, which, unlike other forms of property
can sometimes be given away or sold and still owned, can be reproduced at
marginal cost and which is intangible.

I . Most basically , understanding the information societ5r requires a shift in understanding
of what is meant by production. 'Ihe concept of ttproductiontt as we know it, arose
powerfully in industrialism, as did its complement - consumption. It primarily had to
ão with manufacturing, that is producing, eventually on a mass scale, for use of
others, and mainly had to do with tangible entities: automobiles, houses, refrigerators,
tanks a¡rd planeS, food, guns and butter. It was seen as the main form of economic
activity; the measure of national economic health became the Gross National Product
(GNP). The level of advancement of a nation was evaluated by the amount of its
production of steel, and this view is still important in China and many other less-
developed countries"
Manufácturing-support, distribution and service activities have come to be regarded
by economisté also as contributing to GNP, including areas like education and
g-overnment. Very recently, US government economists decided to abandon the use

ót CNp in favour of Gross Domestic Product (GDP), a measure which better takes
into account income from foreign investments and offshore services - and this is a

positive step towards bringing official measures more into alignment with the
èconomic realities of informationism. Yet other major areas of value-production
are not included in either GNP or GDP, Iike volurteer work, contribution to family
and child care, and various forms of self-servrce.
A new concept of production is necessary as a prerequisite to understanding the
economic ¡aèis of the information society" That concept, articulated in this article,
holds as productive any and aIl activities that produce value for
self or others, be those activities in the market system or not" Examples of
activities that are productive according to this view and either non-productive or
marginally productìve according to the view of industrialism are child-care, education,
sociáI services, pollution control, recreation and entertainment, meaningful social
participation as an end in itself, and forms of self-service such as cutting oners

own firewood"

g. There is a class structure in our information societ¡r: therrúrformation Richr',
individuals who enjoy new forms of wealth and power as well âs means to presewe
and transmit such power to heirs, and the "Information Poorrr" The information rich
tend to live more comfortably in the newly emerging value system of informationism,
while the information poor ai" often confused, caught in the turbulence of conflict
betr,veen the old value system of industrialism and the new one of informationism"
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10. The meaning of wealth itself is becoming transformed in informationism, away fror
the strictly materialistic meaning associated with traditional propert5z concepts. Or
of the new meanings is ability to enjoy a high-quality life, with all that entails;
another is the ability to realize one's highest potential"

B. Economic determinism - the perspective

Economic determinism - understanding how a society works through seeing the means c
production as being fundamental in shaping the social order - has worked in the past.
Anthropologists have documented the nature of pre-hÍstorical hunting and fishing societj
and how they evolved into agricultural societies. Also well documented are the typical
accompanying changes in the social order and how these changes flow ultimately from tl
Iogic of transition to an agricultural base of production. The nahrres of agricultural
society and early industrial socieþ have been characterized amply by contemporary
cultural anthropologists as weII as by earlier writers like Morgan, Engels, and Marx.
Those writers have also characterized the details ofa tsrpical transition from traditiona
agricultural organization (Feudalism) into early industrial social organization (indus-
trialism,/capitalism). Local and cultural circumstances have varied tremendously, and
so have the paths of cultural evolution. Yet thére are clearly recognizable similarities
and patterns - feudal societies have certain common properties whether in ancient
Erypt, Sumeria, trrdia or China, in Medieval Europe or Japan, or in the early America
Colonies or very recently in Sicily or South America. We lcrow now from history that
the social organization of agricultural societ5r, including its norms and institutions, is
typically transmogrified but not necessarily replaced in trrdustrial Societ¡r, and that ne1¡
norms, values and institutions arise in conjunction with úrdustrial Societ¡r.

Also the perspective of economic determinism can assist us today to help us understanc
what otherwise can be only narrowly seen as a periode of turbulence, confusion and
decline of the established order. I draw on this perspective to help make clear how mar
of the inherited aspects of the old agricultural social order, as well as aspects originat
from industrialism, are being further transmogrified and overlaid by new values,
institutions and norms which are part of an information-oriented social order.

Thus, social systems develop as has the brain (and other body features) in the course o
evolution, where systems existing in primitive animals (e.g" the limbic system) still
exist in changed form in higher animals, and are overlaid with the newer systems (e.g.
the large cortex).
Improved information-handling and communications capabilities were essential for the
development of the advanced agricultural societies along the Nile, the Tigris and
Euphrates, in India and in China, Anthropologists have carefully documented the impor.
tance of writing, of seals, tablets, papyrus and parchment, of temple archives - a.rd th
have documented the elite roles of the literate priests. Later, paper, printing, and the
postal service first facilitated the emergence of industrial societies and soon became
dema¡rded by the exigencies of industrialism. Industrialism required wide-spread litera
for its functioning, and mass education soon became a key demand for the fuil develop-
ment of industrialism. Industrial production required synchronization of many workers
intime and place, and_this required planning, schedules, resource allocation, etc.,
culminating finally in the development of computer production and inventory control-
methods. Capitalism required the development and expansion of the concept of limitedliabilityin orvnership (e. g. the corporation) as well as the use of paper instruments likr
stocks, bonds, checks and letters of credit. As the use of these became more complex
a need developed for the creation of stock exchanges and financial information nefuìrks
and the growth of these entities in scale and complexit5z generated the climate for
introduction of successive waves of information technologies - starting with the telegra¡
and the ticker tape and leadi_ng to the integrated electronic exchange, Íhus, increasing-
intensit5r of information handling was fed by the growing requireménts of industrialism-
as it spread in scale and geographical coverage, leading society into informationism.
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C. The information workers

There is a name for purposeful economic activity - it is called work and that is a good
place to start" The major evidence that we have developed into a new information society
in the United States, Europe and Japan is that the majority of work today involves
information-handling as the major component"
Itispossibletolookatinformationworkonthe organizational or institutional
1eve1. There exist vast institutions, businesses and organizations whose major purpose
is, or whose ability to operate is largely dependent on, information handling, including
most government agencies, education, banking and insurance, brokerage, publishing and
broadcasting, advertising, computers, telephony and office automation. Others, including
Oettinger (2), have documented the vast scope and dynamic nature of these industries.
Some representative US information industries are:

- Computers and related equipment. It represents a $23 billion US industry in 1980 with
a substained compound annual growth rate since 1974 of. over 19 per cent" Value-added
per production worker hour is over $51. Net export surplus is over $5 billion, and the
industry employs over a quarter of a million people.

- Telephone and telegraph equipment. It represents a $10 bilion US industry in 1980
with a substained annual growth rate of about 10 per cent" with value-added per
production worker hour of over $30. The industry employs over 130,000 people and
runs about a half-billion dollar trade surplus for the US"

- Broadcasting, radio, TV and cable TV. It presents a $14 billion industry in the US in
1980. Current annual growth rates are 9 per cent. for radio, 16 per cent" for TV and
17 per cent, for cable TV. Employment is over 200,000 people, excluding moving
picture and other suppliers.

- Telephone and telegraph services. It represents a $60 bilion US industry in 1980,
employing about 1.1 billion people. There are over 182 million telephones covering
virtually aII businesses and 97 per cent. of the homes. Year-to-year productivity
increase per employee-hour has been averaging about 8 per cent, since 1974.

- Commercial banking. This industry employs about 1.4 million people in 1980, with
assets of about 1" 6 trillion dollars representing (1979) some 74,740 banks with 84,500
branches and offices"

- Life insurance" This industry employs approximately 530,000 people in 1980. New
life-insurance purchases have been growing at a compound rate of about 10 per cent,
since 1974. Total assets run close to a half-trillion dollars.

- Advertising. It represents about a $55 billion area of expenditures in the US in 1980.
Employment includes some 150,000 people in agencies, in addition to others in
supplier organizations and the media involved. Compor.rnd growth rate of advertising
expenditures since 19?4 is 12.8 per cent.

Additional information-intensive industries include those named earlier, plus real estate
sales, savings-and-loan institutions, credit card organizations, schools, colleges and
universities, office-equipment manufacturers, home-electronics manufacturers, silicon
chip producers, and, of course, software producers. Looked at from the institutional
level, the pattern is high growth, high productivity, a positive export balance, a source
of new employment opportunities "

More important to present discussion is the transformed nature of work as it is
expe ri enc ed on the pe r s onal Ie ve I in the information societ5r. It is possible
to get into endless arguments about what information work consists of or about what an
information worker is, since all purposeful human activity involves incredible amounts
of biological information processing" A mule driver in Peru is largely concerned with
processing visual and sensory information and transmitting corrective signals to the
mule. A key-to-disc operator entering data for a computer is engaged in a fundamentally
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similar process - but one that is far more easily replaceable, such as by an optical
character reading machine. I do not view either of those two individuals as an infor-
mation worker. I wiII suggest a rather simple operational definition shortly, after
commenting on the relationship between physical and informational activities.
Everyone performs physical activities (eatingr walking, holding things), and those
activities of course require internal information control functions. Everyone also per-
forms activities that have to do with the generation, absorption, processing and com-
munication of information having to do with others, namely talking, listening, reading
writing; watching films or TV, generating or using computer software;I call these
I'information activitiest'. Work generally consists of a mixture of both physical and
information âctivities" Almost every job that can be conceived of, in fact, consists of
both physical manipulation activity and information activity, regardless of industry, and
has so consisted throughout history. The two types of activity are of course inseparable.
The Universe is made of energy and of information, PurposefuI physical manipulation
requires informational control, and information communication requires some form of
physical realization. Doing information activities as part of a job therefore does not
mean that the person doing the job is an information worker. Work activities which are
basically physical (like carpentry) and those which are basically informational (like
writing) both require the performance of both physical and informational activities to
support them:

Nature of work activity supportedType of work task

Physical

Informational

Physical

- Laying concrete blocks

- Digging ditches

- Talking with customers
in a brickyard

- Talking to the plumber

lnformational

- Keypunching data

- Installing TV cables

- Editorial writing for a
ne\ryspaper

- University lecturing

Often, work requires a hierarchy of activities that are alternately physical a¡d infor-
mational in their nature. Thus a mail canier in a chemical factory office is performing
a physical activity (carrying), which supports an informational activity (message trans-
mission) which ultimately supports a physical manufacturing activity.
I would therefore like to define an i n f o r m a t i o n w o r k e r not by the industry that he
or she is working in, but rather by whether that worker is mostly concerned with direct
and substantial handling of information that is either transmitted by others or for com-
munication to others (i.e., social, not private information). An information worker is
one whose main work activities consist of information activities , Thus, a truck driver
for a newspaper is not an information worker (he handles physical information packages
not the information itself), but an office worker or receptionist in a steel mill is. A
floor supervisor in the steel mill, who spends most of his time talking to employees and
completing production reports, is also an information worker according to this definitio,
Thus, information workers have been with us throughout history.

The evidence of the existence of an information society lies in what the work forces in
the United States, Japan and Western European countries are doing, i. e. , in the amount
and importance of the information activities compared to the physical activities:
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Àlmost purely
information
workers

In form ation-inten s ive,
but with some
physical manipulation

Basically Information Workers Basically Physical Workers

Work basically Basically
physical, but with physical
high information
content

Lawyers
Brokers
Managers
Consultants
Teachers
Medical-

diagnosticians
Bank officers
Market researchers
Realtors
Stock brokers

Dentists
Surgeons
Shop Foremen
Army Officers
Secretaries
Probation officers
Surveyors
Operating engineers
Laboratory-

researchers
Restaurant managers
Farm managers

Machinists
Barbers

Assemblers
Farm hands

Computer operators Dishwashers
Soldiers Miners
Crane operators Ticket takers
Restaurant waiters Hotel maids
Bulldozer operators Gardeners
Truck drivers Keypunch op's
Building guards Garbage cltrs
Taxi drivers Gas pump oprs
Auto mechanics Elevator op's

There have, by definition, always been information workers" The main points are that
there are more and more information workers, that the information content of aII jobs
is increasing, and that the need to communicate information is increasing.
trr his impressive Doctoral Thesis, (1), Porat arrives at a figure of 46 per cent. of the
US labour force being information workers (using his own definition) in 1967" The
percentage has been steadily increasing since then" Now, Poratts data was from 1967.
Since then the rate of migration from farm and manufacturing occupations into infor-
mation and human service ones has accelerated" I estimate that about 60 per cent, of
the US work force consists of information workers, and that in the more advanced
European countries like the UK, Germany, France, the Netherlands, the figure runs in
the 50 per cent. to 55 per cent range now.

(Source : Statistical Abstracts, 1979)

Lndustry sector

Agriculture
Manufacturing
Professional and

Other Service
Finance, Insurance and

Real Estate

We have an information societ5r"

per cent. of total employment
1970 1978

4.4
26.4

25 .7

5.0

tt a

28 "3

5.7

D. The means of production

Whatthen are the I'meâns of productionrtin an information society; how do they differ
from those in Agricultural Society or hdustrial Society ? This question is tantamount to
inquiring as to the nature of capital in informationism. On the national level, an

importañt current question in the US (and in many European countries as well) is rtAre

we investing enough of what we need to invest to survive and do weII in the world that
exists?tt Uány today feel that the US is fatling behind in industrial-type investments, for
example, and there are strong forces for I'reindustrializingil America. The question can

be astedon the organi zationaL IeveI, rvhere a business needs to be concerned
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with investing where the results will be most productive. When is it appropriate to inver
in manufacturing machinery, in office automation equipment, in staff resources? Final[
it is a valid question on the individual leveI, where inveshtent can be in bank
accounts, housing, stocks or the education of children. The following discussion introdu
this important topic,

There are three radically different kinds of capital today, Agricultural, Industrial and
Informational, each having current meaning grounded on evolution of earlier meaning as
a result of changing circumstances. Thus, each of these forms of capital have had diffe:
significance dependÍng on the stage of evolution of the societ5r.
AII three forms of capÍtal have existed in some less-important precursor form at all
times of history of our civilization - e. g" there were knowledgeable and privileged infor
mation workers in the ancient Egrptian, Mesopotamian and Persian pre-civilizations i.r
the priests, They, in fact, were dominant in Egrpt in large measure, because the whole
economy depended on a key information element (the Nile flooding time) which they
monopolized" This permitted the priests to take - by 'tinformation forcett - a great deal
of power and control. They were an t'information elitett.

Agricultural capital consists of the major means of production underlying an
agricultural or feudalistic societ5z, mainly consisting of land, secondarily consisting of
slaves, animals, and in some societies serfs or women. Value was added to these natur
capital resources through land clearing, animal husbandry, use of primitive farm im-
plements, and through building infrastructure components including villages, roads,
irrigation systems, castles, forts, temples and churches.
Indus trial capital consists of the major means of production underlying an indust:
society, consistÍng of factories and manufacturing facilities, shipping and transportatior
resources for goods and materials, machinery and industrial capital goods in general,
mining and mineral extraction resources, and energr resources.
Inf ormation capital - the major means of production in the information age -
consists of information itself, and of information processing and information communic¿
tions resources, including:

1" Human resources

- Knowledge resident in individuals;
- Professional skills;
- Judgment, wisdom, integrity, decisiveness;
- Problem-solving capabilities ;
- Personal communications skills.

z . 9y S le:lejic_ !_q{ig S _ef_ iqf_o_q! glr_ol

- Information captured in media: books, films, tapes , etc.;
- Data bases and compilations of all types;
- Libraries and organized collections;
- Indexes, catalogues, directories and access tools.

3 . þlo_q1 g[o¡_ le_lfSo_þg
- Printing presses, typesetting equipment, typewriters, postal service equipment,

copying machines, filing cabinets, library facilities, and other means for paper-
based information communications ;

- Television and radio broadcasting and receiving equipment;
- Equipment for making, distributing and viewing films, tapes, records and

videotapes;
- computers, major, mini and micro, andttintelligent electronicsrrin general;
- Oftice automation equipment;
- Telecommunication facilities ..

4 . þf_o_4p 3[o¡_ its_tjlrltiSlq
- Publishing and information distribution organizations of all kinds: newspapers; data

base publishers; on-line service companres;
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- Broadcasting, TV, moving picture and recording companies;
- Telephone and telecommunications companres ;
- Computer network and service companies;
- Government agencies; bureaucracies in general;
- Financial organizations of all kinds; banks; insurance companies;
- Educational, research, consulting and other'tknowledget' institutions;
- Brokerage, advertising, marketing and public relations firms;
- Courts, lawfirms, regulatory organizations;
- Trade and professional associations; churches and volunteer groups; unions.

s. _l1s_li!gt¡9gg_4{_t1g!tj!i_e_s_y$gþ_:qp_p_o_ft_iqformation transfer

- Office buildings;
- Hotel and conference facilities;
- Airlines ; other transportation systems;
- Restaurants and meeting clubs.

The basic nature of information capital is such that capital resources (the means of
producÈion¡ can lie not only in the physical domain (lanã, buildings and animals in
agriculturalism; factories and machinery in industrialism), but also in individuals and
in institutional structures" Capital resources can be intangible entities like software,
data bases, public image. Well-paid executives, scientists and other professionals
possess personal information capital, built up in the course of their education, training
and career development.
[r the personal dimension, by information capital I mean the same thing that contemporary
labour economists call "human capital". This consists of more than just the facts one
knows;it has more to do with one's abilities to find facts, analyse them, fit them into
an existing framework, and to create new frameworks when needed. It consists of personal
qualities such as management skill, ability to judge relevancy of information, ability to
communicate well in person, ability to read non-verbal cues of others, openness to
forming bonds of trust, honesty and integrity" ftr the economy, the value of oners human
capital depends of course on the job one is applying it to" To the extent that the job mar-
ket is Itperfect", salary and compensation levels measure human capital, but it is far
from perfect. A rough measure in common use in hiring is of course education, back-
ground, training and work experience; onets record of success.
One could calculate thatat an 8 per cent. return-on-investment rate, the human capital
present in an executive or professional, who earns about $80,000 annual gross income,
would be worth about a million dollars. The market value of a publishing, consulting or
other information company has litUe to do with the value of its tangible assets: its office
buildings and office furniture. The market value is based on earning power which is
typically based on staff resources and 'tgoodwill!' in the market-place. The value of a
publishing, consulting or high-technologz company can rapidly decline to zero, if the key
people decide to leave - as many organizations that have acquired such companies and
have tried to run them by standards appropriate to industrial manufacturing have learned
to their sorrow.

Thus, there are three rather different types of capital resources (means of production)
of importance today, each very different in the way it works , each interacting with the
other two kinds, and each exercising its own kinds of social influence. Moreover, in the
present information society the meanings of agricultural and information capital have
themselves changed significantly. Ownership of land, once absolute, now is subject to
many kinds of constraints related to environmental preservation and the general public
welfare. Robber Baron capitalism and the-hell-with-the-public industrial expansionism
is giving way to more and more comprehensive concepts of social responsibility"
Our prevalent economic frameworks, those forming the basis for public policies as well
as those formingthe basis forbusiness and personal investments, only partially or
dimly acknowledge the nature of information capital or its signilicance - and then as an
add-on to industrial-type capital" This can lead the people in an advanced nation to feeling
poor when they are rich, to seeking economic survival when the issue is wisely using
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existing wealth and sharing it with the rest of the world, to investing in dying or
unproductive industries, and to failing to see rea.l opportunities., Perhaps most
diÅquieting, individuals may sense a deep dÍssonance between thè prevalent value systern
and social frameworks of agreement on the one hand, and their own direct experience
on the other hand.

E. Capital and labour

h the classical economics of industrialism, capital and labour are two very different
things, and never the twain shall meet except in natural conflict, say over the bargaininp
tablé The dichotomy goes back to Marx. Capital was seen as something outside of and
separate from the individual worker, as being vested in land or ownership of tangible
productive assets. Skills and knowledge were not considered to be capital resources, an{

labour was largely regarded to be a more or less homogeneous resource or commodity,
not under control of those who laboured in an industrial environment as long as the
capital resources belong to someone else. Labourers did the work and capitalists had tht
capital, and the two groups were separate and basically antagonistic to one another. Thi'
view sfill holds powerful sway: much of US labour law is based on it, and it is espoused
by many leaders of both industry and unions. The idea of a society of skilled and know-
ledgeable individuals, each carrying around a great deal of human capital within them-
selves and not beholden to dominating landholders or industrial capitalists was foreign
to the experience of those who created the industrial labour movement. Yet that is the
reality for many today, particularly those in the professional and managerial ranks.
In the United States evidence is to be found in the job markets for skilled individuals, in
the high job mobility rates of today, in the classified advertising sections of big-city
newspapers.

F. Production

Earlier, I described production as that which produces value, for the self or for others.
This certainly includes classical agricultural and industrial-type production. The key
question is what else does it include, characteristic of informationism ?

In early industrialism, production meant growing food, mining minerals and manufactur
products; in later industrialism, production has been interpreted to include also activitit
related to the physical distribution of foods and physical goods, activities like shipping,
retailing and advertising. From the narrow and traditional view-point of industrial soci¿
organization, activities like government, social services, education, entertainment,
environmental protection, recreation and volu:rteer work are regarded to be non-producl
to be either in the domain of social overhead or in the domain of "consumption" which is
the opposite of production. Housing, according to this industrial-society view, is also a
form of consumption once it is built. This view holds that information and communicatio
are important to facilitate production, but are themselves basically non-productive in
nature. Only production that flows through the market economy is measured or regarded
to be real and significant"
The view of production that is appropriate to our information society is both broader ani
more natural: productive activities are those that produce or add value, for the self or
for others. Value, in hrrn, is measured by contribution to quality of lif e. In this
view government activities that improve the social climate, police, fire, recreational ar
educational activities are productive. Pollution control and environment,health activities
are likewise productive. High-quality housing contributes directly to the quality of life
to those who inhabit it and is productive" hformation services, such as one that reduces
customer waiting time in line at a bank as a simple example, can be directly productive
to their users. More and more, we find examples where new information and communicl
tions technologies are producing and delivering new forms of value directly to users - ir
ways that transcend the old industrial concept of production.

The distinctions being made here are lar from academic. A great deal of current debate
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and discussion has the form of trying to fit industrial age concepts to our information age
realities. There has been much discussion recently, for example, about how much
rrunproductivelr capital is tied up in housing, This view holds that having good housing,
complete with modern appliances, is unproductive - essentially ignoring the labour-
saving and life-qualit5r contributions the housing and the appliances make to child-care,
and to personal and family lives. It simultaneously holds that manufacturing more
housing and making more appliances is productive, putting the emphasis on what is not
instead of on what is.

Part II

Declining the paradigrn

Many of the transitions we see today in values, ways of being, social institutions, etc"
are explicable by the changes in the means of production Ieading to informationism.
The pu¡pose of this Second Part of the "trrformation Age Manifesto'! is to develop this
point, through examining some selected aspects of economic and social organization"
My intent is to illustrate further that there are a small number of facts which, taken
together, are sufficient to explain many if not most of the value system and other super-
structure changes being experienced in advanced Western nations. These facts are:

- Most work is information work;
- The definition of what is productive is rapidly broadening;
- There is a new important type of capital around;
- This type of capital is owned and controlled by very large numbers of individuals

who apply it directly in their work.

The various aspects of social organization are very different in the three rismsr. In
the remainder of this paper, I shall discuss only a representative sample of these
aspects, namely those that have most centrally to do with the economic underpinnings
of the information society. (Most of the others not discussed in this paper are described
at length in Alvin Toffler's book: lThe Third Waver)" Ln discussing them I talk about
what goes on in agriculturalism, industrialism and informationism as if these systems
existed in pure form" h fact they do not, and elements of all three value systems are
operative in the US and in other advanced countries today. What is important is the
emergence and growing importance of the informationism system values, and the gradual
fading of the other values.

1.f þ_e_¡1e_1qi¡99!p_e_1s_o¡¡rl_ry9g!t_!r_

Wealth in each trismtt derives directly from ownership or control of the corresponding
type of capital. I use the word I'wealthtthere in the broader sense, to mean "that which
is valued, sought and conserved""
In agriculturalism, personal wealth means land, property, animals, slaves;it means
sons to carry on with the land;in later stages it means gold, money as surrogates for
the above,
trr industrialism wealth can mean ownership of businesses, industrial properties and
industrial securities as well as agricultural wealth.
In informationism wealth can mean having an established capability to earn a good living,
be this through a good education, professional capability or reputation, or through
hotding a good job. It can mean control of information resources or communications
flow through holding hierarchical position in an organization. Of course, it can still
mean agricultural or industrial wealth.

On a more profound level, the very meaning of wealth is evolving in our information
societ5r. After basic survival needs are met and then belonging needs, new needs
emerge in a Maslovian type of hierarchy: a need for experiencing participation in
society, a need for fully expressing the self as an individual, a need for experiencing
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oneself as contributing to the world. The condition of wealthy evolves from one meaning
t'owning money and possessionsrr into meaning I'Ieads a rich, full and meaningful fifel'.
Being wealthy used to mean possessing material things: houses, cars, boats, good cloth.
etc" It still means having free and ready access to such things, but it no longer neces-
sarily means owning them" There is recognition of growing inconvenience of owning exc(
items in a crowded affluent societ¡r. Perfectly serviceable household items can be pur-
chased at a very small fraction of their replacement value at dozens of garage sales in
Hometown U.S.A. on a typical Saturday - the owners are simply tired of them,

Ir.r the emerging meaning of wealth (again in the sense of that which is valued, sought and
conserved) whether one has a lot of money is not necessarily important. hstead, wealth
has to do with the overall quality of life, how one spends onels life, how one experiences
oners life, what one does in the world, how much one contributes to others. Real wealth
is seen as quality of life in process. Of course, money still has a lot to do with these
things, but in a changing way.
In our transitional society, where there are many vestiges of earlier value systems,
many holders of information wealth are interested in the tangible symbols of wealth of
earlier times, such as having sigrrificant savings, owning stock or displaying symbols
ofwealth such as large houses, yachts, expensive cars, jewelry. That is, the rich in
information wealth - managers and professionals - utilize their personal human capital
(their trainÍng) through the medium of their information work to generate property and
industrial wealth through the medium of the money system.
The so-called "debt economytr present in the US today is a situation in which large num-
bers of people enjoy very rich life styles while, at the same time, many of these same
people have litUe or even negative net worth using conventional (agricultural or industria
measures of economic value. These are people with cars, vacation homes, boats andwh
take European vacations, and who at the same time owe more in mortgage and other deb'l
than they have in savings or investments.
The situation may seem ridiculous according to classical industrial - era economics -
that so many individuals with essentially no net capital resources can live so well so
consistently for so long a period which such comfort and securit¡r. The explanation is
simply that such individuals have a great deal of human capital which produces ample
earning po\ryer. Therefore they can get along very comfortabty with little or negative net
agricultural or industrial capital, as reflected by monetary networth. As mentioned
previously, the money system cannot directly put a value on an individualrs human
capital. It does so indirectly, through a salary or earning level.

2.\i!e_4qs__f 9¡_t!'S_e9qg_+!'_qq_o_f _y94_t\

trr agriculturalism the means for acquisition of wealth are slow: the build-up of farming
and properff holdings, marriage or favour of nobility, the use of slavery or dominance
of serfs, or conquest and plunder.
I¡ industrialism the means are entrepreneurial success: good investments, successful
financial speculations, clever articulation of the market system, exploitation of workers
In informationism the means, in addition to the above-mentioned ones, are usually
education followed by traÍning (i. e. the build-up of personal information capital) obtainec
in the course of better and better jobs; the pyramiding of experience. It can also come
about through special access to or control of key information resources or through exer-
cise of bureaucratic power - which is essentially control of information flow in an
organization" Likewise, another means for acquisition of wealth is through the public
exposure, attainable through the use of public communications media: this is the case for
rock singers, moving picture stars a¡d baseball players.

Although aII mechanisms still continue to work, the original agricultural era ones are of
Iess and less importance. While the industrial era ones are still important, their impor-
tance is slowly declining as fewer and fewer managers are self-employed and as profes-
sionalism is valued more and more.
Professionafism is a major means of organizing and channelling personal capital develop
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ment in informationism. Professionalism defines a new type of "classrrstructure.
Members of a profession (medical doctors, Iawyers, etc.) enjoy a monopoly on the
practice of an activity and can exclude all others. Trade and professional societies
provide hwrdreds of forms of specialized accreditation, and often exercise strong in-
fluence on the formal educational system, As they succeed, the situation can tend to be

so limiting that other parallel professions arise, as has been the case for psychiatry.
More and more small business-people like real estate and insurance agents, beauticians
and morticians, are also choosing to view themselves as professionals, and are striving
for professional identities. Small wonder, the information elite enjoy the very high pay
of corporate top managers, the power of top government officials, the mobility and
intellectual freedom of top university people and consultants'

The accumulation of personal or organizational informational capital is in most cases
exempt from capital gains taxation, As a consultant I continue to acquire more and more
knowledge which increases my market value, i.e. I am accumulating information capital'
I do not have to pay capital gains taxes on that capital. Similarly, a US television station
does not have to pay capital gains on the t'goodwillt'it acquires through its operations,
as long as it is not sold. The personal income tax, viewed in this context, is a value-
added tax, obtainable through taxation of the value added through the application of
information capital.
Universities and schools are the institutions devoted to the building of information
capital in younger individuals. The oldfashioned economics of agriculturalism/indus-
trialism views educational institutions as important but peripheral to the productive
mainstream, as producing a service, the real value of which cannot be established in
the market system. In courtries moving into industrialism, class-room discipline and

literacy are often seen as necessary means for preparing people for the work ethic of
a manufacturing society. Education thus relates to labour, which is seen âs something
very different from capitåI. The economic perspective I am suggesting as appropriate
for informationism views education as related to capital formation;a school is a facility
fob the production of capital resources,
Another kind of facility that enables an individual to augment his or her capital resource
is a library. It is another information capita! resource, also one that feeds the building
of personal information capital.

3- Means for the preservation and transmission of wealth to children

trî agriculturalism, the major means for preservation of wealth are conservation of
famly property for inheritance to sons, dowries for daughters. AIso inherited were
tiUes ol nobility which went along with land and which conferred supposedly absolute
and everlasting rights over it. Loss of property (agricultural capital) meant ruin.
In industrialism, inheritances, through the media of wills and trusts, can involve
securities, portfolios, family businesses. They can also involve giving a son or son-in-
Iaw an inside role in managing the business, so he eventually ends up in charge' Ruin_
means he runs the business down, squanders the wealth, i.e. loss of industrial capital'
In informationism, the major means are transmission of middl.e-class values through
good upbringing (a rich family environment), providing good schooling, providing a

õollege educatiõn followed by graduate school. The child must demonstrate an existing
accuñrulation of information capital (e. g. through high coltege admissions testing scores)
just to get admittedto a good college; it is notpossible to buy oners_way into a good

ichool átry-ore with just money, Ruin is seen as dropping out of school prematurely' or
not seeking better and better jobs, i.e. the failure to acquire sufficient human capital.

The tax structure has been making the bequeathing of agricultural or industrial wealth
along family lines (in the form of inherited property or money) less and less possible"
Tranlsmission of information wealth to children - providing them with good upbringing
and education that leads to high earning power - is of very great importance to parents,
having a lot to do in the US rrith such things as desire for home ownership in the suburbs
wherJ schools are good, flight from core cities, resistance of parents to busing'
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The money system and earlier forms continue to be used, as means for converting frorr
one form of capital to another. f'or example, home ownership is an important means fo'
building up equity to enable providing for college education for children. Various in-
surance policies are purchased with the same intent. Managers and professionals are
often given stock options, which provide them with partial ownership of the companies tl
work in.

a . Tþ_e_ ¡ 9 !e_ _o_f _e_{qc_1t_i 91

Úr agriculturalism, formal education, to the extent it existed, was reserved for the
clergr and for the nobility. Its purpose was to see that existing values are preserved in
the society, particularly values having to do with work, loyalty and religion that were
vital to keep things going as they were. There was litUe practical content, this being
mainly taught by on-the-job, family and life training, by apprenticeship from an early
age. Theories - religious, mathematical and scientific - were the properties of the
cloistered few, be they in the palace or in the monestary. Participation was more wide-
spread in the great agricultural "democraciesl' - Greece and the early US - but even in
these societies the vast majority were illiterate and many were enslaved.

In industrialism, formal education expanded enormously, serving both to transmit
specific skills necessary in an increasingly complex society, and to act as a carrier-w¿
for the industrial society itself. At first the curriculum was standardized and focused o
the basic skills of reading, writing and arithmetic; later it became more differentiated,
Skills that were taught included those of engineering ald science; later of marketing,
advertising and market research. As part of their carrier wave-function, schools helpe
children break out of the closed-system pattern of the agricultural family, prepared th€
for fragmentation between home and work lives. Literacy and punctuality helped break
young people out of the verbal and natural time rythms of the farm . Schools served as
reservoirs to hold large numbers ofyoung people on their way into the job market.
While large scale schooling vr'as born of industrialism, the inherent process of it is one
of the main driving forces Leading forward into informationism. With the wide-spread
acquisition of technical skills and skills for dealing with specific aspects of the society
came growth in the amount and importance of personal information capital"

In informationism, we are experiencing not only shifts in how education is viewed and
experienced, but also its relationships to economics. The main business in developing
higher education in the 1960s and 1970s in the US was creation of a vast set of institutio
resources that makes the first two years of College available and affordable to anyone
who is willing to get it, regardless of financial or previous academic performance cir-
cumstances. The education is now available at very low cost to virtually anyone willing
to go to a communit5r college" The goal has also been to eliminate the barriers to four-
year education as well, and progress continues to be made towards that goal. The averr
level ofeducation continues to increase, both absolutely and relatively:

Year

1950
196 0
1970
1980

High school
graduates
(millions)

52
72

109
150

College
graduates
(millions)

10
16
20
19

Educational
expenditures
(billion $)

8.8
24.7
70.4

162.0 (est")

(Persons 25 years or older. Sources: 1980 US trrdustrial Outlook, US Dept of Commerc,
1979 Statistical Abstracts).

In the past few years there has been a rapid and powerfuI shift away from parent and
scholarship financing of college costs, and towards loan financing, at least in the US,
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âs a major public policy thrust. The Guaranteed Student Loan program, and other new
State and federally-backed programs that guarantee student and parental loans, have
produced a current debt liability in the order of $18 billion, 

"vhich 
may well approach

$100 billion by 1985 given the current massive shift to loan-financing of college costs.
The loans in fact are debt-financing of human capital resources; a student loan can be
compâred to an industrial bond - the proceeds from both are used to acquire capital
resources. The shift to loans thus represents an implicit acknowledgement of the
capitai-building nature of education.

5, The role of work

In agriculturalism, work is just part of life; there is little separation between "workit
and t'leisure'!; there is hardly such a thing as a vacation, and the attention-requiring
needs of animals and, in some cases, the fields go on even on the Lordts day" Work
Iife and family life flow in and out of one another. The goals of work are intrinsic to
life, passed on and enforced by Church, State and Family. Rewards are survival,
honour, acknowledgement of higher authorities. Day-to-day work consists largely of
pursuing specific, tangible and repeated activities, holistic with the life imperatives of
animals and crops" Since roles are mosUy given by birth there is nowhere further to
go and little competition. "Being bettert' or trdoing moret' may be expressed through
religion or knighthood or acts of loyalty to the local nobility, but not through work which
is defined from childhood, seasonal but unchanging from year to year.

h industrialism, work becomes a separate and different part of life, away from family
and among strangers. Most industrial work is dull, repetitive with the human used as
extension of a machine. Variations due to seasonality are diminished or gone. SociaI
interaction on the assembly line is minimal. The purpose of work becomes to get money
to buy the good and rewarding things of life. The concept is to HAVE more and therefore
be better. The ultimate is to attain wealth and escape work. The idiom is individualism,
each person for himself, competition. Salvation is becoming rich.
The process is striving" Personal loyalty between worker and owner diminishes, may
become negative. Work takes place in a well-defined context, the factory, where efforts
of all workers are mechanically synchronized. Goa-Is are promotion or entrepreneurial
success, i. e. escape from one set of roles into a¡other set, or accumulating enough
money to escape from fixed roles into leisure which comes only with wealth.

h informationism the separation of work from the rest of life is increasingly breaking
down. Information work inherenUy involves communication, and offices are usually places
with more social interaction than the typical factory floor. Attemps to industrialize
offices (such as with rows and columns of keypunch or word processing operators) tend
to fail, giving way to more personal and informal formats. Important communications
âmong swelling numbers of managers and professionals take place in conference rooms,
restaurants, bars, hotels, clubs, airplanes and resorts. Business and the highly personal
are mixed. The fixed time and place co-ordinates of work characteristic of industrialism
are slowly but certainly fading with the expansion of aÍr travel a¡rd electronic communica-
tions. The electronic information machines are becoming connected in global communica-
tions network that do not require synchronism. Humân pacing is taking over again, at
least for managers and professionals" There is more and more teleworking. For the
information elite, the time and place of work is increasingly at their option, day or night,
at the office or away from it, weekdays or weekends, at a good restaurant or resort hotel:
wherever there is a telephone to talk on or connect a computer terminal to. With
trflextimetr, job sharing, job re-design andother new working patterns, increasing choice
is also coming to secret¿rial and clerical information workers, and eventually to blue
collar workers in automated industrial plants" Lifers activities begin to take on a 24-hour
day, 7-day week character.
The purpose of work continues to comprise the survival goals of before (to make money)
but, for more and more of the information rich, goes beyond survival to include personal
grotth a"nd learning, and to include contributing to something gteatet, to making a
difference in the world"
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For those tuned to the rythms of informationism , the process of working often becomes
a major source of reward in itself. For many employees, who are confident that surviv¿
is not at stake for themselves, the DOINGis more important than the HAVING resulting
from the pay. There is immense contribution of effort going into voluntary associations,
where there is no direct pay. There are some 13,600 national-level professional societi
andtradeassociationsintheUs, andintheorderof anotherTS,000regionalandlocal
voluntary associations. Besides time given to such groups, there is a tremendous and
increasing amount of self-service in the US. Some of this is associated with the ttdo-it-
yourself" movement, which started some 20 years ago. There are enormous markets fo
personal carpentry tools, for example. A lot of self-service is now taken for granted,
associated with the use of household appliances, Iike washers, dryers, microwave ovenr
cleaning tools, refrigerators and freezers, food processors and pregnancy testing kits.
The productivity of household work has increased vâstly since the days when shopping fo
fresh food had to be done daily" New personal tools continue to come on the market that
promise to increase that productivity even further - the home computer being among
the most recent of them. An impact of this productivity increase in households - as well
as of the general affluence that goes v/ith it - has been the virtual disappearance of houst
hold servants, in the US at least,
Television speeded the transition to self-service in homes, through the constant market
of new products that offer slight labour savings advantages. Thus, over the last twenty
years refrigerators have become larger; their freezer compartments have become largt
they have become frost-free; automatic ice-makers have been introduced; and they have
become more eners/-efficient. The latest development is that they have finishes that do
not show children's fingerprints. The value of each improvement is dramatically portra-
to the consuming public via unescapable TV advertising. Hundreds of different types of
products are thus continuing to increase the productivity of households - and those
productivity gains are not reflected in the GNP or GDP measures used to evaluate the
economy.

A new value orientation to work is emerging, noisily championed by the 'ryouth generatir
of the 1960s and now quietly part of how many young and not-so-young adults see the
world. The shift in emphasis is a\May from working to survive, away from separation of
work and the rest of oners life, away from emphasis on having, on having more, and the
more yet. The shift is towards working as an expression of contribution and participatic
towards seeing work as an organic part of oners whole life, It is towards seeking qualiþ
both quality of experience and quality of goods" Emphasis is on experiencing, on alivenr

6. Market economics

Agricultural societies come in avañety of shapes and forms, ranging from the early
Nile Valley, Mesopotamian, Indian-Vedic, Roman, Greek, Chinese and Mexican pre-
civilizations, to the Agricultural Society of the American colonies and the US up througt
the end of the last century. Ir general, agricultural production is characterized by
landholdings of a large scale, but farming on a small scale, an artisan system for
producing goods, some combination of slâvery or serfdom that holds poorer tenant
farmers to their properties, some system of noble entitlement, dominance by strong
local landowners or lords. A parallel free trade market usually arises in cities. Most
production and consumption are local and not in the market-system. Markets are basic¿
local and economies are usually stable for long periods. Long-distance trade is usually
for luxuries, such as oysters towed in nets from England to Rome or, Iater, spices
brought from the Orient to Europe. There is no "growth imperativet', Availabitity of lar
is viewed as the controlling scarcity, and wars were fought over land in order to obtain
rrroom to livetr , even though the populâtion was only a very small fraction of what it is
today.

hdustrialism stresses resource exploitation, growth, expansion of markets, fÍrst to
national levels and then to international ones. Lândholdings get divided, but farming is
on a larger scale, aided by machines. More and more goods flow through the market-
system. Relatively free markets are mediated by monopolies and cartels. Economies
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become unstable. Consumption is viewed as important. Industrial growth is limited by
the availabilit¡r of natural and energr t.soorceJ, by limitations of investrnent capital änd
by limitations of labour supply . Money and natural resources are viewed as the ãontrollingscarcities. Wars are fought over mineral and labour resources and over control of
markets"

In informationism, information-handling supports and transforms agricultural and
industrial activities and also develops a major life of its own. The economics of infor-
mation handling are radically different from those of earlier eras (e.g. information is
dnplicable at negligible cost; you can give information away or, beiteiyet, sell it and
still have it; the more effectively you communicate the information youhave, the more
you get, etc. on the other hand knowledge or wisdom, which are about how to handle
information, are not easily duplicable). Informâtion itself becomes a valuable economic
good. Production in informationism is not consumptive of land, natural or eners/
resources' although sizable amounts of industrial capital may be required to teãLize a
major information technology (e.g. communication satellites, computer networks, etc.).
Markets tend to become international; the largest publisher of Engiish-Ianguage s'cientiiic
journals is in the Netherlands;US films are shown on TV throughõut the *ortd-, the US
dominates the international computer market, etc. A few of thJbetter-known information-
age multinationals are IBM, ITT, soNy, Nippon Electric, philips, cITIcoRp, the chase
Manhattan Bank, American Express, Dun and Bradstreet.

As a result of the above, an increasingly stronger warp is being applied to traditional
economic relationships, and the economic rules-of-the-game require constant revision.
At first, changes are made in the old system of rules in order to accommodate them to
the new informational realities (e. g, original copyright laws were an attempt to extend
propert5z concepts to writings and performances)" Ír stages, the old system becomes
basically transformed in the face of the new productive realities (e. g. copyright laws
gimply cannot stop people from using copying machines). we are no longer sure why we
fight wars and recently we have been avoiding them.

7.Tþ_._gbglgg!91_o_f _grjr_IFS_t_tqg3_sir_c_t!o_q1

trr agriculturalism the market-system was not the major system in operation for
economic exchange of goods and services; it was only an auxiliary supporting system.
The major systems in operation were personal service provided because of l-oyalty or
allegiance (for the king, the duke, the church or the family, sometimes in the foim of
indenture, serfdom or slavery), tribute or taxation. Market transactions for more
common items was characterized by haggling, cheating. Trust was low. ttCaveat emptortt
and horse trading are agricultural-era concepts. For the major market transactions that
did take place, building a special relationship of personal trust, was the important first
business. Barter or exchange of tangible money (e"g. gold and silver coins) was the mode.
Information that was apart or separate from personal experience was not valued or trusted
per se unless vested with well-defined authoiity of Church or Nobility,

Shopping in a mid-eastetnbazar can provide a contemporary recreation of the earlier
system. There is no such thing as objective.market value; prices for each sale are
arrived at through bargaining processes. The larger the transaction, the more intense
is the interpersonal interaction required for bargaining" A shopkeeper will invite you
to tea, engage in personal conversation, assert that he is your friend before proceeding
with the business of trying to sell an oriental rug. From our cultural perspective, this
can be seen as manipulative; we assume there is such a thing as a trfairrr value for the
rug. From the deeper cultural perspective of the bazar shopkeeper, however, the real
value is what trusted friends can àgree to. ÌvVestern businessmen in Kuwait or Saudi
Arabia may have to engage in interpersonal interactions with potential clients for weeks
or months, basically as part of building trust prerequisite to closing a major deal.

In industrialism the market-system is the main one for economic exchange. Some market
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transactions are still personal, but most transactions are significantly less so. Ilrfor-
mation about the property being purchased or sold becomes important, independently
of trust. Some objective information (e.g. stock-market prices) begins to emerge as

having intrinsic value. Itrtermediary brokers, (for industrial stock, insurance, real
estatð, ships, furniture, etc.) begin to be relied on, because they offer a combination o

personal trust, relationships and access to information about what is being sold"
In informationism the nature of market transactions can shift significantly further away

from the personal and here-and-no\ry as distantly created "objectiveil information is
increasingly used and trusted. Markets increasingly deal with rather abstract entities,
such as secondary mortgage-market certificates, shares of mutual funds which hold
portfolios of tax exempt bonds, shares in a real estate limited partnership. Many of th<

newer forms of llpackagingrr securities of various kinds are only possible because of the
availability of computer systems that can keep running track of the complex relationshil
involved. Money itself is increasingly an abstract entity: electronic signals that represe
information in a data base that represents a credit or debit balance that represents a
payment, credit oï debit sum of money in a demand deposit account, that represents pa

money that in turn represents units of exchangeable value. Some intermediaries (e.g.
stockbrokers) find themselves less necessary or down-graded in importance because
of the existence of new electronic information networks that deflne market-places. The:
is decline of trust of the intermediary as a deal-maker, or perhaps a decline in the sen
importance of such trust.

Information technologSz serves to make markets broader, more standard, more national
or international in character" Examples are: the great recent increases in the US of
computer-produced mail and catalogu.e sales; the central impact of newspaper advertisi
on establishing market levels for used cars; the impact of computerized Multiple Listin
Services in creating regional markets for real estate. Besides TV marketing there is a

steep rise in telephone marketing, and also in marketing that combines the two media:
a TV advertisement encourages watchers to immediately call a toll-free r'800-seriesil

number to order the item being advertised. The new two-way cable TV systems allow
users to order advertised items by pushing buttons by the TV set"
The focus of trust shifts from the strictly personal to trust of the fairness of the systen
to trust of objective information such as that provided by trustworthy services like Stan
and Poorts or Moodyts, or the telephone company. Markets for securities, real estate,
automobiles and many products are becoming less risky due to increased information
availabitity from such trusted sources, and also because of regulations designed to prot
consumers. There is much greater trust in the ability to have complaints listened to an
to obtain legal protection if one is cheated.
As buying and selling becomes easier and safer in the information society, the role of t
broker or salesperson as an intermedÍary - who has traditionally served as both author
tative information source and person in whom some trust can be placed - can be expectr
to evolve and, in the overall, decline. For major transactions (e. g. the purchase of onr

company by another, the purchase of industrial real estate, or ships or factories) a ner
role of fee-consultant emerges. The role is that of a professional dedicated to serving
the interests of the client, not necessarily that of a deal-maker.

8 . f[e_.r g!e_ry4_t¡ 91 q! _d_iyi1o_q _o_f _Y g IE

The world today consists of societies in aII stages of transition: ones emerging from
nomadism and/or agriculturalism into early industrialism, ones evolving from
industrialism into informationism, and developing ones, like Mexico, where there are
major aspects of all three systems.
The processes of informationism facilitate the co-ordination and division of labour acrc
international lines. Multinational corporations and international trading companies, for
example, absolutely depend on the telephone, the telex and air travel for their current,
highly efficient forms of operation. Production scheduling, inventory control, shipping.
ordering and billing, quality control, packaging, order fulfilment, even shop managemt
- these are all things becoming realistically possible on an international scale as
communications costs decline and become ever more distance-independent" Except whe
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transportation costs are high, economics strongly favour the export of industrial-type,
repetitive, low-skill, Iabour-intensive processes to the developing countries in the
Third World: Korea, Mexico, Singapore, Taiwan, The philippineJ, the Dominican
Republic, Hong Kong, There industrial I'sweatshop'r conditions similar to those described
by Engels in the 19th century can often be found. Hourly wage rates may be one tenth or
one twentieth of those in the us or Germany, with women working many hours under
extremely poor working conditions, with similar disruptions in social and family life to
those experienced in the early exploitative days of Western industrialism. ¡r 1gT6, the
average daily wages for female unskilled work was $2.b6 irì the philippines, $1.36 in
Indonesia.

The resultis that any repetitive manufacturing process where there is significant content
of unskilled labour is most sensibly exported out of the advanced information-intensive
nations, whether it concerns wigs, garments, toys, shoes or automotive equipment.
The information era itself has created a need for a substa¡tial amount of such manufac-
turing, pafticularly the aspects of electronic component assembly for consumer goods
that are not yet automated, The division of labour typically keeps the high value-ãdded
steps, the ones involving management or professional skills, in the advanced countries
and exports the repetitive low value-added part. Semiconductor chips produced in Texas
are shipped to singapore where they are assembled into computer memory boards, and
those are shipped to Denver colorado where they are finally assembled into mini-
computers" Modern on-line information utilities in the US ship targe amounts of raw data
to shops in Korea and Taiwan for key-to-disc entry. The information-intensive I'First-
World" nations control and manage the overall process, handle the research and develop-
ment, the marketing and sa1es, the computer processing, database management a¡d on-
line distribution, the systems-development and systems-operations, the high-technologr
manufacturing steps, the advertising and financing, the distribution and use"
The export of industrialism to the Third World has many social and economic aspects
beyond my scope of consideration here - both positive and negative ones" The major point
is that the possibility and attractiveness of export of mass-production industrial-type
activities to developing natÍons is in itself an important driving force for the further
informationization of the advanced western nations.

g " !Sç gC _ZSq. _sJy !e_ _ol_I_e3r_d_e_1s ¡_ip

trr classical agriculturalism, leadership is typically vested in nobility and./or religious
Ieaders who work together in a tight hierarchical system where there is complete
linkage between Church and State" Decisions are autocratic, with power flowing from
God to King, to Duke, to lesser noblemen, eventually down to male serf or slave, then
down to his women and children. The role of a decision is to interpret or enforce a
religious or moral principle or the will of a higher authority. Typically ,'courtstr of elite
developed, who to some extent shared leadership, usually through a process of politics
and favouritism, Even where agricultural I'democraciesrrarose, such as in ancient
Greece, Rome and in the early US, participation was reserved for the highly-propertied
class; democracy did not ertend to slaves or serfs, or to subjugated territories.

trrdustrialism saw the gradual break-down of the more rigid leadership roles of agri-
culturalism and the gradual expansion of parliamentary forms of governance, Heroic
industrial leaders arose, using the power of capital and incentive: men like Carnegie,
Mellon, Rockefeller and Henry Ford. Such individuals in early industrialism, often made
important decisions personally. Later, their children took over the businesses and the
transition to professional management started" Industrialists begin to exercise their own
influence on government, often at cross-purposes with powerful agricultural interests.
Elitist coalitions of business leaders, politicians and land-owning interests formed and
usually functioned powerfuIly out of the public view. The t'power elite" owned the press
and corruption was either taken for granted or litUe noticed. The tendency was to try and
address social needs with fixed rules, laws and codes administered by bureaucracies,
and these bureaucracies built up their own povr'er bases. The free market ethic and the
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bureaucratic ethic began to be in some conflict. ttThe less government the betterr! was
(and still is) the slogan of businessmen, but these same businessmen were willing to ru
io govero-"nt for favourite treatment or subsidy, often feeding the bureaucratic growtl
they claimed to abhor.
Unions came into existence in response to excesses of the incentiVe system, and

developed their own administrative bureaucracies. Both government and union bureau-
cracieÈ are, of course, information-handling empires, and thus the needs of industrial
again led to the growth of informatÍonism.

trr informationism, Ieadership becomes far more diffuse, tending to move into the hand
of specialized professionals : professional managers, staff planners, legal advisors,
consultants, etc. The effective structure of a large corporation is more often that of a
loosely, but effectively co-ordinated federation of businesses than a tight hierarchy,
Communication requirements are complex, teading to the creation of extensive support
structures. Decision-making in the large corporation is based on extensive staff studie
Task force and committee processes draw on multiple parts of tLle organization and inv
consultants, accountants, economists, engineers, marketing specialists, attorneys,
regulatory experts - in fact those who have personal information capital. Strategic
assessment and market studies, technological forecasts, long-range plans, managemer
information systems, world-wide communications networks, data bases - all are part (

the informational uaderpinnings of the large corporation, A great deal of personal
interaction, voice and written communication, meetings, retreats at resorts, electronj
communication and air travel are involved" The large corporation develops an internatj
identity, usually with English as the common language and with the national identities o

individual managers fading in importance.
Government, slower to change, tends recently to favour decentralization of responsibil
to state and local levels, a broader base of participation in decision-making, a tendenc
for break-up of the operating elitist coalitions, as they become effectively exposed in tl
public media. It is harder and harder to hide corruption. More and more important
decisions get handled in front of courts and regulatory bodies, in adversary proceeding
that are extremely information-intensive. Citizen and consumer groups get into the act
as do the public media. Billion-dollar lawsuits arise, ones that can determine the fate
of corporations, public projects or principles of environment. Tens of millions of dolla
are often spent on databases and information retrieval systems, a¡d on carefully-
documented studies by the litigants to support their positions. The information 'lhavesrl
participate in a thousand different ways in governing the society.

10 . Q!j99!s_ _o_f_go_gr¡p !t:l eC!s_ _

In agricutturalism commitments are God, the local Duke and Lords, Country, Family r

Land. Fealty and loyalty are assumed, given from birth. Commitments are not matter
to be thought out consciously. Commitments are to identities that are inherited, to beir
a serf, a tinkerer, a member of the court.

With the rise of industrialism both the objects of commitments and the nature of the
commihnents themselves moved into transition. They started out as in agriculturalism
butties were increasingly weaker. New commitments developed, to company, to a type
of work or to profession. Commitments could be to hard work (Protestant Ethic), to
getting rich (Horatio Alger) and for some, to social objectives (the wealthyrs support o
thearts, forexample). Forsome, commitmentswereinthetypeof industrialworkan
accompanying lifestyle '1My daddy was a coal miner a¡d I am a miner toorr, or "My
father was a union organizer in this steel miII, and I am carrying on his work for the
uniontt. In most cases, though, commitments to roles ceased to be inherited" A farmer
son would go to the city and work in a factory" The son of a tailor could study to be a
docter.

In informationism commitments are increasingly broader, Iess rigidly shaped by long-
term role expectations. For some, the main commitments are to the self, to personal
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growth and greater self-expression, For many others, there is abasic commitment to
further the general good of societ5z, not abstractly but direcUy through job, lifestyle or
volunteer work. Also beeoming broader are the avenues through which those commitments
can be expressed. Expression might be through occupation, hobby, subcultural interest,
professional groups, temporary mates; or it might be in the more traditional terms of
home, family, Church. The increased choice and diversity is made possible through
expanded communications means that make connection with others easy, even at a
distance. The long-distance telephone can enable loved ones to stay in touch. Other
importa"nt means include specialized magazines, computer-generated mail and Citizenrs
Band radio" Also contributing to choice is TVwhich portrays alternative life-styles and
illustrates their legitimacy,
At the same time, there appear to be increasing levels of commitment to the greater
society and the general good, as expressed in environmentalism, consumerism, and
emphasis on social responsibility of businesses. The world of electronic information,
TV in particular, serves to connect the individual with the whole society around him ,

helps to relate the individual?s interests to those of society in general.

Objects of commitment in informationism tend to be more changeable in the course of
onets lifetime. There is increasingwillingness to move through awhole succession of
commitments, to both individuals and to properties, as one moves through the life cycle
from youth to old age. The tendency is for less attachmentto property for self-image
purposes, more for immediate pragmatic use value. Emphasis is towards new forms
of ownership which play down old absolute concepts of possession and tend to stress
use-access instead" An example is in the rapid spread of time-shared, condominium
ownership, where an individual can affordably buy t'ownershipt' of a ski-apartment in
Aspen Colorado for one week out of the year and also an apartment-villa on the Costa
Brava of Spail for another week.

1 1 . þ_e_93!¡1e_ _o_f_c_o_1¡rg!@ 9qþ

trr agriculturalism commitments were, for most, few and longlasting, measurable in
lifetimes and multiple generations. They were mainly derived from a limited set of
rigid roles. These roles, in turn, followed directly from a small set of generating
religious and social organizing principles. There was little option for leading what we
now consider to be a r¡nique personal lifestyle, if one wâs a father and head of a family
with six children in colonial Massachusetts, and also a tenant farmer and a
Congregationalist parishioner,

In industrialism commitments became more changeable, but still usually of major
duration. Tenure of religious involvements, jobs, mates and residency in a single home
were typically measurable in decades" Commitments were still seen largely to be shaped
by a timited number of role stereotSrpes, thus limiting behavioural change; e.g., being
a good religious family person meant no divorce and living with the same mate no matter
what the personal feelings might be. The trprotestant ethict' usually required staying in a
family-oriented or religion-oriented role through thick or thin, even when staying in
that role entailed personal unhappiness or sufferiag. Sufferance, in fact, became a mark
of goodness. Gradually, though, the rigidity of these stereotypes began to break down"

In informationism, the commitrnents tend to be ever-more changeable, multiple and
overlapping in nature. People have more and more options, and are increasingly well
informed of them. Time between major changes may be measurable in weeks, months
or a fewyears. There is more mobility in jobs, changes in households, cohabitation,
marriages, divorces, remarriages, changes in careers, new hobbies, vacation trips,
new friends. The role stereotypes that hotd people in places where they are unhappy are
not gone yet, but they are melting away. The public media expose moral reality in vivid
det¿il and endless varieb¡, and it becomes difficult for a societSr to maintain Victoriart
dualism - a rigid offÍcial moral code along with a practical situation that fosters pros-
titution and debauchery" Rigid moral and legal codes governing personal behaviour are
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becoming more flexible. Victimless crime is becoming decriminalized. Staying in
marriages or jobs that are not rewarding, just for the sake of role continuation' is seen

Iess and Iess to make sense.

The shift to informationism, Iike all major shifts in social paradigm, Ieaves behind mar

who want to remain with their older value system, or who think they cannot adapt' or wl
do not want to adapt. As the value system and other superstructure elements evolve, m¿

people aqe angry, confused that things are not as they once learned they ""¡ootd" 0""
Àmóng these ãre many of the tlnformation-Poorr, those who do not know how to obtain
and utilize the information necessary for effective participation in our society - and thol
who do not even want to try.
Even among the better informed, there are some people who want to go back to the simp
situation ofyesterday - one with less choices. hformationism provides a wide range of
personal choices for those who want - and know how - to take advantage of these choices
And there are those who want to respond by reducing choice for everyone. These are
mosUy lifestyle-conservatives who want to enforce a more finite and closed value systel
derivative from industrialism, one that has capital punishment and that turns off for onc

and for all the personal choices associated with sexual equality and permissiveness,
availabilityof abortion, avaitabilityof pornography, etc. Whilethethrustof themoral
conservatives is to reduce diversity they consider to be deviant, they themselves
contribute to the diversity.
Perhaps nowhere is the clash of value options more clear today than in lran, where
agricultural-societ5r values and earlier values associated with tribal nomadism are in
conflict with both industrial and information society values. The Khomeini version of
lifestyle-conservatism, a much exaggerated version of the very powerful moral conser-
vativism movement which exists in the US, tries to force the society back to a simple
set of once-held values that originated long before industrialism. It is interesting that
Khomeini developed his popularity in lran, while he was in exile during the time of the
Shah, largely through the medium of cassette recordings played in Mosques. Also, the
hostage situation assumed such significance in the US largely because of the direct
dramatization of TV coverage, and the Islamic students holding the hostages, well
understood the power of the TV medium.

12 . !_e_1s_o¡¡r.! _T_ollv_1q 9l

Faith, incentive and egalitarianism have been around as social organizing principles
throughout human history and, no doubt, before. A tendency can be observed that there
is a progression in the emphasis devoted to these imperatives in the three social
orders under discussion. The major imperative is faith in agriculturalism; it shifts
to incentive in industrialism, and then in the direction of a new form of participative
egalitarianism in informationism.

The original hunting and fishing societies had as their major underlying imperative
survival of the tribe. Co-operation and belonging were essentiâI. To the extent that
essential roles had to be interchangeable for survival, there was often a kind of
egalitarianism of participation exercised. With the coming of agriculturalism the social
order became more complex and stratified;even more so in industrialism. In typical
agricultural societies with strong religious belief systems, emphasis \¡r'as on simple
survival in this world, with salvation and transcendence to come in the next world.
Surrender to the social order was the only choice. Matters in this world could not be
changed, and surrender was the only path to salvation in the next world.

The impact of industrialism \Mas to fragment the old social organization; members of a
family no longer worked together as they did previously;they were cast into new singulz
work roles in factories, mines, etc., and where one worked and where one lived becarn
more separate. With this fragmentation came more emphasis on the individual, the
notition that a person could make a difference in this life through incentive" The old anc
new systems of faith and incentive sometimes accommodated to each other in ways that
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now seem strange; as an early capitalist it was aII right to exploit child labour or poor
immigrants and at the same time exhibit faith in God through religion, or faith in the
country through supporting orphanages.
Throughout history there were al',vays a \Ìery few who felt they could make a major
difference in the world in which they lived - usually they were among the nobility, the
very rich, the politically powerful;also, the utopians and social reformers. The
international socialist movement rising at the start of this century and the trade union
movement in the 1930s in the US represented thrusts towards egalitarianism. Yet, they
were t'them against usrtmovements, e"g. Workers against Capitalists and Bosses;
they were movements predicated on struggle and class-war; their very focus on tensions
served to help maintain those tensions. For mostpeople in industrial society, taking care
of oneself, and then perhaps taking care of one?s family, seemed to be about aII that
could be done. For the successful ones, exploitation of nature as well as exploitation
of the work of others seemed to be the main orders of business"

With the rise of informationism, a rather new thing seems to be happening, the realization
of large numbers of people that they are capable, right now, of making this society better.
Because of the new electronic communications, we are far more familiar with the rest of
the world and what is going on in it than ever was possible before in the past. \üe are
used to seeing space photographs of the Earth or major parts of it; we are used to
seeing movies like "Star 

'Warsrt - it is easy now to think of the Earth as a whole which is
part of a Iarger whole. As planetary consciousness develops, there is an increasing
willingness on the part of many individuals to do what they can to take responsibility for
developments in the world. This consciousness holds individuals as potentially capable
of making real differences. It holds forth the possibility of a realistic set of steps that
individuals can pursue to end war (thatts what Vietnam v/as all about), expose and end
corruption (thatrs what the Watergate matter was all about), adequately house the
population (in 1950 some 35 per cent. of the US population lived in substandard housing;
now its down to less than 4 per cent"), give employment to all who want to work (4 million
new jobs created in the US in 1978), equalize the rights of women (two out of three
entering the labour force in the US are now lvomen and 43 million women are noìil eafners),
and more and more.

There is still war, corruption, umemployment, substandard housing and abbrogation of
personal rights" There are still frightening challenges in the world associated with most
serious matters like the proliferation of nuclear weapons, genocide against tribal peoples,
hunger, and destruction of the natural environment. But the point is that tens of millions
in the US and in the rest of the world care about these things and are willing to do what-
ever they can about them. lVe do not see ourselves as so helpless anymore.
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SUMMARY OF THE PANEL DISCUSSIONS

Panel on 18th March 1981:

Prof. M.R. Irwin
Prof. Ir. W.A. de Jong (chairman)
Dr. F. Kuitenbrouwer
E.lV. Ploman
Dr. W.P. Wapenaar

Panel on 19th March, 1981:

Dr" J.B" vandenBrug
Dr. V.E. Giuliano
Dr. rvV. GriÍnsteidl
Prof. Dr. G.J.M. van der Kerk (chairman
L.J. Rankine
P. Schwartz
Prof. A. Shapero
Prof. W. C.L. Zegvelð.

Question

In his speech Ministet: Van Iríer said: tALL the nore reason therefore to eonsít
uhether, in the Líght of the neu technoLogíes, the z'ight of fz,eedon of the
press, uhich ís guaranteed by the Constitution, shouLd be dealt uith ín neu
ad¡ninistz,atiue and sta.tuto?A neguLations. It is essentiaL to guard against
monopoLies and carteLs and this incLudes monopoLíes held by the Gouey,nnentt.
?he PTI in this countrA is one of the monopoLies heLd by Got-¡ey,nnent. L,lhat shou,
be the Gooernment's polícy touay,ds such a nonopoLy?

Dr. t'lapenaar

The Ministerhasnrt said that hets against monopolies, because - I think - there is a
reason for monopolies. One of the basics behind a monopoly is thatyourve to provide
services all over the country at tmified tariffs. Itrs very simple to skim a network and
say twell I only provide a service in that and that arear. Then it is possible to do it at
cheaper tariffs. And if the Minister has stated that he is against monopolies, well thatt¡
his case and not ours. But I think there is a reason for monopoly.

Mr. Ploman

I think that what everyone says or thinks about the way telecommunications e. g. is or-
ganized would have to be related to the general economic system within a country. One
of the really difficult problems in countries with a mixed economy is to find the right
sort of mix between the public sector and the private sector. When one speaks about
monopolies of telecommunication, one has to relate it also to what in many countries
are monopolies rvith regard to other public services like water, or electricity, mail,
gas or railways. And I think that itts within that context that this whole question has to
be discussed.

Questton

There ís a. contTast betueen dz'. Wapenaaz.ts conrnents and prof. fzuínts cormnents.
?he Latter ernphasized the conpetitíon nou coming ínto teLeconmunication seyu.ic¿
úhereas dr. wapenaar spoke onLy of the v,oLe of the prr. The tJK Gouetmment ís nt
introducíng cornpetítion ínto telecormnunications serD¿ces. Does d.t:. tlapenaar see
thís becoming more uíde-spnead ín Europe - and does he think this uou-Ld. be
benefícíaL?
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Dr'- Wapenaar

In the USA they have the so-called SBS systems. It has turned out that about gZ per cent.
of the total fuaffic via these systems is telephone traffic. The capacity of those Àystems israther small, namely 1b,000 telephone circuits. These systems will no doubtbe
compatible on the short term with terrestial systems. h -Europe 

the pTT has also planned
an SB-S-type of system; only we call it SSS, i, e. lpecialized Satellite $ystem. This systemwill be operational from 1983 onwards. So in facT-what we do-is compãte our own sy"i.ms- our own land systems" I think the reason why we do that is, that in the Long term theterrestial systems will be cheaper for these particular type óf services, beòâuse thesatellite systems will be integrated into the terrestial syitems. The role for satellite
systems will then be restricted to communication for móbite services.

Prof. fruín

Irll restrict my observations to the US scene. One of the issues in US policy is that we
see the.diversity of technologr in a broader range of choices. The questionis: what
investrnent strategr is the optimum one for the 1980s? What combination of fibre optics,
cable, wire, copper, coaxial cable, microwave, electronic mail, word processingl
office in the future, home in the future, etc. is the optimum straiegy? fdon't thini'anyone
knows. IBM has a strategr, Digital Equipment has aìtrategr, xerõx, Data point - a
variet5r of firms have a strates/" But which is the optimum strategr? Atthough the
individual company may make a commitment, I dontt ihink anyone kiows what ãhe national
optimized strategr is.
The second issue in the US is: what should the economy in total do in an environment of
uncertainty ? The answer appears to be: you diversi$r your investment portfolio. you
!llht1 IBM-tras got some-thing going for itself, that Xãrox, Exxon, A?&T, western union,
NBC, that all have part of the truth, But if any one firm fails, the whole system doesnrt
collapse. And that seems to be the strategr that werre pursuing for good or for ill.
Finally, the last issue thatts part of the us scheme of things iJ a negative question,
namely : what if the telephone company commits an error iñ its investment ? Whethér itrs
local loop, whether it's switching, whether itts transmission or software: what if thatrs
19t the way the market goes ? lVhat happens if a private firm blunders ? lVhatrs the cost?
What happens if the Post Office blunders in an investment decision? Werre very concerned
about mistakes and decisions that are right on the money. Therefore again theie is a
bias in the US for good or for ill to diversify onets portiolio, so that thã mistake of one
segment of the economy doesntt redound to exorbitant cost for the total economy.

Dy,. Kuítenbrouttey

I would like to pose an additional question to Dr. Wapenaar. If I understood the Minister
well, he was speaking principally about access to information, access to networks. lVould
that in the view of dr. wapenaar be developments to open up e, g. all kinds of terminal
equipment for private pârties, in which the prr e.g. would actively participate?

Dr'. llapenaan'

As I said the PTT provides services and within that frame acts as a retailer of equipment.
But that doesnrt mean that itts an exclusive PTT-market. Itts in principle att operi market.
However, one thing I want to make clear is that in fact a serviceìhoulã be basãd on
standardization. And I think that, in addition to the role of retailer, the furtherance of
standardization is also a PTT-role.

Question

hlhat changes do ue
uith the skills to

haue
Liue

to make in our educatíonal sAstem to pt,ouíde ehiLdren
in an informatíon society? ShouLd that educatíon gíue
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pr,¿or,¿t;J to teaching children hou to master uncertaintg in the concv:ete Liuing
'condíti-ons in the fîture, i.e. pr:epare them fot' the futwe in mare generaL tern'

Mv., Ploman

As it is now, we spend the most enormous amounts of time on basically one medium,
which is called reading and writing. Therers almost no education in using the other new
media, means of expression and means of information that are coming in. So the first
point would be that one should introduce a change of the education system, so that itrs
more centred on the whole information transfer process, howyou deal with information
and how you search for it"
Secondly, I think that, especially with regard to things like computers, there has to be a
very concerted effort to demystifii the technolog5z and make people generally much more
conversant with it. But then one should also demystify a number of other media, which
previously were regarded as only available to highly professional groups, so that they
may come into more general use and people with relatively simple education can in fact
use them as well.
Thirdly, we have to pay much more attention and be serious about what one calls
tpermanent educationt. In many respects one has a feeling that all those countries that
officiatly in UNESCO agreed to the famous UNESCO-report on the future of education:
tlearning to bet, have in fact done no more than pay lip-service to the concept of
permanent education. Because, if one takes that concept as far as one should, I think
werve introduced a much greater flexibitity in our patterns of work, and there will be
given possibilities for people to move from a work situation to an education situation all
through their lives.

Ptof. De Jong

I touched upon the same thing this morning. I think that we should make all our students
at school, at any level, more conscious of the role of technologr in society. Not only
that, but they should also be gven the basic skills to cop_e with technolos¡. At the
moment itts fashionable in certain circles to profess a total ignorance in technological
matters, whereas the engineer is expected to master at least the elements of certain
humanity sciences to be able to function as an engineer, Likewise, I would expect our
policy-makers who have no scientific or engineering education, to have some rudiments
of knowledge in this field. And in my opinion this is whatrs lacking in certain areas of
our education and filling that gap also requires a major re-orientation of part of our
teacher populations.

Suestion

Ihe Infornation RepoLution aíLL hatte great inpact on the democratization of
sacietg. There are tuo possibLe dí:r'ections uhich socíety can take' nøneLy, (a)

a higher LetteL of democtatizatíon by better arrd more rapídLy ínformed cítizens
ana TA) enforcement of author"itarian z,egímes - so Less democz,atízatíon bg the
manipulatíon of infornation channeLs. so in the Lattev' ca.se ùe shalL haoe
ínf onnatí ont'í ch and info rmatí on-p o ot: ci t'í zens .
Nou ersen if the second, unatty,actiue possibiLity becones reaLíty, is there any.

hope that îhn ¡Loa of infozrnation uiLL hatse so great an í'npact that manipuLatio
of citízens, pracesses, pubLíc opinion, and so on can be ouercome?

Dr:. KLllterbroulter

I think that the first scenario is possible and developments that are going on in the
Netherlands also indicate that people âre aware of it. On the other hand we must realizt
that there has always been manipulation and that there will always be manipulation in th
future.
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My,. PLoman

Now, we mentioned already one enormously important aspect. That was the whole
question of education, which I see very much related to the need for a greater public
awareness at all levels" Another key issue is the need for decentralization of information
systems. Ithink that one seems to be agreed to go against trends towards authoritarian
regimes and at the same time to go against an increased vulnerability of the modern
society.

Questíon

Is it true that the constz,uction of neu teleconrm,Lnication netuoz,ks in the
Nethez,Lands is harnpez,ed bg the high conuentíonaL quality and massíoe ínt:estment
4n eæisting PTI cables? ltrhat are the perspectiues of capitaL auaiLabiLity in
this period of capital scarcity?

Dr,. llcìpenaar

As far as it concerns investment, Itve said that we invest 1500 million Dutch guilders a
year. Of thatamountT4pet cent. isinswitches, about12percent. incablesandthe
rest is in buildings, equipment and so on. As I already stated in my paper' the cables
that already exist today can be used to a much larger extent by using PCM-systems. So

I don't think that the band-width of the network will be a limiting factor, As to the per-
spectives of the capital availability in this period of capital scarcity, I think that until
now the PTT has in fact not been limited in renewing its system" There have been no
problems such as a lack of capital Whether there will be is up to the Government

Pt,of. Ituin

As I noted earlier the traditional public utility commissions in the UnÍted States have
sanctioned and approved economic life ranging up to 35 - 40 years, The argument has
been that, if you stretch the depreciation expense over that period of time, you reduce
cost, reduce price and broaden the availability of telephone service to the consuming
public. Now, technologr and competition have interrupted and intruded into that premise.
Teehnologr as we noted earlier, is calling for a faster write-off period and an accelerated
depreciation policy, a faster pace in terms of innovation, greater flexibility in terms of
meeting and positioningyour assets in accordance with the consumer choice. And hence
the pressure of faster write-offs, of faster depreciation has come from the regulated
firm. The firm have come back to the commission - both federal and state - and have said
that they could not remain alive in this new environment with depreciation schedules that
were drawn up in 1914. That has been a massive change in terms of perception of asset
Iife, amassivedifferentperceptionintermsof write-offs, intermsof depreciationand
of costing, in terms of pricing and of marketing. A massive change is taking place by
the regulated carriers themselves leading the commissions into this new world by in-
troducing them to the role of technologt and the reality of market rivalry'

Questíon

Pt:of. Inose presented many possibiLt tíes uhich may be technícaLLa feasible ín the
near future, ê.g. the prittate use of nel) infomation systems- llhat does the
paneL think of the psycho-socioLogicaL ímpacts and do theg beLieoe that the
majoz,íty of the potentíaL users can and aLL uant to Leovn hou to use these
possibíLítíes? D'o Aou e.g. think that conswn-er{in generaL realLg uant to shop
eLectronicaLLy?
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Mr. Ploman

I donrt think there is any answer to such a question whether people would like to shop
electronically. In any case, one enorrnously would have to look at the whole social con-
text in which shopping takes place, and above all look at the various functions which
shopping fulfils. Itls quite obvious, namely, that buying things is not the only firnctional
of shopping. There are all sorts of other social functions related to it. Until we have not
looked at those and tried to get to feel for them , I don't think that we can have a very
clear idea about what these new services will mean. In Japan e"g. they have these
experiments in the use of a host of new service s , which have been introduced in two new
towns. Japanese have a sort of unusual reluctance to give outrageous statements, but
Irve heard a number of them say it?s an absolute catastrophy. Because, when you introdt
e"g.20 new services in an environmentwhere people previously had more or less what
ïve are all used to - books, publications, radio, television, telephone -, it seems that
there is an enormous resistance to them. This I can well understand, because if one
threw 20 new electronic services at me, I would probably select one or two, which I
would feel were useful, and just leave the others. And in this sense I think we shall have
to look at the whole question in a much broader way and above all look at the plurality
of functions which a number of activities in society, Iike shopping, have.

Prof. Iz,uín

There are really twoquestions. The first question is: will teletex systems work? Some
technicians who are very optimistic say they witl, other engineers who are very
pessimistic say theyrll not. As a layman Ihave utterly no idea which technician is right
a¡d which possesses the expertise" I do remember that, when I was with the Federal
Communications Commission, we went around and talked to members of the telephone
industry, some twenty years ago, about the coming birth of picture phone.
Some executives in the telephone industry said it was going to put United Airlines out of
business; others said it was going to be a massive flop. I wasntt at a greatdeal of
perspicasity to identiff the winners and the losers twenty years ago, and Irm not smart
enough to lcrow whors going to win or lose in terms of viabitity of teletex today. It seems
to me that the real question is: who will decide ? Will it be the interaction of market
forces, the consumer voting with his or her dollars or firms offering differing packages
different software programs, different services ? I just donrt know. But it seems to me
that thatts the forum within which the decision will be made"
Outside the door here, I saw people lined up before an automatic counter machine. Who
ten years ago would have suggested that a piece of plastic in oners pocket would have
enabled people to get money out of a black box ? And would it work ? Some dreamers sai<
it would, but itrs the consumer ultimately saying that itts convenient, reliable, accessib
cheap and that he wants it. It seems to me those forces are very elusive and therefore
we must create a process for those forces that are workable, practical and can be effec
So I would rather turn the question around and ask: can we create an environment in whi
the consumerrs needs, wants and desires can be effected and manifested in the market-
place ?

Suestíon

Mz'. PLornan z,ightLy stressed the need to ínquire into the social and culturaLeffects of tinformatizatíont. But perhaps infownatizatíon is ou.z, tcuLturet?
rtTs the eætrapoLatío.ry- adnittedLy through neu technicaL neans - of man tryingto escape each indiuíduaLts tloneLinesst ín a phiLosophieaL sense. rhis cou1d.'
erplain the íncessant and LimítLess need fot, ,borwnuníïation,.

Mr,. Ploman

This is a vety large and a very profound question, which - I think - we can only scratch
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at the surface right now. I remember a very knowledgeable expert on television, who
once said that the rate of introduction of television is directly related to the boredom of
the country. And he particularly wanted to apply to Sweden. The Swedish are generally
not known to have very well developed personal intercommunication, as one can see in
the films of Bergmann. And to be very nasty about it, one could say that, since large-
scale urbanization rvas rather late in Sweden, there was a risk through the late forties
and beginning of the fifties that people would have to talk to each other. Then television
came and they could subsÍde again in their marvellous Nordic silence.
Now I dontt know whether there is anything I can say in a very general, and above aII,
a very sort of homogeneous way about peoplets incessant and timitless needs for
communication. I think that need is limited and that one has to look at this question very
much more in terms of larger situations, where the needs for communicatión are direc¡y
related to other needs and requirements.
I remember a discussion - sorry to go back to Sweden again - about the introduction of
cable television. The enthusiasts sort of absolutely wanted to have cable television all
over the place. One had the feeling that what they basically ì¡/ere telling people was :rcommunicate or else..r. But research to find out what people were reãlly interested
in and irot, showed in fact that people were not particulaily lnterested. Hðwever, when
you put the question in a different context and referred to some of the areas where
communication between e.g. the technocrats and the public had considerably broken down
- such as in cit¡z planning - and asked: tWould you be interested in some sort of means
of being able to communicate with the city planners?r, then of course everybody was
interested. So again I don't think one can put the question in abstract terms, but one
would have to look at it in a totally different way. This means that one would have to look
at it in relationship to the general situation in which people find themselves and in
relâtionship to very precise needs in terms of communication.

Question

IBM has spent a huge amount of money during the recent ge,ars 2n reseaxch ínto
the Josephson effect, uhich uiLL enúLe us to moJ<e caïV)utevs 75 times qs Lal'ge
as the Largest knoum nou, but ü¿th tr¡tLch smaller dimensions. WíLL these computers
(íf they euer came and f think theTJ uíLL) add neu d:imensions to the Information
ReuoLutr>on, besides those Mv:. Rankine has aLready nentioned in hís Lecture?

My'. Rankl>ne

First of aII let me say that rrm not close enough to the Josephson effect to make any
predictions as to its applicability to the marketplace. It certainly seems from eveiything
Iheartoholdagreatdealof promise. Butitfatlsinlinewithaseriesof devices inat -
have been developed over the years. Itts another switch. Those ofyou who are familiar
with computers know they're made up with switches. And if it does go to the market-
place it will again be a yet faster switch and it will be part of the smaller, faster one
that I alluded to out there in the future. so I dontt think itrs going to make a nerve-
shattering change, except that itts going to offer yet more cõmputer capability at hope-
fully lower cost. So it merely facilitates the application of the lool, whèrevei we wiãfr
to apply it.

Question

Dv,. Giuliano, if the conflict ín industrlaLt'sm is betueen capitaL and Labour,
uhat confLict then do you see in fnformatíonism?

Dr. GiuLiano

I think therers an assumption that there should always be a class-conflict, but ltm not
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sure r¡/hether that is so. I think that today to the extent there is one, itts between what
might be called the rinformation havesr and the information have-nots'. The former
group are those people who are comfortable and gathering and dealing with information,
relating ininformation, and come to conferences like this. I think mostly we have
rinformation-havesrin the world. Those people who are the rhave-notsr, are mostly
thave-notsrbecause they donrt want to be rhavest. These people say: 'dontt bother me
with that, I donrt want to know that! I want things to be like they've always been. I
wa¡t to lead my life like I've always led it. And I want things to be like theyrve always
been. And I'm not very pleased with the idea of them changingt, And they are people who
tempt to reject the very processes of an information-intensive society. They become one
of the many subcultures or subgroups that exist within a society. So I think that's a
conflict. The biggest conflict today though is the conflict between the value systems of
industrialism. This conflict is manifest in very different ways.

Mr. Schuartz

I think that part of this apparent conflict between the tinformation-havesr and rhave-nots'
is right. I use the word rapparentr, because in part it has to do with the definÍtion of
information. I think you would agree, from what I understood of what Mr. Giuliano was
saying this morning, that our definition of information and information wealth is
inadequate in the sense that we tend to equate it with principally abstract information.
But I would suggest that e.g. a plumber, a good carpenter, a craftsman or a potter,
who imbues a particular product with a high degree of craft, is as information-rich in
his capability as the person who is designing a micro-circuit. That simply because we
have the industrial'u'alue of mass-production rather than the individual addition of the
value added of his particular capability on account of which that person tends to perceive
him self as information-poor.

Prof. Van der Kerk

I think here we have the big difference, the important difference between information anr
experience: hformation can be defined, experience can only be observed.

Ptof. Shapero

Youtve just said something that I think should be said somewhere in the Conference.
There is a tremendous difference befween information and tcrowledge. And then there is
another difference between knowledge and judgement. Information can be stored and can
be made available. Knowledge is something that enters into oners bones, not into oners
head, as a result of being exposed to information and experience" And it takes a lot mor
experience before one has judgement as to know when to do something and when not to
do something.

Dr. GíuLtano

The hierarchy goes like this. At the bottom of the ladder is plain data, Iots of numbers
and specific facts; then up from data there is information, which contains interpretation
and analysis , etc, ; then you go up to knowledge which is what you know, and which is
characteristic ofwhat is in a human being; then there are the properties of knowledge,
such as judgement; and perhaps above judgement there is wisdom and at the top there is
enlightenment. . .

Question

Thet'e uas a question deaLing ü¿th democratizatíon us. manípuLatian. rf ue euez,
t'eaeh an infownation societg ín uhích democratízatíon is one of the corner stor,
uontt there be a danger that ue shaLL Loose democracy ín the process of the nex
feu years?
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Dr. Giulíano

I think that an information society can only develop, if the infrastructure allows it to do
so. If you look at Poland and most of the Flastern European countries and the Soviet Union,
you find that theytre very non-information societies, which can be ascribed to the infra-
structure:youlve to get special permission to use a Xerox-machine;there is only one
telephone in a big department building; they sometimes lock up the typewriters in week-
ends so that people wontt use them; they have no developed computer peripherals for a
civilian economy. Theylre very sadly lacking in micro-electronics and all the technologr
of an information society. So I dontt think itts possible to have an information society
without it being a highty participative, democratic societ5z.. You must have that infra-
structure for it to really \Mork, in my mind, and as to the next few years , I think that we
could blow it, I mean, terrible things could happen.

Dr'. GrünsteidL

I would like to add to this that in a way, information is like a disease which spreads and
which òannot be prevented from spreading. It's just the example of the Eastern countries.
Whoever has travelled Poland, whoever has travelled Czechoslovakia - I havenrt been in
Russia myself - knows that these people are informed about what we do, about our ideas,
in a way which is really amazing. This leads me to the fact that the information society
cannot be prevented from spreading world-wide. That is the very nature of this
penetration of technologi. If itts satellites or just TV, people are buying convertors in
the Eastern countries to listen and watch our television programs etc. It cannot be
avoided.

Mr. Schuartz

I would look to the United States which is ostensibly a democratic society. But if one
looks at the role of media in the United States, it has been relatively undemocratic in
the sense that most people in the US are exposed to principally one form of media and
thatrs television. The average American household r¡/atches TV for about six or seven
hours a day. And most of that television is by no means the quality of broadcasting that
you experience here in Europe. It tends to be relatively mindless and diminishing the
human capability. It tends to be principally a way to avoid boredom and Irm not so sure
whether that is a particularly effective use. But as a result of the new technology that is
available, even the networks are now facing the really profound change in the use of
media. This is caused by the availability of narrow-casting, in the form of video-
cassettes, video-discs, cable TV and direct satellite broadcasting, so that even theytre
Iooking norv at a future ìn which the ability to control, manipulate and maintain that kind
of broad framework that theyrve had for the last thirt5r years simply wontt even be there
in the next ten.

Prof. Van der Kerk

To me personally the danger is not in piling up the information and having it broadly
available, but itrs in concentrating knowledge and allowing oné to have it and the other
not to have it. I think throughout our history concentration has been a dangerous thing.
Think of the concentration of power in the hands of one person. I think that, whenever
this happens with information, it would be a very dangerous thing. However, I also think
that basically this would not be possible in a real democracy.

Suestion

fn mang fíeLds ue haue too mq.nA sorts of inforrnatt on of dífferent LeueLs of
quaLitg. ProbabLy ue haue crt,ticaL appLícatíon Límits here. Do Aau see
possibiLíties to eualuate sorts of information (not ín the macra-ecanomic sense,
but t'egarding quaLíty), and to deueLop some system af seLeetíon accot"díng to the
users I needs?



Prof. Shapero

I would like to suggest that the system exists. I tried to describe it. What a professional

or a manager does, when looking
whots good?'. And he gets his ev
don't need strangers evaluating d
it. Any experienced manager or research-w
know iho õollected them and under what conditions, and of which he doesn't know the

value. And he gets his value from trusted sources. It works very well'

Prof. ZegueLd

It is obvious that we have substantial plurality in the information system at the moment.
We have different newspapers, different broadcasting systems, And the issue of quality
is, of course, very -oõh related to the value of a system. So I fully agree with Prof.
Shapero that itts extremely important to have plurality and to have multiple access to
different types of systems.

Prof . Van Cer Kev'k

To me personally the difficulty is that quality by definition cannot be quantified.

Dr. GiuLiano

I completely agree with Prof" Shapero. I think each one of us as an individual has to har
a way of fillering aII the signals and data that come to us, otherwise we would rapidly gt

schiáophrenic anld some of us do, I think that these are all kinds of institutions, \ilhose

roles áre to filter data and package it in various ways. Every scientific journal e.g. is
itself a filtering mechanism and announcing mechanism, particularly if there is a revie'
process. So are magazines, so are datâbases. And what we have then is a growing
plurality of those resources, both individual resources and corporate resources, both
nationai and international resources, that lilter data in their own particular ways and

add value to it in their own particular ways.

My,. Rankine

I just like to say I agree with Prof. Shapero. I think I indicated earlier that I donrt think
we suffer from a lack of information, but when I do want to use information, I think I
want to be able to go to my own sources. I'm nonõJoo happy about the idea of someone
liltering all of this and telling me what dafa are and what data are not important, whatts
good quality for me and what is not.

Mr, SeLuartz

I am sure all of us have had the experience at either end of the process, of either being
quoted or trying to look up something that someone said, of discovering that either wha
you said or what you wanted to find out is a gross distortion of what was originally
intended, and that the data, the information that one seeks has in fact no relation to wh¿

wàs really produced. The problem, I think, in e.g. scientific journals and other places
is that the instrumental values of the systems themselves that distribute the informatio
tend to guide which information gets distributed, So that, e.g. what constitutes a good
story for a newspaper, determines what gets communicated, rather than what needs to
be communicated or what people want to know. I worked in television news. And televil
news, for instance, basically has one criterion in the US. It doesntt have anything to dc
with the communication of information, but it has to do with maintaining an audience fo:
selling beer commercials. And in fact, when you write for television news, yourre
given a guide. Youtre told: ryourre writing for a man betrveen the ages of 35 and 50, wh
has come home from work, is watching television, reading a newspaper and drinking a
beer at the same time ; and every twenty seconds he looks up at the TV-set" And if you
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can grab his attention in the first five seconds, he'lI watch for twent5z. And ifyourve got
a really good story, hetll watch for a full minute. Thatrs who all television news in the
United States is oriented to: that man who watches for 5 to 10 seconds at a time. And if
he cannot be told in that form, he cannot be told at all, So I think we do have a real
problem with ensuring that quality of information is in fact enhanced in the process of its
communication. It seems to me that the reverse is what usually happens'

Dy:. Grünsteidl

I justwanted to repeat something I saidbefore. I said that quality is something that has
to be judged by the individual user. Of course, nobody else can define it; nobody should
actas a filter, but the manager himself should act as the appropriate filter. The big
problem to me is that most managers are not able to define their criteda for infor-
mation selection. They arenrt able, they dollt have the time, etc. etc. I would say that
information should be relevant, it should be timely and it should be accurate. Now, we
have no measuring sticks at this moment for the fixed real quality terms. But I think one
measurjng stick is bankruptcy. We have enough cases and case histories, where we can
prove that management didntt have the relevant, the timely and the accurate information
about its environment, its competitors, its customets, etc. And I doubt if that would not
also be the case with the managers of a well-known American hifi industry, which was
practically wiped away by the competition. They did it in another way, and whoever has
gone into the working habits of Japanese management, whoever knows how the Ministry
for Technologr simulates the information and gears and directs information acquisition
about the environment, the markets and the competition, also knows which recipe should
be more succesful" I think the typical thing just is that we now can no longer rely on

God-felt decisions, as was possible, when we kind of lashed away all our faults by good
profits.
In times of scarce resources and incredible amounts of money connected to a decision,
e.g. to develop a telephony system which costs you millions and binds your sources for
many years, you cannot go on with that kind of decision-taking processes as you had them
in the past.

Question

Pt,o t:o sty,essed. the Límítation er modeLs in compLeæ decísion-
mak dr. van d.en Brug d.emonsty,a æampLes of co.nputet modeLs that
6pp mote trwh¡ot:thy than intwL hunan ínteLLigenee can euer be.

rs contz,ouet:sg oT are there &i 'erent sítuations uíth respect to com-

puter models?

Dr. Van den Brug

I agree very much with prof. Shapero's ideas and I donrt think they are conflicting with
mine. Maybe I should stress again that there are two elements in simulation. To make a
simulation model, it is necessary to understand the behaviour of the process or system
very well; otherwise you cannot make a mathematical model. So making the model helps
you to understand the structure of the system. Thatts one thing. The second point is that
once you have the model, you have an artificial means, an artificial process, you can do

experiments with and try out several solutions in the design of the system itself, or in
its control. So, you get a better understanding of it and you have a tool you carr use'
However, you still have to do the job yourself. If you want to hit a nail in the wall, you
use a hammer, but you have to hit yourself. The hammer doesnrt do it for you. So even-
tually the human being always has to make the decision.

Prof. Shnpero

I think we are in agreement. Irm not anti-rational. I just am anti-romantic. Let me make
a simple example. A human can handle, say, nine variables in his or her head. And
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someone comes with an excellent formule that combines three of the variables, Now he
has seven. What the human will do, and I quote it as Shaperots first law, is taking on an
equal number of variables. HerII now add two more variables; so he can handle the
system even better. Humans always.,¡/ork to their full capacifii, and if you substitute
some mechanical capability thatis valid and useful, they?ll just enlarge the scope with
which theyrre dealing. I think itts a marvellous combination. Wherever we have know-
ledge, we can incapsulate it in something. But when you begin to substitute the map for
the territory and begin to believe the map and don't look at the territory, then you're
in trouble.

Mr. Rankine

I agree with both speakers and I don't see any conflict here, I have worked with compute.
models quite a bit. A model is exactly \/hat it is, itrs a model and itts not reality. You g
it as close to reality as you can get it and youlre ahvays sceptical about it to find if there
anything yourve missed. But once you have a model that you can trust, you can work witl
many more permutations and combinations than you ever could afford as a human. And a
prof. Shapero points out, the combination of man working with the model greatly extends
the capability of man to face a particular situation. And certainly we should always treat
our models with the utmost scepticism.

Question

Hou can ue pt'euent Leakage or theft of ímportant informatíon nou that uord-
processars seem such easy targets foz, sptes?

Mr. Rankine

I question that word-processors are easy targets for spies. Any record keeping system
is a target for spies, if there is something of value in the record a spy wants. But we ca
protect a system very well today by doing essentially the following things, Educating the
user to look at the physical exposures he faces: is his computer in a room or is it in the
field or building?; is it in a building uptown or downtown?;etc. The whole field of
accounting, audits and controls has required considerable attention with the new tech-
nolo5/ and the institute of Internal Auditors has done quite a bit of pertinent work in the
case of the United States, as - I am sure - has happened in other countries. There is a
whole hierarchy of data-security techniques: keys, interlocks, badges; I mentioned
speech-recognition and handwriting as future possibilities and the area of cryptography.
I expect these are the main areas. And, of course, education and all of those things are
very important. However, if you have data that you donrt want spies to get, youive to
assume incidentally that there is no system of any kind that man can create, manual,
electronic or physical, that is absolutely impervious to penetration. You can get the gol<
out of Fort Knox, if you apply enough resource. you may start world war III ãoing it,
but you can get the gold out of Fort Knox, if you apply enough resource.
So any system can be penetrated. If you go from that assumption, that it can be penetrat,
with sufficient resource, then one of the wisest things to do is encrypt the-end-data, So
thàt if the spy does get it, it?s going to take him a thousand or two thousand years to
decipher it, by which time we hope, things will have changed and its value will have
diminished.

Dt'. Giuliano

I think this question comes up now, but a comment is that what happens in the informatio
society, is that we get used to not encrypting other but the most secret information. I
mean the telephone system is extremely insecure. I donrt have to sav to each of you the
kind of data that normally gets transmitted over the telephone .v"ry-day. We jusi don't
think in terms of incapsulating it, word-processors are vulnerable to spies, Lut not
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nearly so much as typewriters oï waste-paper baskets and all those additional things. But
the fact is that in most of our businesses vr'e assume the normal thing is to say: rlf they
want it that bad, let them have itt, and they probably don't want it that bad.

Mr. ScVuartz

I think clr. Giuliano is right. Simply the volume of information makes it very difficult
for anyone to sort out what is worth knowing, what is worth keeping and what is worth
spying on, I was a student activist in the 1960s and the FBI was spying on my telephone,
Later on I looked at what they have got. And most of it, I would say 99.9 per cent was:
rAre you going to the movies?t; rHave you got the homework assignment tonight for
physics ?t ; rDo you want to go buy a pizzà ?'. And to spend the time to figure out what
|ráction of my conversations were about when \Me were going to organize the next demon-
stration, would have taken them an awfuI lot of work.

Audience

It was not my question, but I think perhaps what the question was getting at is the fact
that screens radiate and therefore, if you put up a word on a word-processor wtrich by
definition is not encrypted information, it can be picked up from several hundred yards
away, ulless you take particular precautions to prevent that from happening, which can
be done but which normally is not done. But then in fact you are susceptible to spying.

Mr. Rankine

I touched on that too lightly. I said you have to think of the physical facilities where your
system is. Ifyou are in a building where you don't know who is upstairs or downbelow
andhowthickorthinthewallsaïe, andyoutregoingtousescr.eens, thenif youhave
very, very sensitive data, you should give thought to the subject of radiation as one of the
many things you should give thought to" But itts clearly one of them and, of course, there
are shielding devices that can be employed in such cases. There are also techniques for
decipheringãcoustic noise and interpreting e, g. how a ball is bouncing on paper. So if
there is any possibility of that, you have to anticipate it and protect yourself against it"
But the same kind of weaknesses, and even more, exist in manual Systems as well.

Question

Dr, Giulíano, ín you.r, speeeh you stated that the íntroductíon of the tgpeuz:iter
tntt,oduced uomen in the office. Do you ímply that men are not abLe to type and
that uomen at,e onLy good for tYPing?

Dt'. GiuLíano

I guess I will answer that first of all with regard to the historical f.act. The factory was
no1 a very good environment in the last part of the 1800s. For women it was a very dirty,
noisy, rough and dangerous place. So when typewriters began to come into offices, the
though at that time very systematically was: rwell, that's like playing the pianot. You
know, educated women played the piano âthome. h a way the typewriter is like a piano,
except that it makes notes on the page, and it would be a good thing for \À/omen to do. So

it was one of the technologies that sort of legitimized women being able to come and work
and at the same time maintain their decency. And we all know what happened after that
time. Thatrs the history of it.
Now with regard to the question rvhether men can type. Those of you \Mho r¡/ould have seen
the original èopy of my paper, would have noticed a number of spelling errors and
typographical errors" Those were introduced by myself. I prepared that text using a

terminal for my own home and for my own cottage, from Holiday Inns in rüeird cities
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Iike Cleveland Ohio, from mountain-top lodges and wherever I happened to be over the
Iast three years in the data-base system. I did my own data-entry, I did my owrr editing.
There was no secretarial intervention in the preparation of that text. Irm a great exponen
of teleworking" When I write a paper now, there is no need for me to have an inter-
mediary handle my text-work, anymore than there is a need for me to have a secretary
to do my talking on the telephone. Once upon a time we thought that, when telephones
first came into offices, you needed an expert who knew how to talk on this machine. So
you had a rtelephone-talker?, whom you told what to say and they said it for you.
Pretty soon; however, it got clear that they were superfluous and they moved out of the
way. \ilell, we have intermediaries nov/, because of the technolory for handling written
communication, who are secretaries. But I see their roles disappearing. Therefore I
expect the roles of women to evolve very rapidly in the office away from the mechanical
secretarial fiurction into much more mobility in their job functions.

Questíon

Ihe PTT demonstv,ation has shoun that ínformation
ís aeak uhen ue Look at iLLustrations. Ihey Look
l4hat irnpt,ouement can be eæpected?

Dr- Wapenaar

ín the form of uieu-data dispLal
ønateurísh and ar:e underdefined,

I think that at the moment the limitation on the picture and resolutions of the picture is
the transmission speed of the telephone network system, which is a 1200 baud system.
And if you want to build a picture within a reasonable time, the result thatyou get is a
bad picture. You can make better pictures, of course, but then it will t¿ke much more
time. So it is a compromise. I think the future systems will be much better. [r my paper
I said that when we have these 64 kbit/s circuits from the subscriber, we shall have
good pictures, say, all over the network"

Questíon

fs management ready to accept the chaLlenge of a tneut ínformation societg?

Mt, . ScLwartz

We are involved in strategic planning for a number of major companies around the world,
including here in the Netherlands. I'rom my observation in business consulting, I would
simply say that the speed at which this issue is being confronted is quite remarkable"
One of the virtues of businesses is that - as was suggested a little while ago - bankruptcy
is ân indicator that, faced with the inevitable failure of the corporation, they change.
trr the United States we have a profound problem in the sense that our Government has no
such incentives, Its ability to adapt to new realities is very slow, whereas the corporate
system is able to adapt very rapidly and is adapting very rapidly. So what we find is that
the standards set by the Federal Government e.g. on communications and regulations of
communications are well out of touch with the capabilities, demands and needs of cor-
porate management. But I think the inevitable realities of trying to compete in a very
complex and highly competitive world are driving business very rapidly towards acceptin;
the new technologr.

Dt'. Giuliano

The same is true in our consulting experience with Arthur D. Little. I think there is a
shift now in management generally in the United States and also in Europe towards
intentionality, i. e. towards plaruring, towards deciding what they want to be and away
from simply reacting or simply saying that their role is to continue running the ship as
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the ship has been running. There has been a spate of strategic planning, the specialized
consulting companies have emerged in this strategic planning, it isnrt all good, it isnrt
all useful, there is an incredible amount of it. But this movement towards planning, to-
wards intentionality, towards deciding where people want to be is definitefy a very
significant trend in the world of business.

Dv'. GrunsteLdL

Just one point in the same area. Strategic planning, which now becomes a necessity, is
a change of management style from problem solving to problem identification and anti-
cipation. And for that you just need information.

Questíon

Could each of the paneL membet's gítte a short description ,of. the 'ínformation uorLd'
ten yeat:s ¡t':o^ noiZ What changes ane there to be eæpected in the dífferent
institutions?

Dr. Giulíano

I think that by ten years from now the United States will have seen a very significant
additional penetration of interactive technologies in the households. Something like 40 to
50 per cent. of all households will have some form of interactive system, Some will be
full-keyboard viewdata that has a full message capacity two ways, others may be simplified
push buttons. Theytll come in a varieff of forms. But there will be a much further advance,
and the rate of change will be much steeper in terms of household electronics. It will
actually be happening in a major way. You know how tendencies have an S-curve? They
go for a long time, we keep hearing that itts going to happen, two years later itrs still
going to hapþen, and after another hvo years itts still going to happen, and it looks like
i1's ñever going to start really. Then all of a sudden the curve in the S starts. And in
about three or four years it does happen" Thatrs what happened with the introduction of
the colour television; thatts what happened with the introduction of black and white
television; thatrs what happened with the introduction of computers into big businesses.
So we shall be in the middle of that S-curve in household home electronics in about ten
years. I also think that in ten years office systems in most large corporations and in
most institutional setting will have moved already to where the primary information modes
are electronic and are bãsed on communicating integrated office systems, at least for
text. Thererll still be an awful lot of paper around, but the paper will chase the electronic
signals, it will be the back-up medium. It will not be the primary medium. It will be the
médium like today electronic funds transfer is followed by paper, it sort of chases it in
the mails, so that this big shift will have happened. And we?ll look back to the leisurely
pace of change, when things werentt going so fast, and when people had time to go to
conferences and think about these things in 1981.

Mr. Rankine

I think wetll have a much better perspective in tenyears on what the term rinformation

societytmeans. I always have some trouble with it m.vself, frankly. As a result of that
perspective wetll have sorted out much of the trivia from the good. Theretll be a much
gre^iet socialacceptanceof thetoolsof theinformationsociety. Bythattimemostof the
Iears will have fallen into proper perspective, particularly as a result of the children
who are cutting their teeth on these new tools today, Ieaving school. As far as the home
is concerned, I agree with dr, Giuliano, I look forward to having much more freedom of
choice in what I sèe and what I hear and when I wa¡t to see and hear it. I look forward to
not only being better informed, but being better entertained, and hopefully as a result
more enlighténed. As far as the institutions go, I again agree with Mr. Giuliano. Theyrll
accept and reject as they see fit and they'll continue the things where it is really worth-
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while to do so. In a global sense, belonging to a manufacturer in this industry, I feel th
Itm involved with industry that certainly may have been outgrowing its infancy, but is s1

clearly in its adolescence. And the future is really totally unlimited in it, because werr
really harnassing the intelligence of man and making that accessible in all kinds of
endeavours at all points on the earth and I just see no limit to that.

Dz,. Van den Brug

I think our societ5r is going to be more and more complex and also the systems and
processes in it. As a result it will be necessary to deal and handle and manage the
information more carefully than has been the case until now. Itm not able to say what tt
future w'iII be like, but I hope that simulation models and other methods will be helpful
tools to untangle the information and to speci$r the real needs for information.

Mr. Schuartz

Let me try and limit the scope of my remarks to the US, because I donrt think I know vç
much beyond our own borders. As I observed this morning, technologr tends to follow t
path of least resistance in the US. That means that it tends to follow money;i.e. where
are people willing to pay for the use of new information technologies ? That leads to the
conclusion that one will see really a great deal of use of the advanced technologies in
entertainment, pleasure, and general media that are oriented toward peoplers private
pastimes, e.g. in the use of television, game-playing and so on, and not so much in th<
office place, not so much in managerial decisions. Another place where youtll see
significant changes is in information related crime. Wetve been talking about spying, b,
we estimate the information-related crime in the US to be a 2O-billion-dollar business
already and it is likely to continue to grow very rapidly in the US. So to watch where thr
technology is likely to go, one has to watch where the money is going in that sense.

Prof. Zegueld

I think that thererll be a substantial change in the adoption of the information technologr
concept in different sectors of society. Banks and insurance companies and the whole
office world, for instance, will be among the first in line to adopt. As to manufacturing
youtll see that some countries will adopt much.faster than others will. The party in
society probábly least able to adopt the features of an information society will be
Government itself. I think that the governmental decision-making process is going to b<

in more trouble than it is already today. FinaIIy, in the process of growing into an
information society werll most definitely see a change in the role of society.

Pt'of . Shapez,o

I would like to concentrate my comment on one aspect. To my opinion the most excitin¡
prospect for the next tenyears - and all guesses attime are always wrong in projectior
is that we now have the market-place ready and we have the opportunity for the prolifer
of smaller, efficient businesses. I think the opportunity has never been greater in the l,
50 to 75 years for the birth and development of small and new businesses. In the well-
established practice and I expect it to continue and grow. But taking prof. Zegveldrs
projection, I think the most exciting thirg is that on the short term therers going to be z

tremendous amou¡t of displacement" For the first time in marìy years, in many Europe
countries, where it has been extremely difficult wrtil now, you?ll see the beginning of tt
formation of new companies by young, intelligent, educated people, who dontt see their
futures in large corporate bureaucracies and in government. And that is the most excit
prospect we have for democracy, for innovation and for independence that has been offe
to us in fifty years.

Dr. GrünsteídL

I would like to say that ten years is an awfully long time and good for a great many
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surprises. One of the examples I want to give is that in 19?1 even in expert circles fibre
optics communication was considered an impossible thing to do, because no one had fore-
sèen the âdvance of the solid state laser. What really wiII happen is trends - we can only
talk about trends -, events will then come in between. I think the big question is the trade-
off between on the one hand the new generation, which was rightly addressed here, coming
with an attitude which so far has been unheard of; keyboard-mindedness, computer-
mindedness - something we cannot overestimate - and on the other hand a whole set of
inertias, which especially have to do with capital investment and infrastructures, and so

on. And between those two points rve'Il have the developments. Then by the end of this
decade everything will start, because network integration wontt be realized before 1990

on a huge and grind scale. That means that our organizations will go from centralized
to loosely coupled systems. Theretll be a grand place for innovative young new companies,
because itr" Uig conglomerates are not flexible enough to follow the dynamics of this_

development. Ítrese conglomerates will go to loosely coupled systems, loosely coupled
by information. Information will be the binding element in orgalization in the future. On

the work-floor werll see more and more despecialization, werll see the runiversalistl

coming up. Multinational terminals, terminals of future information systems, wiII mean
that wé gèt a*ay from work stations specialization a¡d that wetll need more and more
universl peoplã with quite some mobility, both physically and mentally' Thererll be

very few people fulfilling one job in a life-time.
I think another thing is that within ten years rMetll arrive at some new ways ol thinking
about the unbearable problem of structural unemployment. This might lead to new ways
of thinking about what employment is and what unemployment is. The border line beh¡¡een

leisure and work wiII become diffuse. There are some speculations that we might start
to think about new divisions of the week, but that, of course, has a couple of very strong
resistant factors in it. But an overall trend to my opinion will be a groì¡/ing democratiza-
tion. We should never forget that until now technology has always fostered and increased
democratization. So has the automobile, if you think about it, and so will information
technologr. In that respect, Itll come back to one remark made earlier on this conference.
To conclide with a grand iúusion, a growing democratization is in my opinion the biggest
cha¡ce for peace. Because, when you can no longer build power monopolies on information
monopolies, thereis agreat chanceforaworldcommunitytodevelop. Andif wecanget
around those ten years without a grand catastrophy, I think wetre set to go to the year
2000.
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